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FOREWORD.
,Y ,

.. .:

Volume 13 of Economic Education -Experiences' of Enterprising Teachers
reflects all the characteristics of effec ive teaching that have distinguished the
entries submitted to previous award gams plus a greater emphasis on interaction

lems. As teachers gain confidence in theirwith community activitieS, needs and p
own knowledge of economics, they appear to be more willing and able to help
students to sense and.dlial with lie realities of economics in then'immediate lives.
Thiskind of teachin2 and learnin dra upon the natural interests of students, taps
the experiences and resources readil available, prOvides immediate satisfaction
with the 'usefulness of ecohomic,understanding, and leads to a continuing respect
for the study of economies.

The 14t1i^ Annual Awards program is now underway and, once again. we invite
teachers tb submit entries. Application forms and assistgnc'e ca0 be secured from.
Affiliated CoUnCils and Ceriters for Economic Education throughout the nation or
directly' Korn the Joint CoUncil. 4xamples of awardwinning entries, in addition to,
those included in this volume, may be secured by writing to the'IPCF Depository,
Ohio University. Athens, Ohio. . ,

On this occasion, the Joint Council fakes, pride in extending recognition a d
appreciation to the dedicated, competent individuals who serve as judges for tIN
annual awards program.. Dr. Ruth Ellsworlh,' Professor of Education, Wayne State
University; Dr Myrqn L. Joseph, Associate Dean, Graduate School of In4uSirial
Administration, Carnegie-Mellon University,. Dr. Laurence E. Learner, Director_
Center for Economic,Education, State University of New York,at Binghamton, Dr. ,

Delmas F. Miller. Vivting,Professor of Ed,ucation, West ,Virginia University.- Dr.
Edward C. Prehn, Social Studies Consultant and former Chairman, Social Studies
Department, Wagner High, School, New York City; Dr. Rodney, illman, Pressor
and Doe, School of Educappn, GeOrge Washington University. Dr.. Henry H.'
Villard,, Professor and former Chairman, Economics Department, The City
University of New York. Mrs. Dorothy Cowles Wass, Elementary Education
Consultant, Storrs, Connecticut.

Although ,this volume is essentially the same as its -piedecessors, there are two
changes which should be noted. Support for _the Awards Program and this
publication is now provided by the International Paper Company FoundatiOn. The
ogler change is that Mr. Anthony F. Suglia, a recent addition to the Join( Council
staff, edited the section of secondary school teaching experiences.; We 4tend our
appreciation to Ms. Sandra Kuntz,. who has represented IPCF, and to the
Foundation's Board of Trustees and we commend Dr. George G. Dawson and
Suglia for their editorial vsrk.,

GEORGE L. FERSH, Associate Director
Joint Council an Ecommic. Education and
Coordinator, Iptemational Paper Company
Foundation Awards Program for the Teaching
of Economics
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INTRODUCTION

After a decade of editing this publication, no one could blame me if I said "I'm
tired of the whole thing.'' But such is not the case. Each year the projects entered
in the Anqual Awards Program represent new, creative and stimulating clpsond I
never fail to be amazed at-the endless flow of imaginative and innovative strategies
for teaching_ et.,:onoinics at all levels. The experience is an educational one for me,
then, and it is a privilege to be able to slake a mall contribution'by preparing the
entries for,a publication thlt will enable others to share this, wealth; I war greatly
pleased, therefore, when the Joint Council on Economic Education lisked me to
continue to edit this MA even though I had resigned from my position with that
organization. I am indebted to many peopleto Dr. M. L. Frankel and Dr. George

Fersh of the Joint Council for enabling me to remain active in the Awards
Program, to the International Paper Company Foundation for sponsoring the
project, and to Mr. Anthony F. Suglia of the Joint Council for editing Chapter.Four
and for assisting me in various ways. I hope that this book will continue Mb have the
'impact in the future that it has had in the past, and that teachers will be motivated
to share their creative ideas with others through the medulla of the Awards
Program., For those plAning to submit entries, a few words of advice ma'9 be in
order. ,

Those who are contemplating submitting an entry to the Awards program, and
those who Have submitted entries but failed to win, might profit from a, generalized
description of winning projects. It must be realized that the articles published in
this book are usually condensed versions of the original reports, and that some of

the material teachers submit cannot be depicted or even described easily. The
characteristics of a prize-winner are as f011ow§: .

I .iThe projedt shows originality. It is more than a rehash of someone else's
work, or at !nit it gives an entirely new "twist" to an idea developed,in a previous
year. Ideas that captured awards'm years past tend to become "old hat." This does
not mean that they are not good, but Simply that the aVvards must go to those who
come up with newer ideas.

2. The class situation is clearly described ,in the better reports. The judges
want to know 'what ages, ability levels, or special characteristics' apply. If the
studentsrepresent a particular socioeconomic or ethnic group, the judges should
know this.

3. Scope. and sequence, are set forth. The reader should be told at the ery.
beginning whether the pri3ject describes a year-long or semester-long course, a
six-week unit, a special project of*three-weeks duration, a single lesson, or whatever.
If it ts less than a full- course, the author should show how the project fits into the
course being taught, and how it was related to material thit preceded or iollowed
it.

iv
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4. Goals arc' listed in specific terms'. How can a reader judge a projeci unless.
lie or she knows what specific understandings; facts, skills, habits, attitudes, or
behavioral cbanges,t he teacher wished to impart?

c
5 MoriratioriaLderices are spelled out apd initiatory activities are described.

How, did the teacher get flit; pupils interested in the subject to be taught? liow.did
he or she then start the course, unit lesson or project? .

6 A step-by-step account ''of teaching teclwiques is given. It must be
-remembered that the, basic

serve
of, tiv awards Program is Co llelp dther

teachers These' projects can serve other,s my if the autli`or gives the details of the
' methods employed. It is not enough Si iply to say that a panel discussion: was

held- the reader should see exactly hi the panel was-set up,.what preparations
. .ivere niale, how this activity fit into the total project, how rt Nt as evaluated, and so '

nil Where appropriate, ample lesson plans* should be ;included, along with such
items as assignment sheets, instruction she2ots that might have been Orepare4 for the

.4students, and the like. .- .
,

7. Photographs or samples (of sludent work, ire included. Photographs- of
bulletin, board -arrangements, table displays, murals, and other items which cannot r
be shipped are welcome'. It is norticcessary to Albino largeposters Ur bulky Objects

. if a photograph will suffice. Neither is it-necessary to send in everything the
students have done. One or two typical term papers, for instance, will do. ,)t8, The culmination of the mitt or project should be explained. Good teaching
units have three basic parts. (1) Jmnatory and motivational activities, (2)
developmileal-activities, and (3) culthinating activities. The first help to 'get the
,eupils interestid in the unit, project or lesson, the second, develop the ideas,
concepts, skills, understandings and attitides listed in the goals, and the third bring

y: proa ams, displays, field trips. the making of films or filmstrips,
C esthe' experience to a lOcby summarizing and applying that which, was taught.

Plays,assembl
simulations, and ma y other,activities can be used to culmmate,a dna. . .,

4, 9. Eraluatior techniques should always be included in the reports. These
generally include tests of all types (shoo-answer, essay, and performance

1. examinations)b'n can also include less formal things, such as selfNvaluations by
individuals, gro ps, or the class, written pr oral evaluations by Outsiders, and.

,., ,i
of'' observations o pupil behavior., Samples or testing, instruments ought to be

submitted wit the reports, along wit Ii the results. , 1
. ,.,

.,10'. Fina y, attention to the requirements as set forth in the A rds Program
,application ,f Tin, an orderly arrangement of the gnaterlal, and simp neatngss tare
',appreciate{I

The e
above Will
competiti
the year
arid criti

,:. .

whole
reg,aidi

report
which
simpl
cont.

cator who attempts io 'include each of the 10 characteristics outlined
have ,a good Chance of winning.Itshould be, notdt however, drat the
n is keen, and that each Year it becomes more.difficult to win than it Was
efore Prospective entrants would be well advised to seek the comments

isms of othets jefore submitting their projects. in 15articular, the teacher,
ormal preparation in economics is minimal should consul t an economist
g the accuracy and appropriateness of the 'economics contained in the
Many projects which represent an enormous amount.of time and effortvind
cgritain superb .ideas and materials fb,i teaching,' fall to capture an ard
,because they rcontain little or.rta econonlics or because the economic

nt is inaccurate.
jle Editor hopes that this brief summary di. what constitutes a gotod project

will be useful to educators. lie deeply appreciates ,the wl!irkeof those teachers
. .
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(rionwihners as well as winners) who are contributing so much to the eliminatio n Lit
eLonomic ignorance in our socrety It is hoped that mereband more teachers will

. enter. the Awards Program in the future, sharing their knowledge an expthemc
with others for the gooil that this can do as well as for the possibility . of financial
rewards.

The Editor acknowledges with sincere thanks the cooperation of the teachers
whose ideas appear in this volume. They have been most patient and understanding
in Ter,mitting us to" use their Material and in agreeing to our many editorial
revisions.
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<,b GEORGE G. DAWSON, Acting Dean %,
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Primary Level: GQdes K-3

CHAPTER ONE

Parents Show and Tell

V
'o

-t.
1

Economics,in Kindergarten

Dorothy .trYohe

Mary C. Howse Elementary,Schobl, West Chester, Pa.

Introduction
'

"Show and Tell" are enchanting words to the little kindergarten child, but at
the Mary C. Howse Elementary School this magic has extended to parents as well.
DuringThe 1974-75,school year 1 Introduced a Completely new and excitin& way to
motivate my economics units of study"Parents Show and TelL-7 Interest Was
keen,and the children learned easily and retained their knowledge because It was a.
"family affair" with. much 'personal meaning to them. Fle'xibat y or curriculum was
an important factor, and after each parent's presentation I endeatiored to develop a
new unit of study based upbn introducto4 economic concepts that could be
related to the presentation.

One basic goal was to make the children aware of the many differen
occupations of parents and the concept of interdep'endence.Another was to have!
the children become involved With the parents' activities, and to instill in them a
curiosity about what goes on outside,the classroom and their 'immediate family
environments. A third was to involve the parents in their children's kindergarten
lives and to,establish rapport among child, parent and teacher.

Procedures

'There were 25 children firen in my morning class- and 31 in my afternoon.
kindergarten session. I made tapes of each-child greeting Mommy and; Daddy,and
.singing a song for them. thus, when parents arrived for parent-teaher conferences
they were completely surprised and highly excited-to hearthe taped greetings.
After this I presented the idea of the "Palent Show and Tell" and stiggestcd that
the parents, in Win, prepare a surprise for the children. There was high enthusiasm,
as we arranged fQr visits and kept our plans secret. What fun for a child when
Daddy or Mommy would walk into the classroom to shire ideas about hobbies,
talents, interests or occupations with the child and his or her friends! The patents
were happy to be part of clur program, and their presentationswere to be used to

,4* 0
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motivate the children in the study of various ecopomic topics. Some examples of
excitiiig'parent presentations follow.

Joey's Daddy works in the 1,3 s t Office.: anti his presentation included
demonstration of his work. Joey, modeled the uniform and helped to show ho the
mail hag is used. When a mail trtiLk stopped at the school wean, went side to
talk to the driver The filmstrip and reLording "90 Billion Raindrop "introduced
the Postal 'Service as a vital community resource. shoved ho people all owl-
Amerka depend upo'n mail, anddramatized the challenges faie .y postal woikers
At one point I was asked to leave the room. while Joe, )(parents and the class
wrote me a secret letter. which was then signed by al nd mailed from the school.
The course of the letter from the time it left our iulding until it was deliver&I to
ine was traced. and it was my turn to be surp9s and excited when I receitied.i0

'.Bruce's father brought a very large truck to school and allowed the children to,
pretend to drive it We developed ottptransportation unit Rom this (This unit even
included a Lonsideration of forejgdtrade ) Daddy is a motorcycle racer, and
Iw brought his motorcycle to our parking lof. This was part of the transportation
unit, and was used, to initiate a study of safety, Mary Beth's, father, a School
principal. rshowed slides of his airplane trip to Colorado and Califorrila. ,This, of
worse, enabled us to inLkude.au travel in the transpbratton unit We also compared
our classes with those iii Coterado and California.

Laurel's mother, came to class dressed as an Indian We 161-med to make Indian
headbands, Iliiwcto do an Indian dance, and how trade was important in Indian life

.SevZiral parents gave presentations on grafts. such as making hooked-rugs (Jackie's
tri-LITh7e.). stuffed antipals,(Dawn's mother). life-sized Raggedy Ann and Raggedy
Andy dolls (Mary 'Beth's mother). and clothespin butterflies (Roberta's mother).
These activities led to a comparative study of home-made and inachint=maae goods,
and introduced the children to the concept of mass production.

The children's love for animals was a powerful motivating force. John's father
brought in a chicken and six baby chicks, which got us started on a unit on farming.
Amoni the other animals brought by various parents were a turtle. guinea pigs. dogs

. , and 'cats. Animals play an important role, in our lives, and.this gives rise to the need
for spedalists to help 'Luc for therh. Dr. Harkins. a veterinarian, was- one of our
resource persons.

We are all consumers. and as sua we -1 a ve an impact on the economy. Even
babies "Lount,- kin'd this wasllustrate:i when one mother brought her infant son to
the Llass. We-learned -about the needs for goods and services- that babies have. and
started on a unit on how our cc.on,;my meets those needs. This was done a

' play )tore, the making of baby penis. and dramatizations It was here that money
was'introduced as a medium of,excliange.

A "Kinddrgarten ,Bakery" stemmed from one
was

hobtly as a cake
wdecorator. A, unit on,entertainment as a profession as developed after Marnie-'s

Daddy had visited us with his guitar, We learned t...at musk can be a consumer item,
in that wit mkty sing or play instruments Ot for ftin2o.r it may beia producer
activity, engaged in (Or a money income.-

These are but a few .of the learning activities telated to parental occupati ons
and hobbies. PictUres were taken of each pitentation and, were displayed on our
bulletin board. All presentations were recorded on audiotape and played at our
learning centel or for interested visitort.0(tring art lesspns we.made "Memail
Bogks- 'for each parent. Creative story writing was another popular activity.
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E,va{pation -' A ,
The effect of_fhe units was indicated in many 'Ways. Some of these are as.

fo It ows. .
. ..

1

Children became highly motivated and.maintained their interest throughout:
There seemed to be greater 'retention oif, le,arnmgs that usual.
Discipline problemswerefewe'r than isxibrmally the case. : ,

There was greater curiosity about the world, and how people, states and
nationTare interdependent . .

-.
Some basic introductory economic concepts were learned in an enj able
Way. \' Ex te II e n t rapport Between 4ea):Iter anti 'parents developed., and attendance a. ,,,,the,parent-teacher Organization meeting doubled. .

. , Patents reported that their children were showing greater interest in parental-1.
,activities at hvnie. ,

The, language arts-,-muste;- art_and other disciplines were easily' correlated
... with the econotnics units. .

The teacher gained a deeper" psight into the home life of each child and a
better tinderstanding,of each. ' . lh

4

The .units showed that the curriculum can be flexible and that instruction
can be personalized.

. \
In conclusion, :"Parent "Slfow and Tell" had worked like magic '0) turn my .-

kindergarten into one lilige family of many people, pets, hobbies and interests% It
had made us curious about -the world and what it is all about, It .provided' ..:,.

introductory economic ocortcepts, elincliment learnings,,social growth, and home-
school unity. And tilde was.an added future- the h.appinessUf parent, child ,and
teacher. .

, ,
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the inthe Real World

Economics in Se.cond Grade

4

Patti Carson, Janet Dellosa.anO Diane Greene

Betty Jane Elementary School, Akrort Ohio

introduction

For several years the Akron Board ufEducatIon has been stressing economics
in the classroom..Teachers beerrencouraged to attend in-service programs and .
weeklong workshops' .Economic'sexpert have been brought in to 'enrich .the
program, and these speakers have acquainted the teachers with many economics
'materials. The Career Education Program has. included economics for the last five
years,and this year three minicourses in economics were develope,d. ,

During one of the economics minicuUrses a discUssron arose on the banking,
program 'which had been used by the Department of Elementary Education. The ,
discussion centered on how the project couldfie impi'oved. It was decided that
since bOth the Elementary Curriculum and.career Education programs have helped
teachers with edonomicA it would be valuable to have the two departments team ,.

together to Work on the banking, unit. A meeting was arranged to develop a savings
program for elementary pupils and to familiarize .them with the world of banking. -

We were asked to rewrite the program and to pilot it in a classroom Before the eail
of the school .Year. One thing we wanted to do was expand-the program to include
more economic concepts.. Since we had only 2 months to accomplish. our tasks,

Began megting in the.evenings and on weekends tt2 plan and develop materials. It
was decided *St the three of us would work togAher on the wall economics
unit, 4.11d that 1Ytti ant Diane w odd develop the banking unit. Some of oui spectfic
goals were effillows

To give pupils an overview of the banking business.
To show students how banking institutions relate to families, businesses, and
the economy in general.
To learn the importance of money and how money developed.
To see hOw people are interdependent with one another and with the
environment. -

To teach students to make wise economic choices.
To- create an awareness of the law of supply and demand and how we are
affeoted by it.
To lean how consumer choice affects the production and distribution of
goodsand services. .

To teach students about the circular flow in our economy
To help pupils' to understand the concept of specialliat ion.

Most of these goals"(and others not liatediAvere to he taught through role playing

4.



aid simulations The childr 'would learn about the law of supply and demand. -

fOr example, by seeing how it kTected thtir own business as they Ted to sell goods
tQ other pupils. .1 ._ . 7 9er ',----/.

I .

1 lihe Project ,
, ' .

.. , . 1 - . . ? . /
' C 1 I t was otir. feeling that the more the students could do. the more they would1

yearn' V.e did not simply ,t_oe-lectores to the class. out developed 43 individualized
'4. (earning activities Games, study sheets and group activities were planned Webegan

by sending i -leiter to the parenls. explaining the unit and wsking for their
issistance. For example. parents were asked ho work with thir .;ticIten in filling

= -butljob applizaitons andYweekly 4q1k_con.tiatts: To:iatri.-theii: -pi, .;hacks." 0)e1-,..:
"children would have to apply fox jobs and engage in prOductive effort. Vte used
filmstrips ttansparencies- and picture boards to introduce the class -tc basic

' economic concepts After the basic concepts _ad been introduced m'clais we bean
inviting speakers ct-ho would provide rriofe.deiagon those concepts
. \lany int4resting speakers ,appeared in the nassrooatti One pupils grandmother
talked, abtut her life in the past'and told how our economy lids changed. A banker

' explained the difference between savings and, loan associations and .other banking
institutions He alsO.helpect the pupils to open savina 'accouhts in the 'classroom

. bank A loan officer told us what to look for when buying a horns. showed us how'
the cost -of home ownership includes interest. taxes and insuraike. andiprovided
instruction in applying for a bank lawn. Another , bank ,oeficer atscussed;the
economics of bulling and owning a car. explaining the various payments, insurance

..- and interest charges. This was later supplemented by practical advice "from a car. .salesman After eacli speaker had left. the children would engage in follow-up
= activities to acquire ah even better tinder;standing of the presentations: That is. they

would "buy.- homes. cars_ food. clothing and the like ..st

One of the popular activities was the store ,celled "Dellosa's Delights.- -which
sold.iterns for consumpu,:in at lunch time Brownies popcorn, cookies, pudding and .
soft drinks were produced and sold. to the process. the pupils learned about
production. distribution. advertising. specialization, supply. and demand. The sales

. revenues were used to finance future production and to start another store, "The
-/ -Busy Bee Boutique...

...'
.

i Each crhdrsday the students, turned in their worksheets. and on Fridays they
received their "pay checks They also got bills, however_ and they would ha4 to
work on their budgets and make decisions on how.to allocate their money mcomes.
They would pay their bills, make other purchases, and perhaps save some. Because

I this involved some mathematical concepts which are,chfficult for. stolid graders.
If two voltiriteers from a bank cme each-Friday aft5rnoon to help them. These .? volunteers would supervise the :classroom bank tellers to make sure they were g
,*

1 following the correct procedures. help them to make tfie correct.change wheA
:: ,1 necrp, and watch over tie. toga officers as they handled a'pelications and

approved or rejected loans After the students had, cash their pay checks they
could shop at the "Busy Bee Boutique" or Aoposit money in the "Betty Jane

t
. . . . .a t

i
0)

of t '.. . ... --
For a complete list of goals. ictivities, forms used. etc.. and for greater details onothe

teaching strategies. see the original repot; This is available from the ernon R. Alden Library.
. Ohio Vpreersity, Athens, Ohio Only a brief summary is possible in this booklet .
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Sasinp and Loan- the "N.uur Soho ok State Ban; Tue stores and hanks were
staffed arid operated ay pupils, with jobs rotated each week- so triat all class
members:, would he 3 Chance to tr different oct:upa.tions.

Readffig, mathematics. Jte'al.th. social sulfites and the language arts weje
ir,,ludedy-the pnoiect. with et..on.k,If;..cs, 3S the to,a1 'point An examination of
s'andorrit seie,ted examples o: pupil `9.,1rk would reseal and. group
3-usities- Tr/IC:Z17"E , 'none," narin."`,he circular flow, making trase) Di3;15.
vate.11r}c dc. )UPts :irne Ji earning rl.nned monthl and weekl

.redi C;e..11, .27,.:5 P.:nth-1UL: and
...tes A IrE t-e suntecs, taugf- 4:` ir.dtsrdualirec ,earoing

s';te-s .nanplie 2nu sent,,e used.

w lir)? ,:nez.k. Nr. lifferent :,-_,;risurne different goods.
.of par3tne sroromy oar. interzepender.e ofhank tellers.
and .,"ms

. Conclusion and ,Evaluation

Wn.eri first stfred. werz onls a surDic urir. ;11 Ohr
,dea .sas to ,.;n and s.asinp and 'tsar, assScia'tion. compe
7an, der.vsr. ar.d withozawai 511 DS. :.13r, pph.:atIons. credit
anc: esident*nowese- that thous v,,isnt enough To

studerts use :nese se^,I.es v.c llaxe to simu'late adult
are eckA-10 :Noss6ie This led to the piannmE o: realistic
e :4111,:rep tea::: that they N,tuld I;ave held

earn an inc.:rse. One thing :e.; to arluthe: and f.)r
forr, ve .onst;,,...47e,: tound ;Tree needed' Each ee-iing wet
'Urled w new 't, t. ;lie rents of the day `- :lass sessrons. planted for
the nes,: ar.4-prePared the lessons fo: the follosiing day Ben tkough
there w e7e ;free of v.oriaz. coo hardlc keep ahe2c: of the class'

it ha,' not t-seer...o -Ctie pt.pils reactions to whit was going on .e would nor
hale achiesed P e were so excited ahliJi each new activit!, that we
N, rked esen.h.rde: to prepare for the next one Otir husbands. children. parents.
and :riends helped us. doing thing ;Torn locating useful pictures to feeding as
Ne wtir.zed :eserishl ThenanKs were generous m prosiding -,speaker$,aml some of
the-women from a half., invited .+S" 1,1 a luncheon to.-exPlain our protect The

ot the Center for Econorru, Education in Akron asked as to ckescrine our
.v.or.: az C.ITIOLIS el. Or. t n11. NJ ;Shops In spite of the altead,l, oserwhelming
demands on our time. we 3Eteed tr ao,eptthese imita!ions

,, \e ci.nstantly v,t,rried annul not!. ti'esaitiate second graders. Dec-lot-rig ago inst
tormal written tests. Ne inalied woric during -the indisiduahred
iearnir- a rsities'Itr 3 garr.,..s.'"and noted their comments and reactions We also felt
triat parents comments would sliej fight on the etfectiseness of the project Some
st'eep's questyns were pr.stare'd for the imients. sucii as -flas this economic unit
increas'eti, our child's `interest in schttor- *Does otir child discuss the project at
home"' Some picJI responses are as fojlow.s

"fie seemed to enj.r. this anir.mtire than and thing he has studied this year and
reap- learned what is so necessar!, in eserda!, life I !eel ,rou really did a

.
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-When "first Darned of Chryss) learning this. I felt it was a little hard for her to
unde (and. 13'ut now l'think it was a good idea

now realizes how important it is to work, what a responsibility his parents
Ne and he will hare to have some..

'Bade her more responsible. and she really wanted to work tor lier money."
One. '6 I the thing that pleased us most was the fact that we had inoked so

man). toe-Tle , from the community \e felt that the more people who were
inl.oked the more the pupils would learn As the end of the scli;Jol tear began to
close in on us. v.e workeu e'en harder. but dis..osered that no matter how hard we
worked we would ntner be ahle,to ,1 e'en thing we wanted, to do. The more we
taughpabout our e;onDmi-. sstern the more ideas we ,oricel,ed to teach economic
concepts Time and again we said "\ e\ t sear well start earlier"'

Our students showed a much greater awareness of how the econorn operates.%
and the are now able to .understand sorne'of the Tamil' problems so often

hear about ThiS is not to suggest that the had no learning problems Their budgets
didn't always balance. nut the..1. did become better shoppers, learned to cooperate as
the worted side-b:.-side in production. gained self-confidence. and became more
independent Thus. we would agree with the parent %%irk.) wrote .

think this program should. be. continued for a longer. time After all,
economic.s is the name of the game. and the children seenfto be old enough to
grasp.the meaning of what you' were)ryig to get amiss

4
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Relating Economics

to Children's Experiences*

Agnei Lien

Foley Elementary School, Foley,.Minnesota

Introduction

.While attending an economic education workshop last summer it occurred to
me that third graders know about the social functions of their families but know
nothing about family et.onomks. I begal; to think about developing a long-term
project that would hold the interest of my third-grade pupils, yet provide a
wortl:while learning expenen.e. The major activities would include'the viewing of
films. going on field trips. hearing guest speakers, and, producing and selling

_ products. The major objectives included the following: _

To teach the children economic .ioncepts related to family life.
To study occupations and the requirements for entering them.
To learn to observe, analyze and, record factual data.
To learn to apply economic concepts to real-life problems.
To teach:Children the value of unity, and cooperation in,working together.
To learn how money, credit and banking are used in productitin,
To understand the functions of costs, prices an profits in business.

1

Aegivities`l--:A Study of Occupations

We began by viewing a series' of three films- "Families Are Different rind
Alike," "Family Teamwork and You," and "Families and Jobs,'" This was followed
by a discussion in which the children related the content of the films to their own
families. For example, we talked about the services each member performs,
interdependence, and the need for lamily'unity. We made Large charts shawIng-tha
family members and their roles. Using magazines and catalogs, the children made
booklets showing their wants. They then took ;hese home and discussed their wants
with their parents to find out which of the wants could be satisfied. When the
booklets were again returned to the school and presented to the class, it became
.evident that such things as family size and income helped to determine the
outcomes.

'This is a condensation of a 67-page report The original can be obtained from the Vernon
R Alden Library, Ohio university. Athens. Ohio.
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Studies were .made of parents' occupations\ and were related to incornei,
edu,atiun and family money management. For most, it was the first time they
learned what their parents did, how they obtained their jobs, what sort of training
was required, what kinds of working condetiuns they expeeaced, and so on. A
questionnaire was prepared for the children to use in interviewing their parents
Each child wrote an article about mother or father after (laving completed the

interviews, 'and these were shared with thectass. We then) decided to make an
intensive study of occupations, using parents as _resource people The general
procedure was to review the questionnaires. invite the parents or relatives to come
and speak, set up a schedule, prepare questions, discuss the speaker's presentation,

articles about each speaker and send them to the local newspaper, and 'send a
"thank you" note to the resource person. We alskrgpared graphs. 5hoytni each

...job, training requirepients, salary, and where employ ment possibilities existed.
One speaker Ja grandparent) was an artist He described his training (capital

investment in education), thmateals and trapital equipment he had. to buy, and
what determined the price he placed un his works. He explained the market for
selling art, and explained the impact of. demand and supply on the pri,!..e of works of
art. A farmer the told us tabour the cost of. operating a. modern farm ,(a
partnership, in this case), andhow present economic conditions affect the costs or
production and file ptices of his output. We followed his visit by viewing the film
"Dairy Farming Today," which shows how modern technology has raised farm

_ productivity, and how _capital and human restnirCes are combined in running a farm.
The.schoulsystern itself was a valuable resource laborator,y. A school secretary

'explained the source of her income (school taxes) and why her salary fs relatively
low. The principal had to invest-much more in his training, he explained, and had,
greater respOnsibilities. This helped to account' for the disparity b tween his pay
and the secretary's wage. The school nurse described her training a d the, various
costs and benefits related to her work. Ve saw the film ..`Srlioul an JbbsLots ,of
People Wiirk Here,'`' and made a chart showing all the occupatjohs,nvolved
running a school and the incomes relaied to each.

,

A secretary from a United States government agency told us not only about
on job but about the services performed by the agency. This 1ielpe0 to introduce
the children to government's role in our economy. The next spe*r represented
private enterprise, for she was a supervisor in a manufacturing planti. She made us
aware of he role of labor unions, and we discussed corporations stockholders,

. business management, and various skilled and unskilled.jobs in the lant. The Alm
"People Who Wurl di, Factories" was coordinated with this presen ation. After a
_construction worker's visit (during which'he actually built a portab e chimney on
the playgto.ind), we viewed the film "Building a House." Tliik ale ly shows the
value of specialization and division of labor, the importance of Zapitinvestment,
and the role of profit. A beautician repreented another service-type lindustry, but
again stressed the need-for investment in schooling.

Foley is a small rural community, and one of the children's nuither raises
chickens. Her barn and equipment illustrated capital. Her presentation added a new.
.dimension to our studies of the business scene, for she is under contract to a large
firm which provides the feed, and establishes production processes. Since she
brought some of the chicks with her, she had no problth in maintaining class inter-
est. A Oublic service, electrician working.as a lineman added to our information
of how wages are determined. The fact that his'job ,no.t only required skill and
training but is dangrous helped to account for the fairly high income he- enjoyed

b



Having nearly exhausted our supply of guest speakers, we decided to plan a
series of field trips In a visit to a general store we learned about the various (orms
of bdsmess enterprise (proprietorship, partnership, corporation), the capital needed
.to run a firm,, the problems of management, and the types of jobs available We
even learned a little about elementary bookkeeping and acLounting, and lAw such
problems as shoplifting and inflation add to the price we pay for merchandise. As
part of our review of this trip we vieWed the film'"People Who Work in Stores'"
Our next top was to a bakery, which helped us to see that sonic of rtie 'same
principles apply to a different kind of business firm:

The pupils had already been introduced to the fait that government plays a
role in our economy, but now they learned much more abqut this through trips to
the county court house and the Post Office. Two afternoons were spent in visiting
various offices at the court house, showing that many different specializations,,,are
needed in operating a gvernmerttal institution, that incomes again vary in
accordance with training and skills, and that general economic conditions (such as
inflation) affect taxes and government expenditures. We learned a great deal about
teal estate market values and assessed values, and how tax revenues tire divided
among the state, township. city and village, Of-course, this,trip was also usekil in
teaching many facts and comepts about government. The visit to the Post Office
rekliforced some of these learnings.

A visit to a garage thowed how a small business firm can relate to huge'
corporations in a major industry for cars and parts must be obtained from large
manufacturers, We were told about the factors OTecting_ the demand fur different
types,of vehicles, and how profit is determined in the sale' of cars. At a food
processing firm we saw how each step in the production process adds value to the

final product and tips affects the retail price. Our trip to the local newspaper office
provided a good example of interdependence, for,,the paper depends upon
advertising from other businesses rather than subscriptions, to cover its costs and
earn a profit This was also a good example of an industry in which a large
investment in capital equipment is necessary in order tostart the enterprise.

We missed ,no opportunity to include unexpected resource 'people in oily
project Wheirwe learned that one boy's sister had been the only woman farrier
(one who 'shoes horses) to Minnesota and was currently Working in our area, we
inwed her to he a guest speaker. She had had tO attend a vocational soltool to leap
her trade, and she needed such capital equipment as a forge. anvil and pn.kup truck.
She gave a demonstration of how to make a horseshoe and explained the factors
that affected het" annual income The last speaker was'a medial doctor who treats
many of the pupils. The children understood tvt physicians receive high average
incomes after he explained what is involved in rnediLal training and how demand
greatly exceeds iupply.

To conclude our study ,of occupations I asked. the students to write papers on
"What think I wzint to be when I grow up, and why." The results showed that
-some were iilready thinking 'about their future occupations, and that they were
oonsidering the realities of the costs of preparing for those jobs, and of some of the
-trade-offs- involved. (For instance, a political position might pay well, Inn is less

, secure than others.)

Activities IfRunning a Business

10

The children decided that the best way to learn about working together, how
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to 1io wisely, making a profit, the use of credit, ind the role of banking was to go
into businesS. The first idea was to manufacture products and sell them, at -

fililoweeir, elinstmas, valentice's Day. Easter and Mother's Day. After considering
various forms of `busiuess enterprise, they aged tyestiblish a corporation, with a
board of directors, stockholders, and a set of rides and, procedures A Board of

Drrectors, President and a Secretary were elected. Thus, the Craft-Makers
Corporation was born! It was ,decided that recycled materials would be used; and,
that selling gtices,wctild be kept below 51.50. So'on the children we're bringing in
empty bottles and 'jars. scraps of Yarn and felt, beads, cotton stuffing from old. mattresses, wood scraps flop a construction site, used plastic 114/us and ribbons,
old Christmas cards. wallpartr, cardboard tube's: spools, scraps of fake fur. coat
hangers, broken' Crayons, plastic bottles, pine cones, old saucers, wire,.spray can
tops, old Jeweliy, etc. .

,

i
.,.

Nem we searched for ideas in craft books and magazines Of course. we had to

. , consider the cost of additional materials, the ability of third graders to do the work,
the length of time it would,take, and the price we could get for any suggested item.
We p)anned,to spend two or three periods a week to manufacture the goods Money
was needed, and 1 suggested that we obtain a loan from the bvik. The children did
not like the inea.of 'paying interests however, and proposed that we first open a
charge ac'sciint and take a loan only if we found ourselves unable to pay our hills A
set of 'by-laws- was passed,,requiring neatness, the avoidance of waste, careful and
quiet work, comparative shopping. honesty on- the part of salespersons,. courtesy.
and "no work- no pay!'' .

washed-Our first product vas "fall bouquets. We ashed- old beer bottles and-glued
i on them in ,Me \ wan desIgns A college girl agreed to sell us spr4=painted

weeds for 2 a bunch, giving us 30 days in which to pay. The painted weeds were
put into the bottles awl tied with our recycled bows They were very attractive, and

we priced them at 51.00 each A trial sale wi.s held in the main hall of the school,
and at the end of two days we had taken in 548.00. We paid,our debt of S13 00 to='

the college girl, ind now had some money capital to work with It was decided that
510.00would he placed in a petty cash fund and that the rest would be deposited
in the bank. The trip to the bank to make the deposit was both fun and
educational, for we learned4thout the functions of banks before opening a savings
account that paid 51/2`; interest. Everyone was proud of the S2-5.00 deposit, and

treturning to class we reviewed our 'earnings by seeing the film "Fred Meets a
lik.- Thereafter, whenever a deposit was to he made the three officers of the firm

vriould make out a deposit slip, count the money, go to the bank, and bring back
the bank book tb the class.. , ,

We had another speaker tell us about division ofilabor in a factory, and the
a 4... :, 'Wren. decided; to adopt , specialization on a trial basis., proved to ,be so

successful in terms of impr9ving the quaint of our products and the speed With
which they were completed that this production 'technique became the norm Our

net produv ,was "critters- stuffed'bird-hke ornaments with big feet and movable

eyes. They were made with recycled fake fur, old mattress -stuffing, cardboard,
scraps Of felt, and movable eyes. The only thing we had Co buy was the eyes. A
*problem emerged, when the eyes began to disappear eithei because of carelessness or

dishonesty. We discusse44this, noting that it was costing' the firm money for
' replacement's and reducafg our profit margin The eyes slopped disappearing Using

division of labor. we had specialists in tracing, cutting, sewing, stuffing,glumg aty.1

pain'ting. We soon had 45 sets of ;`critters," at a totfil money, cost of only S7 28 We
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also produced 45 easels, Which' were covered with recycled burlap and decorated
with yard, seeds. wife and felt. Only The easel part. made from a drapery.haner,
had tObe.phrchased. Total COst,was 52.25. '

Aft -iSpen house Was being held during Anierican Edutiation Week, so the
dluldr0;seize,d upon this opportunity to set up a stand in tl, e main hall a sold

' 'goods,' to visiting parents. Two days later they rented space (for S1.0 rom the°
sixth graders in order to sell tbeir products at the sixth-graders Halloween party.
When this sale proved to be a failure we analyzed the situation and learned that
there mist be an effective demand (that is, a desire backed by the ability to pay) if
one is to have a market for ohe's output. It was decided that we should reduce our
prices and bold a special sale. The 'children went from room to ioom to advertise
the sale., and within two days we had sold eve y lung. 14was- time to, record our

Iprogi Which we did' by nitlit7g a chart. Our cash intake had been S7A0, so we
.paid ¢ur bills, deposited -S40.00 to the_ bank, and kept S30.00, in,.,Pet cash.
Christ as was approaching, so we decided on producing another eight items. These
included Christmas bottles, plaques, pin cushions, yarn dolls, apple-head ornaments,
candles, a Santa Clause, and pine cone Christmas trees. All but 200 of the petty
cash fund was used in buying

, Things did not always go smoothly. A labor problem emerged when some
children began to lose interest in (heir work, and *when absenteeism because Of
illness or other reasons occurred. Those who were continuing to work hard were
doing more than, their fair share. A meeting was held to discuss ,the situation, and
this resulted in the practice of keeping work records and rigorously enforcing the
"No work -no pay" rule. Produhvity increased. By the time of the sale we had
manufaetured a total of 178ilions2-

Posters were made to announcethe Sale, anTh we placed. an "51:1'' in a local,
newspaper We planned to sell our goods not only in the .gehool but in the Senior
Citizen Building upt.Owrt. Because a very' bad.weather, the Senior Citizen sale was a
disaPperintment. Nevertheless, we had n'acle S89.20, 55.00 of which had to be paid
to theienior citizens for sent. To get rid of out remaining merchandise we redued
prices by 20."O'r 30 percent and held a special discount sale in the school. In two

- days we were,completely sold, out,. having made an additional $35.65. Our bank
balance rose to 5174.96, and there was still S I0 in petty cash! The pupils were
elated.

Iii January, after a tour of a bakery, the childken wanted to make rolls and
coffee cake. A meeting was held to discuss strategy, and'ways were found of getting
the necessary ingredients at the lowest possible cost. Again, division. orPabor was
practiced, resulting in a highttuality product that was enjoyed by the children and a
number of guts. We then, began lo plan for a Valentin6's Day sales, deciding to
produce only one, item bread. dough plaques. Scrap lumber wouldsuffice for.tlie
backgrOund,b,iit we had to spend nearly 'eight' dolrars on ''Shellac, flOur, stain, salt
and tacks. Dough was,molded into the shapes of fish, turtles and the like, then
baked, cooled, coated with shellac, and glued to the wood, When we sold only 21
of our 33 plaques, the children -met to discuss the reasons for the poor demand.
Among the pbssible reasons put forth were the fact that some f tilers were
unemployed, some people ,wqre still paying Christmas bills, food an fuel were
costing more, and that perhaps we produced an item that ,M not lease the
consumer.

The next attempt was an Easter sale. We prchased eight dozen eggs at 500 a
dozen and colored them with dye. Once again tad weather took its toll, for..a.

12
21
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snowstorm led to an .arly dismissal of classes. Only 22 eggs had been, sold (at 10¢ .

each). One teacher then bought a dozen for 50¢, giving us a total of only 52.70. We
had paid S5.00 for the eggs and S1.00 ffr the dye, so we suffered a loss of S2.30.
Dividing the remaining eggs among the cluldreialielped to dispel some Of, the gloom,
but another lesson had been learned. Just .as in the real world ufbusiness, one
cannot always expect to prosper, and _one must be prepared to cope with
unexpected emergencies. ,

i -4Our final sale was planned for Mother's Day. Jew'elry, in the form of pendants
nude with' wood and beads, wouldbe one product; candle holders made from old
bottles decorated with melted wax crayons would be the other. An intensive
adartising campaign was conducted nd in fort days we had sold the 45 pendants
and '36 candle holders We had S70 0 in cash. After paying our bills we had 563.60
to be deposited, in the bank. Tie account was earning interest, of course, and by the
enrd of Maich our balance was 257136.

,. ,e
Conclusion

I asked the,children to white a letter to me, telling rue what they planned to .do
with the!r.earnings There Was a relationship between each child's oirtpUt and his-01:7
her inLorne Tutal earnings ranged from aslow of S5.45 for a gulwho had not be n'
in the-school for tine full academic year to S10.23. One popular suggestion w tat
some of the Money be used tor' a part,-y. few planned to spend their money; but
most intended to saveit. Thus, when we closed our account at the bank all but
three of the-children returned their shares to their. present individual accounts,or
openqd accounts.

The goals had been achieved, not simply, bec'apse the, business had beet a ,

success but because the children learned to work together, to help one Another, to
be, honest and unselfish, to9duce efficuistly., to use money and credit wisely, and
.to persevere in the face of,adversity.

1
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A Social Studiis Contract on Inflation
o.

Maxine Lindfors

Public School 220,, Forest Hills, New York

t.
\Introdigction -

Inflation is not usually ttudied at the third -trade lever, but I felt it wastf.

important enough to include in this year's social studies curriculum. parents are
feeling the pressures of inflation, and.children should be aware of the r4asons for
the cutbacks/ in spending which -are affecting them in their everyday:lives. The
children inky class were, between eight'and nine years ofrage, and were considered
to be gifted. The mean reading level was 5.7. with some as hiOlas 7.0. They came
limn families in the middle or upper-middIZ income bracket, with strong potential
for upward moby.

Devising a leaTihing contract ,on the subject of inflation was the best method 1
-knew to make the clutdren aware of the state of the economy and of its significance
fui them.' The school Ii no texts, library books, filnis, filmstrips, or units on
inflation. 'nor did the Fo'rest Hills branch of the Queensboro Public Library. The
general goal was to make the children aware of the effects of economic issues on
their lives, on their families, onthe community, and on'the World. Specific511y, the
pupils were to understand the meaning,of inflation, to see its effects on themselves,
their familieg, ommunity and the world; to lear.ir to .collect dila in a neat and
orderly manner and to share their learnings with their classmates, Co make
recommendations for possible remedies, and to ftirmulate positive attitudes for
coping witli an economic piOblern. Twenty behavioral 'objectives were also
prepared. A sampling follows.*

You will,,tze able to state. one or more definitions of and opinions aboul,
inflation* and to discuss them.

. You will be able to draw bar.graphs showing the effects of inflation and to
discuss them.
You will be able to test the valve of the dollar and 'todiscuss the results.
You Will. be able to teach the concept of inflation to others by ,creating a
learning package and sharingli.
itouwill be able to compare food prices in three stores and to explain your
findings.
You will be able to write a poem and a story ab,out_tbe high 'cost, of living
and analyze the way in which inflation affects' spending.

40-
*Only a sample of the ,nIrciiil belh7vtig;tr objetmes. ativities andresoureis listed in the

NC Iona! report Lan be int.luded here 4 or the Loinplete reprirtLontaLt the Vernon R Alden
Ltbrary. Ohio University, Athens. Ohio
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Initiatory Activities'

1 introduced the subject of inflation ,,by asking each child to tell me-what
presents be or she recov;ed (or hoped 14 receive) for his or her birthday. The
responses were exuberant, and sometimes exaggerated. I then asked the children to ;
tell me how .they would feel if they received only a pail' of socks. This, brought
instant gloom, disbelief and an attitude of "lb/couldn't happen to me;." The
following kinds of questions were raised during the ensuing discussion. with answers
and comments being summarized on the chalkboard.

Have you noticed that mommy and daddy are.i;ot buying a'sinany things as
they used to buy'( (There was a 100 percent "yes" response.)
Who can mine one tliing'inommy doesn't buy any more
Who can dame one thing daddy doesn't buy ad.)/
Why do you thinkinommy and daddy do not spend money on these things
now"

The class came to the conclusion that prices are too high and/or that there isn't
enough money to pay for many things wanted. The next series of questions was not
'intended to produce answers but ,ty bethought-provoking These questions were
Why-are prices so high? Why don't people have enough money' Can we make prices
go down'l

Of course, a general loft then occurred, and I told the pupils that New Yoik and(
utile+. cities all oter the w oi Id were suffering from a pro lem'illed "inflation I

explained'..that. when, some thing is inflated ii al -ars become .bagger, that
mflattononeans that things cost more money,ind rho t bigger or' higher prices inean
that the do lar will not buy as much as it used tui buy. This forces mommy to make
unpleaant choices aboht what to buy and which items to sacrifice Thus, mommy
must stop buying some tlnn in order to pay the higher, mfla-ted price of another

item. .

r

Developmental Activities .

The cluldien weie told that they would use .a social studies contract (which
they Acre familiar with) to study the problem of inflation and to try to get answers
ty some of the questions. Further motivation was needed. however, and there was
general excitement when I told 'them they all had to become "Soper- Spies." They
were asked to go shopping with mother and to Watch the pricqs of one or inure
items she always buys. They were expected to shop at the same food shire, collect
the ticket stubs for the items being watched. and underline the price of the item on
the ticket stub, Then they werf., to record the name of the item or items, the date
purchased, and the store from, which it was bought.. All tickets would* clipped
together. placed in awenvelope, and stored in a safe -plACe.

Crotips were asked ter meet with 'me fur "brainstorming" sessions to suggest
activities for getting information on inflation. They were thld that no texts or other

materials st eie readily available, Having had experience with contract learningthey
were able to make many, .worthwhile suggestions for activities. Thus, when the
contract 1Vas finished it was':i joy to them to recognize their own input., The basic
pqocedures are outlined elow.

Collecting grocery ticket stubs over a three-montkperiod.
Collecting articles about inflation from newspapers and magazines) and

discussing them in class.
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Distributing and,reading the contract on inflatiOn.
Having in-depth discussions in small groUps of each section of the contract so
that 019-Poses would be clear.
Prov- Kling 'forty minutes of class time each day; plus home activities, to
coMplete the contract work and share results. (The children were required to
complete at least hhlf° of the twenty basic activities. They were free to
choose the ones they wanted to do, and to set the order in which they would
be dpne.) , .

RecOrding.. checking and grading the completed activities. (Checking was
done by student checkers: grading- was done by. the teacher.)

The project utilized the visual; audio, tactile and kinesthetic concepts of teaching,
recOgrfizing that each child is an 91(11\114ml, with his or her own learning style, and
with *liffeieht ->ride&6 f "t'es'IAifirligi the use of the eyes, ears, hands orpr it C 1V1 1

1144entire body.
Resources included library books, books frdm home, magazines, newspaper

radio and. television-programs, letters from government officials, and interviews.
Among the noted .people we relied urn for information were a .member Of
Congress, the New York City 'eohsumer Affairs Commissioner, New York's
senators. Members of the Site legislature,. the State gov-erpor, theoraydr of 'New
York City, the Saudi Information Ministry (on oil prices), the president of The
Qpited Feer,ation of Teachers, and the economics minister of Argentina. Parents,
grandparents,.relatives, friends, 9,eighbors4Tind others in the coninlunity were also
valuable sources of information. A questionnaire on 'inflation for use durriig

--)interviews contained questions of'the following type.

What is inflation?
4 1

Whom do you7blanie for inflation and Why?
What can the average person do abptkt inflation?
Hok has'inflatioirafiected yourflatlyllig power>
What-plat-1s of yours had to be changed because of inflation?
How.will inflation affect the future?

The various activities Were listed in 'the ilertt-and column of the unit, with
alternativ means ot4reporting to the class ii,sted on the right Many of the reporting
techniques would not only serve to shar?'a child's work,with others, but would
indicate the extent to which he or she unde2tood the related contract isitivity:,For.,
example-,-Activit; No 1(a) required the pupil td ask family members or friends.to?'
define inflation and to make a hst of the definilions. The child' was thenrsupposed
to read the list to- three friends to see if they understood inflation,A sample of

o

I.

ofVer7ieTpities follows..':, , 470' No (b)' ki a 4 i bar gra0 Itiwing the changes in grocery prices over
a six.we k period,'. (In the related repOftkactivity t.tI e pupil would show the graph
to three riends,and compare it With their; graphs.)' .

Actin ty No 7(a) WO a magazine a'bout inflation, including,:articles, pictures,
puzzles, .qi vies, etc. (FOrlrePorting, thOuld would compare his or her inagazane.

?...% 4 -with them aznis of othets.)
i-,, .Activity No (a) ,Tilk$ a trip to threessupermarkets and compare the prices of

your,'six items, reL rding your, findings on a 6114, (For reportingthe pupil would show
the thart to f 'ends and explain it.) .

A'etivity . o 10(a)' Make a chart comparing the prices of five items, showing
the prices durin , y our parent's' youth and,the prices of ttie same items today.
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. ctivity No, 10(6) Make 'a "tune-tost".clizrt oli.a paper Wale designed like a
e'

c how how one item rose' in prate over the years. (Dates and prices would.
appe where' the numbers 1. thwugh 12 arekormally placed.) (Nutt that 10(b)
deals, 41(11 the same....cean4tas,r1;044,1u,Luses a sodiewhai differe' nt act Oily )

Activity No Ufa) Make believe there is no inflation Igother:pis you money
.to decorate your bedroom. qakea dioralna shwing your bedroom, , '-.,,

&tarty No. 12(b) Inflation gets worse Mother go/es you the same arnotink,,or
money as in 12(a) Make a diorama showiug your bedroom, (Obvio ly, the-
diorama in 12(b) would Lontain fewer items., or items offpoorer quail than the

rata made for 12(0.) .
Ictivity No 14(a) Pretend you are a news reportel. Make a tape about a

special report you. are p'reparing on "inflation Around the World.' (Fur reporting,
the tape would be played' to the class and the pupil would retpond to any questions
they might have ) . .

Activity !Via) I5(a), Invent a new method of paying for goods. =Write a stoe.
about how 'your method might be used to prevent inflation. (Fit reporting, 'file- -

child would read the story to others and 'ask if they agree.) ..
Activity No ,16(a) Wine a latter to relatives or friends in a foreign country or

in another Americah Lily Ask them how inflation affects them. (The letter aini the
replies 'Qould late+ be read%) the'ciass..) b.,.

Activity A 16(b) Write letters to foreign consulates in New York City'. Ask'
for ille'prices of everyday items such as food and,olothing',

Activity -A'o 18(a). 'Write a pvin about how "Runaway Inflation" could ruin
the future' , .

We also prepared .a glossary of over 120 terms, such aS1prices, profils, purchasing .

power, resoutcl,,tpke, tax Iebate; infions,,, wages, consumer, debt: goods, .

insurance, inestntints, and inflated. (The glossary also contained key terms use(L in ,
the unit Which' are not economic tains, such as analyze, conjecture, consulate, agd

., transcripts.) .
a , ,.,, , '' ''

(
CuIrninating'Activities . ,

In a unit of this type there are.many c,ulminating activities.Eab time a child
, completes an ,3..ti/ity and reports this or. her leArnings to (Idlers, culminating
activities of a sort have ucLurred. For a terminal assessment, these children were

' 'capable of faking a multiple- choice examjnatiou. This evenfncliided a bar graph and
.

asked-for an interpretation of it Some of the questions were,
. <

(1) Inflation may e defined as' -People in debt

?
jibe dollarthnying
Blowing% ir rt

ears ago the dollar bought: More
Less' *,

. , e The same amount
(6) inflation is affeciPg peojileriere -J.

Here anr("Florida'- ,....aq, 4 ? , ; - ,..,

% -
,All over tle. Wotld ' ..

. ,
A 6Check Sheet" form was, provided for each child, In the first column the

-pupil hsi;d the number of the contract activities he or she selected. In the next
column the student recorded the date'of t.ompletion for eaLli activity. The 'third

x

2 G

,
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columnidentified the child ho checked theActodties In The fourth column the
pupil wrote the names of the children with whoni the activity had been shared. A
grade fin each altility was inserted in the, fifth column. This form, of course.
Inpvtdedan on-going record of each pupil's progress.

Another form was the "Practice Shieet" for vocabulary development. Each
pupil was instructed to "Write the words which- are difficult for you to use in a
sentence. Listen to the.vocabutary tape Then try to use these words in sentences. ".
The, student would list the words in the lett hand column, and write sentences using
those words in -spaces to the right Of each

In conchisam, the children seemed quite .excited about the contract and the
entire subject of inflation. A tape recording was made. of student comments about
their reactions to the contract, the v,plous activities. and the learnm.g experience as
a whole. I an sure it was a positive learning-experience fur everyone invoked the

parents. neighbors, members'of the community and m!,self. Inflation is a
"now" pr blem and therefore I felt it had to be studied now. N.1., class of gifted
third gra rs had pi) chfliculty with the contract, and perhaps it can be used with
students n fourth, fifth and sixth grades as well

7 APPENDIX °TO CHAPTER 1

Good Ideas in Brief: Primary Level
pr°

GENEVA PARRISH of Caw/laugh. Elementarj 3'0'1(1(4. Fort Smith, Arkansas.
introduced her third graders to such concepts as scarcity supply and demand.
natural resources. and many Oilers through a study ,uf salt The pupils fpund that
there are 14,000 uses for salt. that it is a scarce commodity . and that opportunity
costs are included in obtaining it Children listed the things they would be willing to
give up for salt, thus seeing the possible real costs of the essential substance. They
studied the productive resources- used in providing salt ,tu the consumer
labor and natural resources. The need for salt is great in war time. they discovered.

...and murals were madoto illustrate the use of salt in the American Revolution and
the Civil War When the British captured American saltmines. for example, the price
paid by Americans rose sharply . During the Civil War the Federal blockade helped
to create a salt shortage and high prices in the South. The students learned ho* salt
has been used as a medium of exchange (Caesar pops were partially paid in
salt thus the term "salary") and how, it enters in international trade. The salt
taxes of old were used to introduce the topic of:taxation and theories of fairness. Inv'
effect. an entire course in economics was taught through thestudy of dip one
commodity.
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BETT\ \1l1 -NCH of kair Park Przmari Sulu. VI itth R, tk ..Irkalisas..rnade
,areet awarenCss a to,a1 point in tea,hing ei.onomks to her se,ond graders. The
Joint Counurs %%odd-of-W00. Education program tWOV-E pro%ided
the maior themes Sarcity "e,onomi, gruuth. productl%e resout,es. the mailset
e,onorny and money and banking are but a teu of the topi,:s he includiti The
aon,Jties.0 et; Loonume'tou, to ^c de,.ribed here but they r2i.luctei: the hulloing of
an any himstrirys energ:y

arartzihiz h.211et,n eazinz Y..1.:111;

-w-oks Parent- and 7' her
uor:, 'has hel-oirg.,fie V. - L --en in genera'

Cli spe,ri, ,,,...pat., hs A 2% .4.e:7 .,JSte'S°
a'?:In'ged E4,r. Health "Eire Arts. t uas V :- 3

uheel As one turned the wheel. one ,ouldisee he %arious labs a...adz:Pie in that
p3rth4lar :luster The ptiplIs male boosiets ahou' her aind Interests
They Jist3 made PuraPeti and a. puppet stage. ani. pr,,d,i,e..1 show about
4:onomic8 ' A play entaliAl The History of %;ork in the l S vi,:-7.uritten and
performed for parents

NNW

A.

.E=7"c

IS

11,,Z

I

a

4-'1-

p
Pupils at Fdir Park Primary School in Little 'Rea. Arkansas, turd about the

world of work by engaging in it.
Photo by Steve Kee.*

LEONA McATEER of First Ward Elementary Si.hu4l in Pi Bluff Mamas.
let her third graders make a study of the history elf their s, . This had

4

1
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been suggested by a pupil. es part of Pine Bluffs Bicentennial Celebranon.
Numerous e.tnomic .on,epts were learned in the process. for the children ratted
questions about the cost of operating the schoOl now and in the past. the source of
tax revenues. and changes in teacher salaries The class compiled lisIs of.business
and professional leaders v. ho had attended the school. and invited many of them to
serve 25 resource persons, They interviewed senior citizens to learn about ,'flanges
that had taken place in the school and the town in g-eneral Iodels were made of'
/o cad ns and the capi:al items LISe3 b the earlier, settlers we-e identified They
e.::gaged :n )1e-piay7r :. t see r,,v. ^: ter had is, :he early years kben the

'ea-rez -ra 7,,7 whites only
ne.. -or, ..ided w. as no: n-. ,.:r,31 nut a waste of human
resources The par,ii, trade candles and . ds astng :ne resources :hat had
r.een ne rne.l'oth Each child i,frecarne "genealogist
anc -.raced his or he- family .-et They learned how new industries affected the
town and- by the ti's: school had peen built to meet the needs of raihroakr
v.orisers The rescur_es ased coristructing the first schoo.1 were identified The

a childrer.-srade -,-.ostarnes and tried to simulate life in the Firs: Vfard School' of 1891
They learned that many of the luxurie- they emoy today (Sch as playground
equipment 1 were not available :hen because of scarce-resources and lack of modern
tec.imologv The' way to which speclalization and division of labor were used in
building and operatinethe school were depicted by the pupils m a.mural When it
was learned That some parts of :he state had lower levels of living than others. the

, cruses were traced to poor soil. bck of skilled Labor. and scarcity of capital
resources The effect of the Depression of the 1930's on the school and its pupils
was studied The unpac. of Rai II on the economy was also noted Coming
up to modern times. the children did such things as compuune the unit cost of
meal in the Kho,o1 cafeteria and estimating the opportunity cost of andalism. (For

"example. a Large pester .as made depicfing awoken window on the left and a
football on the 7igilt. Themessase. of course. was litat the real cost of breaking a
school window- was ,that one less footfall -4ild '45Z_ purchased.) The project
culminated with as rummage sale The class made enough money to buy.,S;)'4 wor01
of zanies foe'a sdlool game room.

IARTHA OLDHAM and SUZANNE SWEARINGEN of the Raj mot& 1-9 Orr
Elemen:orl Sch,v1 in For: Smith. Arkarts9s. have developed a kindergarten project

Iled The Farmer in Economics To the tuna of The Farmer in the Dell:" they
wrote lyrics illustrating economic concepts. as in the following ex2fiple.

Thje.farmer goes to the bank.
The farmer goes to the bank,
To borrow money to bur- a tractor.
The farmer goes to the bank.

Pesters were made to illustrate each concept contained in the sung. The hst of
concepts included needs. wants. goods. services. scarcity. productive resources,
opportunity cost. specializaticp. interdependence. taxes. income. and the circular
slow The children learned that their food comes from farmers, who must incur
costs aneLmake choices in producing the food They heard stories about farmers
and farm families. illustrated flannel.board figures Posters were displayed to
show the resources used in food production. and a play was performed ,to dramatize

20
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the farmer's use of resources The Juldren learned about the vanous,Losts that
enter into farm prkes. and how .farmers ou to banks fur capital T1 ley .enacted a
farmer's visit to a bank,and saw how and why interest is Jiarged on loans. The class
visited a fruit .market and a tra,tor ,..ompan),. The ,hildren Summarized their,
r:arnings about speLlalization. disision of labor. and productive resources by
helping to make rolls A 15-iterb pictures test was developed and used on a pretest
and posttest basis For example. one question was "Where would the farfner go,t(y
borrov, mune: '' The antv.er paper contained pictures of a bank and of a market.
anci the ,bild mne or the other Another question v, JS, "Which one is a
..atN7a1 -:s. F .orrect response the child v. mild ched he picture of a

Inste.lo. or he ni-zure oT' -din failing. on a pl3fli The meal score on the
pretest .b I on me :),,szte,t vcas2N. for a gain of about percent

- MORKIN of Oakland Sthiwl In B/oomingion. Minois. has used
puppets It') 'dramatize economic concepts for second -graers The puppet shows.
Jeveloped ;.)y 11s M,:kin hale been successful in helping children to learn about
s.arcity . ,onsumption. azion.,spe,ialintien. division or labor. g( vernment's
role in the econorn. saving. and the circular flow of income .

Cit

FRANCES R. "A't..ABRIA of the Miller Schoo/ in Old Bndge. Ant Jerset
pfovided her kindergarten classes with some valuable experierkes by having them
raise money" for Mother's Day by selling mangolds. They "surveyefl the mar.ket- to
see if there would be a demand for the marigolds in the school. The plants had to
be transplanted from the large flats to pots_ The children also decided to wrap the
puts in aluminum foil and to dewrate.them with ribbons Costs were etimated. so
that ..3 unit price could be established They learned the importance' of careful
plnntng, such as deciding how much ribbon to order and what the precise/
measurement of each piece of foil should,be. They 5.3W that this. plus good vk.ork
habits_ helped to keep predation costs 'down. enabling them ti set a price that
would be competitive with that tharged in the stores. An assembly line was
established for thiciency in putting the plants. applying the foil. and attaching the
bows Daily inventory was taken by placing pots in rows of five. Orders were taken
to advance and filled on the day set for delivery. .A "clearance sale:* was held to get
nd of the surplus plants When profits proveli to be lower than'alitmpated. the
.u..se v. as traced to ,such things as inaccuracy in measurement and purchasing too
mush ribbon .1n addition to learning some basic economic ,oncepts. the children
began to appreciate the valueo*oney. For the first time, many realized that the
money their parents have comes from hard work.

':..AARGARET F BEST of Lindon Elementary School. Lindqn. Utah.integrates
economic concepts with all ,omponents of the se and -grade currkulum throughout
the school year. She uses many of the techniques reported by others in this '
booklet. such as field trips. resource speakers. and productive ehterpnses m the
classroom. Some of her projects are unusual. however At the beginning of the
school yea; she plans a unit wakatitle such as "All About Me" or "Who And 1?"
The pupils make booklets about themselves. enabling .the teAher to become
acquainted with them, . The questions whia result in this "self - portrait"

,.
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With the help of resource persons who have lived abroad or visited other lands,
M.rgat-et Best second graders in Lipdon, Utah, studyristmas Around the
World " In these imaginary travels they4eart:f telfmthing aboutthe econorruesof they
'countries "visited."

Include items designed to test the student's economic Understanding. resealing
concepts relating to ss ork. spending, sasing and career plans The responses are used
to la), the foundation for later studies of economics In a popular unit galled '
christmas Around the Woild. the children take sicarm y.us trips ith.the help of-

rst4tir,.k: persons sslzo has e Its ed in cx sisited foreign lands During these travels--
, he learn much -about the econot ties of those countries Even a stud) of

beekeeping ssas,,related to economics. since a hire of bees resembles an tnclustr), and
e \emphries division of labor and consersation of resources In short, practically
ever) classroom actrsit) made use of economic principles
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Intermediate Level: Grades 4,6

CHAPTER TWO

What's. Happening

to the Economic Life Of Our -City?

Tressie Marchbanks

Sutton'Elementary School, Fort Smith, Arkansas

Introduction

My sixth-grade class was made up of 32 youngsters. over. a third of whom had
serious learning problems A .feilVof the pupils were very gifted,*however, and I
relied heavily upon them to ,carry on this complex study of the Fort Smith
economy: Why zstudy the local economy? My economics unit for 973-74 had
revolved around career education and during that experience I detected the
children's lack of awareness of the changing economic life of our city. At the
beginrung of the 19.74-75 school year I made it 'po'int to talk about the changes
that are occurring in Fort Smith a9d, although the students appeared, to be very
interested, this class tvas even less knowledgeable than the'previous on.. They were
not lacking in enthusiasm, however,-"specially when they learned (fiat we would

'take field trips,, invite speakers use many audiovisual aids and engage in a wide
variety of class activities.

The overall goal was to acquaint the students with the changing economic life
of Fort Smith. Aynopg the more specific aims were to help children to understand
the e alit significance of the shift in population and how business follows the
peo e to the spurbs, and ho.w Fort Smith has become an industrial center with
inc asing demands for city services. ..It was hoped that the children would develop
an areness of the life cycle of a city, and see how,today's-new areas could easily
beco plums if the citilens fail to find a way to arrest the trends of inner city
decay. OiCourse, an overriding goal was to help the students to understand some of
the,basic principles of economics that apply tcl urban and other problems. For
example, the circular flow model would be learned not only in an abstract way but
as it applies to Fort Smith.and surrounding areas. I would be well rewarded for my
labor if I could Just get the 'children to adopt the economic way of thinking about
the change process in our city and about the everyday problems of life.,
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The Plan of Study and Learning Activities

First, I made several trips to the City Hall, the Chamber of Commerce, and the
offices of a local newspaper to inform myself about the latest economic
developments in the city Although these visits were made after school hours,
several students accompanied me, Five. class periods were then used to estabfiish a
general understanding of the project, which was to last five months. Five
committees were formed, each of which was to concentrate, on an.area of study.
These areas were

I. Exodus to the East and South
2. The Changing Business Scene
3; A Growing Industrial Center
4. Increasing Demands for City Services
5. The LifeCycle of a City. Analysis and E'valuation

Although the whole class studied all areas in a systematic fashion, it was the duty of
the committees to do intensive research on their assigned topics. The committee
members were responsible for inviting resource people, writing for information,
arranging for field studies, conducting interviews, and leading class activities. Each
committee was to compile background information on its area of study and share
this with the class. These introductory statements were then used as springboards
for launchino the classroom activities. Although each committee was free to divide
its area into as many phases as desired, a four-step approach was mandated. These
were as follows: `"

I. Itliat are the conditions" A brief description of relevant existing conditions.,
2. W1y do Utese conditions exist2 What brought about the conditions

discovered in Step I?
3. How can we find the answers" What kind of research and inquiry must we

undelLake? What does this re'veal9
4. Wharf:are we learnt " An attempt to consolidate and bring into focus the

concepts learned in tie previous steps.

Space does not permit a detailed description df the work °reach committee or
of the class as a whole,* but brief accounts may be of interest.

Committee 1Exodus to the East and'South

The committee's introductOry statement, provided facts about Fort Smith's
growth, including data on highways and railroads, fixer navigation, transportation
costs, natural resources in the area, availability of financial resources, populatiOn
movements, central city blight, and the like. More details were provided about .the
city's conditions, as called for in Step 1. For Step 2, the children raised probing
questions such as why people would want to move farther from their work and how
they earn incomes large enough to afford the expensive homes in suburban
residential area. In searching for answers (Step 3), the committee members
arranged field trips, interviewed resource people, and viewed the filmstrip "Working

*Greater detail in be found in the full reportvallable from. the Vernon R. Alden library.
Ohio University. Athens. Ohio.

o
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and earning." They learned how developers obtain financing for projects, what
produ tiVe resources are used, how the concept, of supply and demand affects the .
holism industry, what factors induced people to move from the city, how
populat n shifts are affecting the overall development of Fort Smith, what .

sacrifices must be made by the people to provide city .services, and ,how both
private at d swiml capital are used. Th opportunity cost concept ,was applied in
considerin what the citizens would ha to give up in order to !dye the kind of
city they nted A city administrator ex 'lamed -how such private developments as
new houses i ay create a demand for add tional public services, such as new sewer
lines A stud was made of Fort Smith', labor fo[ce, with questions about the
reasons for d fferenceS in incomes earned In Step 4, the group provided the
answers to ma y of the questions that had been raised earlier,, noting how
population shift' cause businesses to move also, how personal incomes affect the
effective deman for goods Land services how skill and training (and; by
implication, produ affect money incomes, hotv taxes play a vital role in the
community's econo is life, and so on. The same approach just outlined was-also
applied to a study neighborhood deterioration. A tour of a deteriorating area
provided some shock for the children, as they saw impoverished senior citizens
wandering about in des air, and ragged and neglected children on the streets. One
boy related his observat ms to his family situation, writing "I ,saw Harding Glass

'factory,' my, father work, d there. He vhs laid off. They' catil produce glass as
cheaply as Belgium can sel it to us. I'm for competition and tralle but my Daddy
-has*to work. I don't want to ve in places like we saw today."

In response to the quest n "Why do people live in this area ?" one resource
person explained the "cycle poverty." This led to a discussion of the basic .

probto of scarcity, the wants lid needs of households, unemployment and its
consegltences, welfare and social .curity, the problems of the landlords, zoning
regulations, and the conflict betwee those who believe that etoriomic 'pfoblents are
best left to the maTketplace and th who pros*, government intervention. We
learned that there are no easy answer

Committee 2The Changing Business Scene

The committee noted the appearance of ew large stores in the area, the heavy
traffic accounted for by commercial vehicles o all kinds, and the great diversity in
available goods and services. They interviewed le managers of large retail firms,
asking hOw they establish prices, how profits a determined, how the firm is
structured, what taxes must be paid, why some have oved. Back in the clasnoom,
the students viewed the filmstrips `,,Economic Syste ," "Freedom and Respoh-
sibility," and "Competition," and invited a businessman to visit and tell how these
concepts related to his own firm. Pupils brought newspap articles on the busiriess
life of the community to class,.and 'these were read and disc .sed during economics
"rep sessions." One discussion led to a heated debate over the t iff, with both sides
a this controversial subject getting a' thorough airing. This also reated a need for
goal clarification, sb after a discussion of what they expected per nally from our
market systeethe class agreed on the following list.

1. Enough goods and services to meet our needs.
2'. Freedom to dhoose our own jobs.
3. The right fo join labor unions.or other groups which fight for our cause:
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4. The right to tua e a profit of to get our shale of what is produced. /
;S. Fre&lom to belong to the political party of our choice and to vote our

convictions. fit.
To strengthen understanding of the market tconomy and how it (teals with the

questions of what to prOduce, how to produce. and for, whom to produce, we
played a game called "How good a business person, are you9" First each child dense
some kind of business that produced goods. or services demanded by sixth graders'
pod wrote the 4.2huice on a piece of peer. The pacers were collected and placed on
my desk. Then I asked the students to write ten priority items on a slip of paper for

v !mil they intended to spend their money during the next three months. A
committee tabulated the items a.Qd listed them di order priority on the
chalkboard. Ch5thing was ranked nu fiber one; so the pupili Oho had chosen to
produce or sell doilies were rated as being shrewd business people. Since Three
children had chosen this business, it was clear that there would be some
comPet lift, and we e discUssed the implications olthis. The economic, contepts
illustrated by our game were then related to the changes we hadound,m our local

economy; such as the role of consumer demand in causing big department stores to

move.
One guest speak told us about jobs in our area how the workers produce

goods and services to satisfy wants and needs of people in Fort Smith, and what
rights people should expect from their jobs. Another resource person explained yie
corporate form of business enterprise, which so intrigued the Children that they set
up a simulated stock club. "purchased" securities, and charted their gains and losses
daily. Several pupils ,set up a miniature store in the classroom and showed the,
various productive resources involVe-, as well as costs and profits. We also made'a
study of lan4 use in our area, including an examination of the factors affecting land

prices, and productivity. After a trip to. the downtown area, the children were a bit
depressed about what wasdiapp,ening-to that sectidn. This, plus a newspaper item

about the report of the Downtown Task Force, motivated the class to dramatize
the report by simulating a meeting of the Taskyorce.In preparing the script, tfiey

had to learn about urbane redevelopment, property values, improvement district
bonds, property taxes and the like. The City's Rreservation and Development
Coordinator then visited the class to explain the downtown redevelopment and
renovation program.

Committee 3A (*owing Industrial Center

The committee's introductory statement provikd information on ehings

as the number of new plants in the city, the jobs created by those plants, the capital
investment invplved, and the expansion and ,development of existing firms. They
gave data on natural resources in ou'r area, the labOr'market, and ihe availaiiility of
capital, In addition to simple facts, however, they considered such things as the
factors. creating a demand for Fort Smith's labor force, the Sources of capital
investment, and the motivations for entrepreneurship. Some of the less gifted
students had difficulty understanding abstiact concepts, so I compiled a bibliogra- ,

phy of simple books such as Mary Elting's Machines at Work and Louise Flot11.:s
The Stry of Lumber; had them use the Our Working World series by Law'rence
Senesii, and related the concepts to their visits to stores and shopping malls.

A representative of a well - known manufacturing firm visited the plas to
-
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explain how ashigh-quality labor force in gun Smith helped to attract his plant to
the area, how the availability of natural resources played a role, and how his firm
contributes to the local economy In response to one pupil's question,,he explainedt
the implications of the recession fiSi his firm and for the local economy in gerteral.
From other speakers and from printed' material we learned about,the'way in which,
stale and local taxes and fiscal policies affect 'business, how international economic
conditions apply to us (the law of comparative advantage was explained), and how
production costs are computed. On a tour,of one local plant the children raised
questions about .how wages are established, the status of unly.adin the.tirm, the
average capital investment per worker, how costs and profits are dterniined; the
company's involvement in international trade, and thelike The executive serving as
our,host remarked that no other group of visitors had ever "asked such hard
questions as you put to me!'

Drawings, posters and bulletin board displays were7clevelopedlo illustfate these
learnrngs. Using blocks, toys, cardboard'and other materials, one grOup-cobstructed
a model of industry in Fort Smith; relattlig our industrial situation tolsuali thingsas

"transportation, zoning regulations', and recreational facilities. A banker sp.oke to us
and explained how banks help to" provide capital for the city's industrial
development. The relatioiiship between saving'arn1 investment was a major top/c,
and the meaning of the term "capital, formation" was learned. We made a large
bUlletin board display to show how each of the factors of production coturabuted
toward Fort Smith's industrial development.

. .
A study, of specialization, division _of labor, mass production, and related

subjects led 'us to a consideration of, the, -growi.h of. big business and monopoly
power So, we stlidied such laws as the Inters e Commerce Act of 1881 ancl the
Sherman Act, of. 1890, and took up the subject of government's role in the
economy in general Charts and murals listing important federal,- state and local
legislation affecting business were made. We covered labor legislation, such
regulatoryi, agencies as the Federal Communications Commission, state banking
regulations, local health and safety measures, public utility controls, and many
others.

Committee 4Increasing Demands for pity Services ,

City finance, public services, protection and other services of die local °
governipent *ere studied by this committee. They compiled figures on local taxes,
made ajmap showing the nature and location of key services provided by.the city,
prepared a chart relating taxes to incomes, held a discussion on the sources of funds
for capital impkovements, drew pictures illustrating the opportunity costs involved,
explained user fees', and prepared a pie graph of the city's 1974 budget. TSB group
made a large poster containing basic questions such as "How are nblic facilities
usually paid for'" and asked the rest of the class to respond to thee. After the
response of the cla'ss had been obtained, the gr,oup would inditate how they would .

have answered the question. The class responses tended .to be correct but rather
general, while the group's' answers were more detailed and precise. A study of
transportation included,an all-class exercise in writing entitled "Where.I Like-to Go
in Fort Smith and How I Get There." The iesult,was the conclusion that no matter,.
where' one went or how one got there, the city had played an indispensable role.

'After -all; the city provided he streets, and the gr.oup noted how the entire
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eLonomiL life of the pity depended upon those streets. The city's finance director
spot-se to the glass ab4nit the condition of our streets, and gave many details on how
they are built, maintained and financed. This group concluded its study of streets
by having the students_poll their parents, asking "Areyou willing to pay mos.
taxes to have better streets in Fort Smith' Why or why not?" Parks, utilities, the
airport; and public protection were other subjects of study. OneAtoup set up a
role- playing situation in whiLli several pupils represented inteiested citizens meeting
with Fort Smith's city directors to disLuss the parks, resulting in a clear pifture of
What Lusts are involved in creating and maintaining a park.Role-plaxing as also
used in the study of utilities, as a "disgruntled patron- was depicted in a visit to the
city manager demanding to know why his water bills wertso high. Here again,
marry fads about the Lusts of operating a public facility were brought out: Six
pupils made a trip to the airport, interviewed the manager, and presented a report
to the entire class. In addition to gathering data on the airport's costs and revenues,
they learned the importance of the airport to the economy of the city. The seven'.
students Studying protection had an exciting visit to the police station. They came
away impressed with the work of the police and with an unde*rstanding of the
overall economic benefits provided by efficient law enforcement. By now,.,
role-playing had become one of the Dust popular activitiesand in this case it took
the form of a group of citizens holdag a public meeting to protest the rising crime
rate. Many -facts and figures emerged from this, including the economic costs of
crime in our city. TheALI on come were presented in the form of an imaginary
letter from the police Lluef to the editor of a local newspaper. Another role-playing
situation was used to probe into the economics of fire prevention. Among other
things, this skit brought out the fait that inflation is making it more expensive to
have adequate firefighting facilities.

Cpmmittee 5-The Life Cycle of a City

The group's introductory report briefly traced the way in which a city is born,
'grows, develops, begins ty deteriorate, and must benovated. In seeking the
reasons for the decay of our downtown area, ther--r.rised the qiKest.ion. "Are we
demanding more services than we are willing to pay for?" They, divided the class_
into groups Group A was to answer the question. "What makes a good city?"
Group B wmuld then answer the question "How dues Fort Smith rater Both were
to draw heavily from the,Thaterials gathered during the previoUs weeks of this
stlidy. Many films and filriptrips on cities were viewed as well. Among the
economic factors selected by Group A were good wages 'and-salaries, and
availabtlify of good jobs, trader and capital. Group B gave Fort Smith good ratings
on most of the economic criteria, but found that our per capita income is below the
national average. Specific statistical data rather than subjective iinpressionstwere
stressed. The city was itlso ,I-ated in terms of the quality' of the labor 'f'te,
transportation, standard of living, industrial base,. land use, and ,the government's
economic performance. As one Means of ascertaining how much the class had
learned froth this activity I had the students write papers on "The Kind of City, I
Want for My Home." This led to further analyses of how Fort Smith measures up,
with a subsequent paper oni"How Fort Smith Can Solve the Downtown Problem."

4 These projects also served to summarize the workrof the entire unit.
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Evaluation . . ,
.. .

Of course, evaluation went on.throughout the unit classroom participation,
questiis raised during field trips, and written work all provided. evidence of the

,./

exter to which the economic concepts were being learned. In_all my years of
teaching k had not tried anything as sophisticated and complex as this study of our
city. Based °upon student participation and testnesillis, I believe I achieved some
measure of success in showing the children how economic forces are at _work in the
life of a city.

. The( i not Council's Test of Elementary Economics was administered on at
pretest ,hid posttest basis The median score on the pretest was onlyy9 out of a

possible 40,-with the scores ranging from a low.of 3 'to a high of 20. The median
score on the posttest, hiowever, Wits an impressive 28, with individual scores rangah
from a low of 15 to a high of 38'. ,

..
)

In addition to this, a 60-voint,teacher-made test was used on a posttest only. basis This instrument was designed to test understanding of basic economic
concepts as they relate to Fort Smith. Some of the items were fact questions, suoii
as ) .

7 Self-liquidating revenue bonds are paid off with

11P (x) user fees, ( ) public donations, ( ) taxes levied on property
. owners

Others dealt.with cause and effect, as in an item 'asking for an explanatton of the
movement of stores from downtown Fort Smith to shopping centers. Relationships
between economic concepts were also the spbjects uf such items as the follow/Lag....,

10. Interdependence creates a need for,

(x) trade: ( ) economic freedom; ( )T private ownership.
r

The results were phenomenal. The median was it , with a low score of 25 and a
high of 60. .

We also used oral and written quizzes which the children helped to prepare.
Student reaction was highly positive throughout, and at the etiU of the unit one'of
my slow learners commented '"I've learned more thaii 1 ever learned in my whole
life! It was so much ft!" .

1,-

rf
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Eciifipmics Throtigh.the Classroom. Window ),

Polly M. Gray

Washington Intermediate School, Little Rock, Arkansas

Introduction and Goals

A "semidepartmentalized" organization is used in.* school. The language arts
and mathematics are taught in the mornings, with pupils grouped according to
ability. In the afternoon, each teacher specializes in a different subject such as
science or social studies. The pupils meet in homeroom 'classes, and are grouped
heterogeneously. My economics project involved three fifth-grade classes, fare total
of about 60 students of varying abilities:

During ttepast year, a recreation center has been under construction near the
schoolin full view of my classroom windows. 'The center was designed to serve
people living in the area as well as providing a building for the school's physical
education program. 'Because of its direct relationship to the school, and a lively

., interest on the part of the children, I decidedPto make this construction project the
backgromd for teaching basic economics. Each day we could watch it grow, and
thus what might have been a troublesome dq-action became a valuable teaching
tool.

The goals were to acquireran understanding of some basic economic principles
and how they affect our daily lives, and to develop the ability to think analytically
about economic problems. More specifically, our goal was to understand the
concepts of-scarcity, opportunity cost, comparative advantage, the market system;
factor of.procruction, division of labor, money, credit and banking; the role of
gove ent; public expenditure and income; and economic growth.,

Activities'

, While attending an economic education workshbp in the (lutrup6 of 1974 I
acquired many ideas": along with an eagerness to join the ever - increasing ranks of
tea ers who realize the importance of economics in the curriculum. To prepare for
L pArticular unit I planned to teach, I met with the' director of Model Cities in
Little Rock, and taped our discussion of the construction of the-recreation center.
The tape-was to be used when introducing the unit to the pupils, and as a pritnaiy

source throughout.
4149 'To arouse interest in, he unit, I put e "mystery word" up in the room, and
';gave the pupils a few days to find.out what it .meant. The'ward was "jawboning,"

They were also to bring in newspaper articles or cartoons using the word. This
assignment really stimulated the children, and by the time the assignment was due.
they were very eager to share what they -and their parentshad learned about

. Jawboning. A lengthy discussion about inflation evolved from this activity and led
.
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t1') the co nstruction I a bulletin
I

play on the upcoming Lcogomic Summit
CdnferenceWlisied he kelftyf ti u creme and- discussed.Vs purpose. Thus,
the students became aw, of nomic ._motions in the United Slates as a whole
before begimiang the study that would focus on the recreation center. They were
starting to (*ink analytically. and to use the problem-solving approach.
problem-solving*chart was put upin the- room so that we could refer to it all year.

To introduce "Economics Through the Classroom Window" l pMyed partS" of
the tape of my interview with the Model Cities director We, them discussed the
reasons for building tlre recreation center and.how it would affect the.students.
They becann; yery 'excited about the pros,vectf watching the grow th of the center
and .01 ha\ ing ont row scat So. we iiiimedlately began to organwe our study
and to decide what each student wourd do.

Many of the students wanted to Jaa.ionte photographers or repiuters, so we set -
up a special interviewing committee and had people submit xy ritten applications
telluig why tlrey. consideied themschesaqualified:Iwo cameras were available- one
for slides and one for color prints A permanent chart "as put up in the risiom to
display the pfctures of the prress of the center. Pictures were take wce a week.
and only the best were- aLcepted for display. Ours reportenk went to thMonstruLtion
site anctmeLwith the foreman. They set up a regular weekly appointment schedule
to interview 11,144 about the project They were to ask questions torMulated by the
entire class

Notebooks were kept to record all activities related to the unit, and after each
visit with the foreman we would disc the' things that had been" learned. For
example. the construction site provided' excellent examples of the factors of
production natural resourL'es, labor and capital Telhnology and sPecialwatiori
'Were always topics of discussion. In late.September thAlodel Cities director
to the class. showed a film on Model Cities, gave us a-blueprint showing future
development around the school, and displayed a.caldboard mod'el.of the new
recreation center.

Before long we had collected so twiny economics materials that we could set up
an economics center in our room. Weekly neWmagaztnes were used, and Sfudentsj
received extra credit for newspaper articles, Magazine items or posters brought to
class. Indeed, student paricipation became so eittensi e that we had to set aside
time each day for 'sharing current events materials. Sits of study questions were
distribttad, which the pupils were required to answer on paper. working in groups
of about three people. Filmstrips on economic. ,topics were shown, an ,,-an
economies vocabulary chart was developed. The chart was kept.in front of .the
room for ready reference, and P could see economic tlknis appearing In the daily
vocabulary and writings of the children As Our unit really began to "jell," we felt
the need for a song -related to our studies. Sostudents working alone or in groups
equickly composed some songs. 'Later, these would be shared with parents during
our final program. ' -

During the Econchic Summit Conference of September 27-28, welcept our
television' set on all afternooli. The students were reabi,fasonated and whett
President Ford stated that he \\rid soon announce a plan to fight,inflation they all
began to try to project what he might do. Aftethe plairas revealed, the childi=en
entered-it into their notebooks.

As news of our study began to spread, we recevded a call from the editor of the
Model Cities newsletter, the Voice The class readily granted his reqUest for a visit,
and lie spent an entire afternoon with us in early October. He .viewed our slides and



listened to our song and conversations. Fasclnated by the extent of the children -s
economic knowledge. he published an article about us. His visit also inspired the
class to want to learn more about'Model Cities programs throughout the nation.
.Thus, material from

most
Cities in Washington was added to our economics

center One of the most iniportant outcL90.9-cta.he study of Niudel 'Cities was that
the students learned about government's role in the economy. how taxes are used.
lid how all three levels of government are involved.

Our next guest was a representative from a bank She eXplained how banks
help to finance Construction projets. and gave the students a better understanding
of the circular flow. One Of the slower students'was so enthralled by this that she
submitted the best drawing of the clrcularsflow oncept. We also did research on
various types of business, organilation Each stunni selet.ted a particular business in
Little 'Rock. found out what type of firm it was..and drew a picture yf that
establishmen(for a hall display 'Entrepreneurs were interviewed. not'only to find
out about the nature of their businesses but to learn how they were affected by the
problem of inflation. the 'results of.the interviews were recorded in booklets.

ln.January of 19'5 the State legislature wasAonvenine. and the newspapers
were full of itein- about its activities. Student interest was ineh. and I capitalized on
this by dealing with the important economic role performed by our legislators. A
field trip tothe Capitol was arranged. and there we met )i.ith a member of e
Arkansas legislature. He;goabre the pupils brochures that haneen prepared espeially
fray ' them, and posed with the group ftir a photograph on the Capitol steps. We art in
the galleries ani&bserv-ed the procedures of the House and Senate. As we were
returning on the bus, I realized the value of the trip as i overheard one student say.
"I'm going to make sure 1 always vote w hen I'm an adult. I'm going to get good
representatives in there to pass those bills that will help stop this inflation.- Laier.
the legislator who had been our host at the Capitol visited the class and spent an
hour answering pbpt1 question about what the lepslature was doing to help our
economy. He went away arnaied at what our fifth graders knew about economics.

In February. we toured a plant that manufa.ctures pumps and water systemc
becaute the studentsiwaripd another. view of division of labor in action. We
observedispecialization at its best when we say) an assembly line putting the pumps
together. The president of the plan( met with the students and save thefn
pamphlets about the firm's hiseory. These helped to,ibrine about a better
understanding of our market i'''stem. For example. the pamphlet explained how
market demand had helped to determine the location of the facllities. The pupils
asked the president how the current state of the economy was affecting his
business, and became coneerned.aboutthe fact that a reduction in plant operations
woilld mean that some employees would have to get by with less income.

It was also in February that one student brought in an article saying that
Senator Dare'Burnpers. our former governor. had .been appointed to a special
,committee to develop energy and economic programs. He wrote Senator Bumpers.
urging him to "work had 'on this committee because our country needs some
economic answers." Within two 'weeks the boy had received a reply from the
Senator, and this was placed in,,the economics center for all to read.

Each of rriy classes wtis divided into five gtoups.consisting of four or five pupils
each. These groups were chgllenged to puk.an eonomit, concept and to illusrate it
as colorfully as possible on Auge sheet of bulletin board,paper.,Afterwards these

'would Ife 'displayed on the shades of our classroom windows. There was intense
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competition among the groups and classes to see who could produce the best"
representation There is an artistinresidence in our school sstem. su we invited
him ru visit is and help with our plan to draw the recreation center He not only
helped the children with their art work, but pve us a beautiful painting of the
center that he had done previuusl Vie then had an intense dastcusslod -on what to
du with the painting. We had been v. orkir.g wit:', 13,wect Aware. odr human
relations program arid we nee,-e,-2 :Necome Involved in c.,ing something for
someone So. it was decided ',hat .4e would have .hr r.....31.iwir..i..",amec and
to the %lode! CriesYffice

Next. we had & cle-dc boy. the-p-triing De i;arneci and ':lost
impo,tant of allhow we would pap fur it Firs: the resea-cn'to find all
framing plac'es :n Little Rock and to compare costs The list of piaces was
unbelievable Afier man} phone calls the found !I-1.1z tne most economical
was Li 0-1 our 1 1 framing shop Once the cost nad been determined. we had to
raise the money It was concluded that they should earn the mone% through such
things as Dabs - sitting. mowing lawns. g-;thenng pop butiles and running errands A
deleption was sent t.2 :he framing shop. where the ov.nezbecarsie sc enthLsed
about 4.,ur project that he helped )o be actual framins. .

Culmination

Earl in March we began to 'dunk about our culminating activities Thy
recreatiotr.center was sc" heouled to open on Malch 21. We recquested and received
permissiorr to put on a program at the enter on March 2- at p.m it was decided
ilia: for the first parruf our program we would shared unit's activities with the

' audience. and thad, for the other cart v.e., would put on a pl3s But w'nat.plav,' The
answer was Jnly as far away as our economics center Among the many parriphlets

the center was orie entitled In /:run Cr]: Be S:cpped. published by the Joint
Council on Economic Epducation in11969. We formed a commitieeit.) write a piav
based upon this publication 1:1% wirking during noon hours and p1a.v periods we
had the script read three days

The play was entitled -Our Economy . the Wonderful Abundartce Machine
iTry outs were ]geld fot each part As for the presentation en our economics studies:
each student would wnte his or he; o%n speech and submit it to the class for
approval This proved to be successful. ror each took pride m having written a part.
The students snowing slides. however. spoke extemporaneousl Ever) student was

;ow given some sort of responsibility for the program Those who did not have speaking
roles helped to handle props. create programs and the like. The assembly line
technique was used to produce the I programs needed. Students were pat in
charge of dispraiing the charts. -posters. bklets. pictures and other materials
developed 'during the unit. Indeed. preparation

ky
fo the pi, gram seemed to bring out

the best In ever. one.
Excitement was at its highest as the date for presentation of the program

approached. On the afternoon of March 2- vv,e presented the program to six other
fifth-grade clisses. and their interest and applause proved to be stimulating. The-

'public presentation was given at seven in the evening. with no major flaws We
received nevi's coveraged in the utcc. and the con3phmentsand appreciation of the
Model Cities director for our ptograrn and for the painting. Tile painting dow hangs
in Little Rock city hall:.

tYs
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Potty Gray's fifth graders visit the Arkansas State Capitol to get a first-hand report from a member of the legislature, Mrrliobert Johnston, on how the
legislature is coping with economic problems.
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Evaluation

Although esaluation had occurred all se''ar. I 'felt in) vest esatuatton came
during and after the preparations fur the final prug.sam The students clearl learned
that contributions to the ecbnum are not a tinev.a street mone and resources
that we put into the economic stream also come back to us The return in this case
was sera real to the pupils -their on recreation' center Formal esaluapon was
311,.-..gr-46,en through use :if the Test of Elem. E,onomics IT E.E.) and m own
teacher-mad..::- examinations The TEE v. hich-as asallabri from the Joint Counc.t1

noon ic Education was administered .)ri a pretest and t)osttest basis The
nurrn;: of er rs on this 40-rem standardized tes't ranged fi.bm 15 to 34 on the
pretest bat onls from 5 to 19 OP the posttest

Another indication of success was 'ha; I Was asked to describe ms techntque at
an e,onomic education conterence for school curriculum leaders in. Little Rock I

rekeped :ettei of commendation from ms supersisor At this time I was also
r,esiionsibie fur teaching. langua& arts. and if was interesting to see hoes mans of the
students in he languae-e arts lases absorbed scune of the e,orromics material which
the. see displaced in the ,iassroorn Economics termi were used in these
lasses and Parents reported that the pupils were reading adult-lesel news
publi,a.tio and discusina the nation's economic conditions Indeed. our studs of
economics v. affectinz children who were not esen in rrt "Classes' Our entire
school became -economv. all aware Letters of commendation were receised from
a parent. a fellow teacher and the principal. but the greatest reward was the feeling
that I accomplished m> aim In> pupils were..bFcoming more effectise citizens and
rsarticipaniS in our free ik.)::.et>

:

4

E is for Economics

/ Bilfie Bryan and Mary Ellen Ellis

Easzla.vn'4-Zternentary School Bt.::.ngtorl, Nor:h ca.014-cac. .....

. .

Introduction

This unit was designed to meet the specitjc nee-ds of the 60 fifth graders untie;
our insiruoion. The impetus for-this project was the seridusness of lo91,and
national economic problems swill as unemplo)ment. lrhibtlutr. and fecession
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Burlington is a small nausaial town. and our local mills and other firms have been
s&ously affected by 1. urrent economic conditions. Many of our students were
directly feeling the impact of the recession. for they had less spending money.
lunch money and Money for new clothes Although they were aware of the.effects
of the business downturn. they did nyt understand why it had happenesdeWe thus
telt the need to develop 'simulation experiences which could ,p`ve these children a
better understanding of. w hat was happening to, them. to their parents and t6 their
neighbors

The goal was to bring about an undettandinz of inflation, recession and
unemployment, and of the irask, economic concepts related to these problems. The
unit Was planned in such a way' that language arts. mathematics. art, health and
social studies would be incorporated. as well as bask. economics It was to be
completed in eight one-hour periods. with the two teachers working as a team.
Some of the activities would involve all 60 students at the same time. sometimes
the pupils v. obld be divided into groups of 3D. and on,other occasions they would
work in small committees

Activities in,General

Although we planned a varsety of activities; the simulations were the heart of
the unit. First the student had to be introduced to economics. however, and this
began with a class discussion of such questions as the following.

Whai is the economy"
What do we mean by inflation?
What do we mean by recession''
.1-16w doe's the present economic situation affect you"

(
,

Tins was followed by the prWitation of a skit. "Our Sick Economy." which the
teachers had Written, Pupils p)layed .the rolesof Mr. Economy (the patient ). Nurse
Better. and DoctotGerald Ford When the patient informs the nurse that his
symptoms unsist a "staggering rate of inflation. and "millions of people out of
jobs; the;nurse agrees that he must see the doctor Mr. Economy complains to Dr.
Ford that the cost of lime is th-es, highest in t'e'ats. that prices are outrunning
salaries. that people living on fixed incomes (such as senior citizens) are being hit
hard by intlat ion. and that the unemployment rate in the County is Over I I percent.
Dr Ford nervously paces the,floor. "Let's see. Is it starve a recession.
feed an inflation^ Or The Llictoi' oes to the cabinet marked "Cures" and tries
to decide y,Iiih medicine to use. VI . lie derides to public jobs to put
people back to work, to ask the E .12eserve 4) loosen the money supply, and
to cut taxes.alie warns the patient. er. that recovery may be slow. The patient
decides to try the cures and come back in a month to report any progress.

The skit aroused pupil interest. but the next activity really plunged the
youngsters into the real world, They were asked to interview adults in the
community to discover' their feelings about the local economic situation Their
written reports were then put in a notebook.arfd placedan the reading center where

rail students would have access to Having suggested through the skit that money,
had something to do with the economic situation. weihen felt that the class'needed
to understand some of the ,basic principles relating to money and its functions. We
used the filmstrip "History of Money," followed by a discussion of Our current
money supply. l'he forms money can take. and the importance of credit The
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students engaged in role-playing to Illustrate the credit cycle and wrote skits
showing how credit works. Charts were made to depict various types of consumer
credit, and sample credit applications were filled out.

Learning centers were set up during the first week of the unit, and games,
filmstrips and other aLtivities provided additional experience in buying, selling and
trading Language arts lessons included creative Writing on economic subjects,
wining original LummerLials, and studying business letters and current events. Math
lessons involved dollars and cents. perLentages, graphs and problem solving exercises
using money. An aLtiv ay in health consisted of a contract assignment in which
students planned a nutritious menu and then priced gruLery Items iriLluded in the
seleLted menu Several art projeLts-v, ere coordinated with economics. In,the "Then
and Now- projeLt the students se.reLted items and did research to compare the
Lurrent Lust with Lusts in the past. Then' they illustrated their findings. Another art
project dealt with Lareers. and each pupil chew a piLture of some type of worker.
Collages were made. using play money and other materials.

Simulations

Simulation aLtivities ,vere designed to allow students to experience situations
relating to inflation. unemployment. budgeting. paying bills and managing income
We attempted to inae the simulations as real as possible. while still limiting the
work to b,s3.- LonLepts and skills that had been learned in earlier class sessions.
Thirty Lhildien partiLipated in the simulation) during each session. They were
divided intu three working groups representative of the major working groups in the
Burlington population ten Westersn Ele9ric workers, ten cLinstruLtion workers. and
ten textile workers. One to each group was designated foreman. and wore a special
hat of a type identified with that group. Others wore identification badges telling
which group they bettmged to. Alliurkers received monthly salaries eqtuvaient to
the average salary for their working group. ThUs. Western Ele'Ll tric -wtirkeis received
S800. construLtion workers gut 5750, and textile employees were paid 5600.
Foremen received an additional S50 for their extra reponsibilities, suLh as paying

urkers., organizing materials and supeecising the work. Play money was used, and
all payments were made in Lash (The Lhildren. learned about checks in another
act ivrty.)

During the simulations the'Lluldren received monthly wages. paid bills and kept
'reLords to show monthly expenditures and savings. The classroom was turned into a
small town with cardboard storePfrunts for the Duke Power Company, North
Carolina National Bank, Cameron Brown Realty Company. B & E Grocery, and the
Employment Security Commission. The."builchngsC were designed arid built by the
students. with some help fruit } parents. The pupils would visit .the various firms to
make payments, and eventually some had to visit the Employment Security office
to reLeive unemployment benefits., There, were also medical expenses, and outlays
for such things as clothes and recreation. Each office"uf course, kept accounts.
Eery simulation was followed by a session in whitt the students were asked to
explain what had happened 2nd why. A form was prepared and duplicated, enabling
them to assess their personal finanLial situation, noting whiLh bills they had not
been 4ble to pay (if any), and what they planned to do alii'out the problem of too
little money.

,Simulation I represented the first month of employment fur the workers. They
rep ii,ed their wages. but then had to ,pay bills fui shelter, utilities, food, car
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payments, clothing, recreation and medical care. All were able to pay their bills and -
to save money besides. 'Of- eiourse, the higher -paid workers and the foremen were
able to save more than regular employees.
%_ Simulation II v., as a bit more complex, for inflation was beonung a problem.
Some payments remained the samejsueh as shelter and auto pay ments),tut other,.
prices -rose Furthermore, half the workers became unemploy ed. The children
actually worried about wh6 would1se their Jobs; and the lower-paid. textile
workers showed the greatest concern over inflation. The pupils emulated adults in
speculating on what would happen to them. The unemployed workers went to the
Employment Secuilty Commission where they applied for and received benefits.
The payments vaned depending upon the individual's prior wage rate, but all had to
make 'decisions on what bills to pay first apd what expenditures.wcut Some
obtnIed food stamps or sought help from the Salvation Army. Some moved in
with relatives to save on shelter paymerits. Others wrote letters to creditors. or
visited them personally. to request postponement of payments. At the end of this
siMulattOn the employed workers were still saving,money, whrle the unemployed
were in debt.

Simulation 111 brought another round of inflation, and prices rose again. So
that everyone would experience the same problems, the student's who had been
unemployed in Simulation II were now back on- the job while the others found
themselves out of work. Their apprehension was evident in the kinds of questionv
they asked Flow long could unemployment last? Could foremen be laid off? What
will happen if fve can't pay our bills again^ Students who had saved durmg
Simulation...II were now using those savings to get by, and students who vdere em-,
ployed in 'Simulation III saved some of their wages to pay_ debts incurred during
Simulation II. In the final analysis, only those pupils who had been willing to make
sacrifices found themselves "in the black" at the end of Simulation III.Thuse,wha
merely postponed payments found themselves in debt month after month. This led
to fruitful discussions of alternatives to increasing and cOntinuous indebtedness.

Additional Activities

Additional activities were rotated with the simulations described above The
students not participating in the simulations were divided into work groups. One
group was assigned to an audiovisual center to view filmstrips on economics. The
second met with a teacher toclissoass the banking system and to receive instruc)ion
and practice in writing checks, Some students assisted the teacher in developing a
Vocabulary chart, which included bankilig terms, and each pupil was given_ a
banking guidebook supplied by the North Carolina National Bank. These books
provided practice in making deposits, writing checks and preparing bank state-
ments. We also toured a local bank for a "behind the scenes" look at its activities
and Rinctions

During some of the sessions a student dressed as a postman delivered tax refund
chec* 'to the pupils. A study' of taxes was made at about the time the federal
income tax returns were dile. The children could spend the refunds as they pleased,
and they were provided with catalogs. The only rule was that they had to pay by.
check and they could not overdraw their bank accounts. Those who had,difficulty
writing checks and keeping the proper records were sent to a learning center where
a very large 'blow up" of a properly written check and form were on display, and a
filmstrip showing step-by-step protedures fur writing checks could be viewed: Many
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students decided not to spend all of their refund, but to be wise consumers and save
some of the money. i .. ,

the session on taxes included a filmstrip which explained the types of taxes,,
sources of ,tax revenues, procedures for levying taxes, and the uses to which tax
funds are put.

Evaluation

From the outset, we agreed to narrow the field of economics so that the
children would not feel overburdened. We chose to teach several economic concepts
in depth, rather than to try to skim over a wide range of topics and principles. We
also decided against the use of formal tests, for we were_const,antly measuring the
pupils' acquisition of knowledge through their worksheets, class discussions, art
work, and learning center assignments. The evaluation process would thus be
on- going, but would not pose a threat, nor would it stifle interest. We wanted the
unit to be special, and we told the children that They would du the evaluating.
Thus, at the end of the unfit each.pupil wrote an evaluation,,telling what he or she
had learned, what hadabeen enjoyable, and what he or she thought of the unit.
Some sample comments (unedited) are as follows.

"This economics unit has helped me.understand how hard it is to be an adult. I
learned how to pay all my bills. When your living in a time of inflation bills are
might hard to pay."

"Everyone felt the pressure of recession ... We felt bad enough going through
"this. I'd hate tu.experience it in real life!"

"I leatned why my mother and father say no to some things l'want them to
buy."

"This economics Unit has ... taught me more than a book could,ever do."

° "After I went threw simulation I knew low my parents^felt When they were
layed off or couldn't nay their bills."

"Now I know how people feel when they are unemployed and can't pay all of
their bills. Now I don't ask mY'rnother for as_much of things ,because now I
know how tuff times are."

In spite of the grammatical 'errors, the papers were honest, genuine, and full of
mature insight. It is, impossible really to measure knowledge completely, but we
were able to make some judgments by our pupils' ability to talk about the subjects
in such depth and with such sophistication. Most importantly., we could see that
real change had' occurred, and that the realism of the simulations had given the
children a much better understanding of what their parents were' experiencing.
Some actually asked for a reduction in their allowances, started to save, and
accgiired wiser spending habits. We are convinced that the unit had a dramatic
effect on our students' lives.

The unit also had a may4 effect on us. Little did we realize during the planning
stages that community interest would mushroom ,to such an extent. The favorable
reaction, we received from community leaders andother educators was tremendous.
About 75 people visited our classroom, Other teachers have started similar projects,
we have been asked by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction to
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Teaching Bisiness, Econffinics. to Sixth

. Gr lers throuih,Retailing

Brice Liebeiman
Community School 232, Bronx, New York

Introduction - . /'
For many years, the social studies in the elementary schools has-been confined

to a curriculum "strait-jacket" Which fitted the needs of very few'and succeeded..
only in producing boredom for most. There has been fittip .frelevance between what ,

occurs in the classroom and the ikorld outside. In particular, the elementary schools
have been remiss in the teaching of economic concepts.

graders. This has been rewarding both ibr the students and for,mc.Yet,,abdut'a
isFor the past ,four, years' I have been telching`cas l mer education t'o my sixth

- ,
year ago I began to have the nilting feeling that I lia*4 been 'omitting something, My
goals were being met in the sense that the pupils became discjiminating, critical and
intelligent consumers, a* they were sharing their knowledgeg*with their parents.
However, I started to regize that I ltad not been' devoting sufficient time to the
'other side of the picturebusiness'arid it role in our society. ,

i
..

In order to bring bout -an. understandih*f the chain f distribution of goods
from:origin to thiion umer, it is,necepary to,teach the ftt portant iole performed
by 'the retail establish nt. fs easy tojall into the trill of Having the business,

Alperson setup' as tk d ril qoptitg the forces of.e0il,and the innocent ',*
consume/1"as the "rd y." h4 news isqe&WiTh Items tellinpf bjg consumer ..

"rip- offs. ", When we d utio 'lit 431Iiildreii s Un4,:e4erOlicels-attletbose of their'', t ,
-families;Ike compile a hu e o inkstices adetingtobptc PR, C'attlegt afford ,....

it.' This is not the tchalpicture ho eft/ and it ig incu tIftersid ihe educators tp ,,
round out the scene. .NI8f.. ' %Qs.

' -.
.;

. .. . , 5.
A

ii 1..' it t, ' ..,) *" '. ,
: .,.., 9 ,..... WI

Act:N*0es
....

' ). ,,,,^ .3 . .. 4,41-ti ..
,:- . .4 ,,, :, g '":

IaVe never been loath to experimenting with new techniqu,estin'The 44r/sprit.
,.

Thus, teaching 1'6-mains fresh for me, and my enthusiasm is commun ef ed to the
clas,s. A child learns best when '<'e go from the concrete to the 4"..''4, apd the .
project I hadin mind would begin by involving tfie pupil in' hi /-*rTher immediate, N ...0

environment. Having been an economics major in college, a34 *lung operated a
Fe,'"successful retail establishment for ten years, my own lif perieNe .woUld be .

valuable resource..
.

.34...--- ...

Most of the pupils in our school are black or Puert ican, and many are below-
grade level in reading ability. The building is a converted bowling alley. NeVlessat o . --

. -
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say, teaching in the inner city has become increasingly difficult, But, if we as
educators believe that "the impossible is only a bit more difficult;" then the
"impossible" simply becomes a greatv challenge. Soduring the summer of 1974 I
developed a broad plan for teaching business economics, and submitted the plan to
my supervisors. Fortunately, the administiation of my school is extremely
supportive of academic innovation. Learning is also enhanced when parental
support is strong. Before introducing the plan to the students, therefore, I invited
the parents to a meeting, and was delighted when a large number Sttendetl. 1 had
heard parents state that they were not sending their children to school "to play'
store," and 1 wanted to make it clear that the basic' areas of the curriculum would
not be neglected..

Another goal was to point out career opportunities to the pupils at an early
age. This does not mean that the child should choose his or her life work at this
point, but that a sense of one's possible place in.the adult world should begin to
develop. Children ust recognize the relationship between school preparation and
the future.

,t

,A further o ective.was to open an avenue ofkommunication between parent
and child, and t have the child see how the parents fit into the labor picture.
(Some parents ere unemployed, but this provided an opportunhy to discuss job
attrition and re raining.) The parents were mint encouraging and agreed to let the
children consult wall them about their work and shopping experiences. Eac,11 child
who obtained i fo,rmation from parents or Other sources was expected to share it .

with the class lie parents were also asked to be present at the culmination of our
activity. . .

-. .,
With the necessary preparations -trite, I was ready to present the plan to the

class. Candidly; I told them that they were being invOlved' in an educational
experiment. They would have to think, learn new ternis,( and makeSjective
observations and deducti ns. This was to be "grown-up stuff," and they; would .7 ,

have to follow a rigid sche ule to be ready to operate otif store one week after the
Thanksgiving holiday. I ma e it clear that I had faith in ter ability-but were they
ready to believe in themselves? It. is impossible to .express on paper the thrill of
excitement that ran through class!

. 4.1

Teaching Basic Economic Concepts
s

In all lessons I tried to refate basic economic concepts to what we were doing:
This was to be accomplished by doing and observing, for the most part, rather than,.
by lecture. Sortie conventional technique; were necessary, however. The opening
lesson dealt withthe meaning of supply and demand. The following qUestion was
asked: 1 - -

#
1 ' t

"A man has twenty-five b 11-point pens to sell. The ped areeally great
because they have a Hong point on one end, and the other end is a water gun.
The price is fifty cent';. Flow many children would want to buy a pen?"

The answers varied flom 50 to 100, and the pupils noted that the storekeeper.
would hot have enough pens in stock. One child, however, pointed out that he did-4--
not have enough money .to-buy one, and other children then conceded that they

. were in the same situation. Thus we arrived at a working definition of effective,
'demand which is nut simply the desire to have something; but the ability to pay

I
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for it. We went on to learn that demand can change as a result of prosperity,
inflation'and depression, among other things..

Another question was as follows:

"You are the head of your household, and each week you set aside money for
a the necessities.To which iteos .would you give the first three places?"

v

FoOd, clothing and housing Were listfd, and then we discussed the items they would
buy if they had money left over. These were luxury goods and services, so we
categorized goods as being necessities or luxuries, and noted that in prosyerous
times there vas less of a problem in selling the latter. implicitly, the opportunity
cost principle was being taught -given a limited income, the real toss of one type of
item would be the fact that another type was-being sacrificed.

In the' next lesson the. class was asked to make a list of things which would
describe the type Of store in which they preferred to shop. Surprisingly, their list
indicated their concern for an attractive ("pretty") store, with a courteous staff and
an attractive display of merchandise. They wanted the clerks to handle items with

*rare, and not wrap the goods in haphazard fashion. Furthermore, they jesented
stares in which children wore always treated as potential thieves.

This was followed by a discussion of the cafrlications of running a store. We
learned that theft is a big problem, and that the cost is passed along to the customer
in the form of higher prices. When they 'asked about insurance to _cover theft, I
explained that soye neighborhoods are so unsafe that, businesses cannot obtain,
insurance policies. Next, the children visited stores and tried to estimate their
expenses They listed such things as rent, utilities. insurance, pilferage. salaries,
advertising and taxes. The tents "overhead" was introduced. Interest can alsobe an
important cost, Tor business pedple sometimes have to borrow money from banks.

,This exercise brbught the class'a long way lit their thinking. Previously, theyhad
the-naive notiefn that everything collected by the storekeeper is profit.

The next area of study was 'the store manager's probleM of purchasing
merchandise. The leading question was "If you owned a shoe store how would you
know which styles would be best to stoc4?" This Ode the class aware_of the risks
involved: Ho,k does the merchant know which sits to order, and how many of
each' Some of the pupils talked about this irdblem withdttore owners, and the class
learned, that 'the intelligent business person does research on style; and trends. We
were,,able to relate this subject to previous lessons on gatheringitatistics and-the use
of averages. I stressed that trial and error was a costly way to answer the question
of what to Stock.

The lessons became more complex as we delvellinto`the quesTiemrof how some
items can be sold "at cost," the faZtors entering into pricing and competition. We,.
even discussed merchandise that' cannol be reproduced, such as antiques.'" The
criteria for good salesmanship were examined, ,the pupils ,listing such things as

0 inspiring confidence, Wowing `tone is talking about, making a good
appearance, understanding people, eing helpful el/en-to customers who do, not
buy,vand making the consumer feel that he or she is "speial." (Incidentally, the
term "salesMan" was replaced by "salesperson" at-the insivence of the girls, who
were developing strong feelings about equality/4nd job stereotyping.)

After long and careful planning, we were, ready to set .up the store:. A few
manufacturers donated stock, such as plastic items and costume jewelry. (1/Although
it might have been better to have the pupils try to raise money to buy merchandise,

.

".
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the purpose of the project was to teach' retailing, and there was too little time.) A
place for storage of our goods had to be found, and we discovered:anAnused
bathroom that served nicely. There was aneed for a "catchy' name, we felt; and
the pupils finally decided upon "The Leadershop." Although we tried to make the
operation true to life, the children realized that it differed from a real store in that
we did not have to pay rent, purcha'se utilities, pay salaries, and remain in busines

*for a long period of time. (We would be in business only for two days and would be
unable to evaluaPe seasonal changes,) Nevertheless, we tried to make prices reflect
typical costs. Fears that we would lose money provided opportunities to discuss
such terms as bankruptcy, assets and liabilities.

The next step was setting up job categories, which we did,after deciding that
our store would be the partnership form of business organization with all 29
stAdents as equal partners! The class elected a manager and assistant manager. It was' '
A revelation to me to see how tuu4msight children have into themselvessand their
classmates. I had been L'onLerned that everyone would want to be a boss, a it was
surprising to see that few wanted this responsibility. Many explained t t they "
thOught others were better qualified. It became clear that each had a vested in rest
in the enterprise, andthus they wanted the best person. for the job. The pupils'they
,elected were those I would have chbseh. ->....../ . .

The elected manager and her vsistant were to interview others for such
positions as salesperson, cashier, bookkeeper, stock clerk and advertising specialist.
Although each person would "lave a specific job it was also agreed that ev yone
should be -Willing to assist in other areas, if needed. The interviews were ld, and
the jobs were assigned according to the individual's qualifications. For ample, the
cashier positions were given to pupils who were, best in mathematic N :,..

. Pricing was a problem. Each item had to be examined, and students had to visit
stores carrying Lomparable merchandise to get an idea of what the prices should be.
NeWspaper ads were also analyzed. We had to cover costs but not pricetourselves
out of the market. The children worked in groups, each group being responsible for
aiding and pricing certain merchandise. Among the goods for sale ,were plastic
planters, costume jewelry, cutting and serving boalds, and modular wine racks.
Some of the phpils made lovely bags out of their'old ddigarees. ,After each item
was priced it was listed in an inventory book and packaged. All items were
examined for possible defects, and damaged goods were repaired or sold at reduced
pikes. They learned by experieriLe that carelessness in handling merchandise could
redlice our profits. /4 I .

An advertising committee was responsible for decorating and wrapping, and
igsees to' it that the name "Leadershop". appeared on each package. They made

sign to prThnote our business. Sales slips, receipts and other necesary forms were
ii,

1P

prepared.
1 1 I

,

Salespersons received special training. They had to be able to answer questions
about the goods, keep the-cou'nters- from beemning messy4 and order new supplies
from the stock clerks. They were taught_not to :oversell" and not to become
impatient. Courtesy and good speech were stressed. Role-playing situations we
used to prepare for the actual experience. Everyone learned how to write a saW'
slip, The children showed great ingenuity in arranging attractive displays..Display
tables were Lovered with fabric samples, cardboard was covered with !fits of velvet,
empty wine bottles were placed in the witie racks. They found that jewelry-was
more appealing if placed on an interesting background, such as styrotoampacking
material, a picture frame, oraklastic.egg.
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The logistics of the operation seemed almost overwhelming at times. The'
standard curriculum had to be covered each day, so we were` limited in terms of
being 'able to moye the regular furnishings. But the children went about their
assigned tasks like professionals. They arranged and rearranged to achieve the most
esthetic effects. Each ,group worked joyfillly, and with nofights.,Every child,was
busy, and delighted to be so. Everyone Washed de,sks, sweplIntkittsted,

When opening tray arrived, everyone was in bright and early. The transforma-
tion that had taken place to the room was almost unbelievable. We could tell from
the manner of the customers that they felt they were in a real store:They aske
pertineni __questions, which were answered with knowledge and assurances
customers left' they were asked to jot down their-impressions. The sale continued
for two days. On the second day several classes came to observe the operation, and
it was cltar that they would have loved' to be a part of it.

Of course, there were unexpected events, but these can be used to advantage-.
One salesperson cried when another "stole" her customer by crossing over into -her
territory." I agreed that this was frustrating but indicated thai the s thing
happens in the busoless world. At one poi t the sales manager became s carried
away with her own importance that she.b an tip issue orders instead making

, dignified requests. We almost had a sit-down strike Until she Was made aware of the
'impact of her behavior. ,She mage amends, and everyone learned a lesson aboU1
human values: At the close of the sale the "partners" were alloWed to purchase
whatever they wanted at a thirty percent discount. never seen children
compute percentages so quickly

Culmination c. .

"fit On the day fter, a one cl ng Of our "Le4kdershop" the acc,ounting department
tallied the sales sli s an compared the total with the cash receipts. Then wT:,---
worked up a final financial statement, discussing 'each item as we.went along. A
conference was held on what we should do, with our profits. Among the suggestions
were that we take a crossicountry trip, distrtbut$ the money equally, and invest in a
new business venture. It was finally decided that a okntribuThon would he slit to a ,, _
hospital and that the remaindet,,iflight be used to Parlor a graduatitin party.

__ , .

This experiment in economics was a huge undertaking, but many things have .
resulted from it. Our consumer education project has become more meanuafful,.
the children speak with surprising ma,turity` about business conditions, and they are
thinking about their future in the business %Vorld.'They realize that knowledge is

, necessary for every role in our economic system. My pupils not only learned-an
academic subject- they learned about themselves. And I had the
experience of being a part rZr in something meaningful.

,t, .
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER

Good Ideas in Brief: Intermediate Level

VIRGINIA TUSSEY of Diggs Elementary School in Winston- Salem, Vjrth
Carolina, had lief sixth-grade class write a book 'entitled Economics: A Circle of
Dependence. The project was engendered by the fact. that the teacher and the
pupils were unable to locate suitable materials for teaching economics in a manner
understandable to elementary school children. Five weeks were spent in studying
basic economic terms and principles relating to consuniers, producers, goods,
services, wants, needs, supply, demand, efficiency, in the use of resources, and ,

economic systems. They also held an auction, created a table-top city, worked.6n
an assembly line, engaged in eomparatiie shopping. and simulated a barter
economy. During the three weeks in ,..which the book' was written, students A
contributed portions in accordance with their interests and abilities. Some .simply
wrote ,definitions of economic terms,. lathes, gave a brief history of economics,

/ described personal economic behaviors, exprained international economic interde-
pendence, or explained different economic systems. Language arts and mathematics
lessons were usedin Writing the book as well as social studies. The pupils frequently
worked in groups to produce a particular section or illustration. The.project not
only kept students interestel., but greatly raised their knowledge of economics, for
the mean score on a posttes't was nearly double that.achieved on the pretest. Most
important, perhaps, is that they produced something useful in teaching economicje,
to others.

t.
:/'

ESTELLIV, MATTHIS of Oakhurst Nitemiediate School in Little Rock,
Arkansas,

This
a career awareness unit for her educable mentally retarded e

students:- This well-organized project contains many of the popular activities #

teachers often use with such pupils. A company was established to pioduce and sell
a product'. The students hadto eleci officers, fill out real job application form ..
prejare productiofi flow charts, and maintain a,quaity control system. One qf the
unusual features, however, was that the youngsters were subjeoted ,to a Bail

scheme: On a mimeographed form the teacher noted the nurThi5iiof
hours Worked, the quality of the individual's work, huw much progress the student
was making, the extent to w hich'he or she was cooperative on the job, the kinds of
difficulties being experienced, recommendations for improving performance, and sv
on. Parents were also asked to assess their children's learning. As a.result of high
student interest in the project, and the constant feedback, there was a marked
improirement in attendance, a 50 percent drop in tardiness. a decline in behavior
problems, and a rise in scores on formal tests. ,,,

.,... / ft. r
.........--

CORENE F. CASSELLE of the C. V. T Gilbert Sixth Grade Cetztep, Las Vega\.,
:

Nevada,, developed a comic book entiereq "Introducing Sage and Novo- to tea `
economics

tv
to the sixth .graders in her classes. The buqk features the ,adventures of

two boys named Sage and Novo. During their conversations, many economic -Iiiii,
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concepts are, defm'ed, and explained. Among, these are money. opportunity cost. thi
znarket, economic grow th,- Wages. free enterprise. end tegronal economics. For

example, it is pointed out that °li of the opportunity costs of living to a warm
climate is the sacntice of. the opportunity to ski in snow. Career awareness was an
important part of Ms. Casselle's project. with the emphasis upon careers peculiar to
the Southwest The pages of the book. which are to right proteded cry
lamination. were placed on the ,halkbwrd as if they were posters This made it
possible to refer back to the ;es concepts whenever revIew.,w as needed. This
Piractice tended to expedite the learning process because Inc ..hricien wanted to see
what Sage and \oso would be donig. next

,/
0' JOE MUNDT (of the Beatz l Elenzvztak Sciuxl in geatt .k;rada". has found

. that her third and foluth-grade ,pupils .an learn some important basic economic Its-
concepp through a study of the stale of Nevada. An interdisciplinary approach is
used in the study of li l and state issues Field trip. the making of Posters and.
producing slionplays are some of the activities .which the children to learn
such concepts as SC3 c'clt:. and opportunity cost

\

WILLIAM E PHILLIPS of,,tfemorial Par?, Eletnelf;an ..Schoe3r Euclid. Olio
developed an economics stmlifition .fitted "Let's Rebuild Lake Shor; Villag.e7 for
use with his sixth_gradeis. This was related to a,.current iszie in the cornmungy
regarding the development pc, an actual land area. First. tViE children played a
cbmmercially ,produced game to get expeinence in this technique. Next they visited
the area and took pictures.,-Fey studied .'he histlify, of the arerwith help from the*League of Women Vote and trokibrary's microfilm collect ton'of old newspapers.

pap ;of the area was draWn. and the pupils famed interest groups representing
the 'City Cohncii, 'unempleiyed v. orke'rr and people iugesting different ILseiof the
'area. Amoile the various siirested uses were that it-be developed as a golf course. a
medical center. a dnve-in Theater. a %opping complex. a culturel cinter.
hors'e-richng stable, A junior high' school, a re;ldentifi section of single family 4.7 ,

tuiuseyan area of highh-rise apartments. ora place for townhouse conolornmin. tois,
The class determin5d playing procedures aphd ruls. Each grqup did 4search Wine
IQ its area of interest For example, 'the group promoting the,riding stabtts had IQ,

determinethe amount of nand .that would be needed, how much the land would
cost, the price of .the horses. what buildings would b4 r5qui,redt thhat%kuld and how
many workers to employ. what other businesses might deelop if lire stables were
built, and so on The group's interviewed resource people (such as the mayur) in the
community, constructed models of buildings: estimated 'the effects of their
proposed projects on the tax base: sem-eyed the potential dernanit for the goods or
services to be provided, mvestieited (eles:ant lemslation. prepared &haat illustra4iril.
Ire economic 'effects of their proposerprojects. and gave offal preser.itations. The
economic topics included in the simulation were tetation, opportunity cost. wants
and needs. Inflation, the circular flow. deTand. 'specialization, capital,.
Income. private enterprise. rent, the bigness 9cle, price. interest. socal costsd
wages and productivity. One student even atterCded i meeting of the Euclid City
Candi A local newspaper des:pte'd considerable space to 'tile simulation, and
concluded "We are not sure Ciiy Cout2s)14,3ready or willing to.listen to kids, but-- -
Maybe it is about time some me did.- (The euclid .Vews Journafri
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SCOTT G. 1SAKSEN and MRS. CAROL PRATT. both Country Pack
./Zrknentary Schutd. kilhamndle, Ne-x York. deveIocied.a.- littcal ec.onomy

to teach e...inumic and political concepts to filth,' graders * he children were
prepared for the expenenoe through a unit on political organization and through
exposure to a'ianety of films. filmstrips. cassettes and learning kits on such things

,as econoilik systems. money and ..redit. taxes. labor and unions. supply and
litiirnand, banks. international trade. ar44. go,,ernment production a",,goods and
ser,ices The Pupils then establhed two ,.ountries..They had tb.7"start from

o scrakth:- setting up go%ernments. electing leaders, obtaining money from i* -World
Wink.-- and forming business firms. The students e.xperienced, some realistic '

problems in laumhing their enterprise. rating up to vigorous ,ompett,ition, artel*
coping' w.th ark oversupply of, goods A monetary *inn had been-created at the start.
whit could spent. imesfed or deposited in the bank. -Interitatiotal- as well a's
';domestic trade could osoclif At the end of the simulation, the couiztry with the
most -rnoney-y.as deemed to have developed the best economic system.

. . .

MARGHERITA SUE MORGAN of the Trust% Elementary School in Fort
Smith. Ark..Pisz. has deNeloped a' unit for her sixth graders entitled -The Workshop
Way of Leamms E,:onorpics.-,It is probable that all teachers who haviattended
tvorkshops attempt toNiare their expenentes with their students, bilf Ms. Morgan
took ihezuni9oiAl step of practi.-111y replioatingihe workshop miter tlassroom. Het,
ten-day `workshop zuvered economic systems. specialization. profit
and 19ss. government's tole ut Be ,economy . banking. money#4 e:redit.inflanon.
and nn&nployment. theworkshop been- with s -keynote presentAtion- by t,Ele
district pu ea,.) r of Ekmenwy Education'. Wor)c gititions-were.set up where the
piipils co-;./id learn in =all groups. using filmstnps. tays. books and discussions.
The groups would use the stationsJri rotation. The ...Ism also heard community
spe4ers from induSwy . labor (including-iworkers currently on strike J. banking and

g,ovemment,. The students took field trips.. drey. ..,,rtoons to illustrate
econi.n.m.....onceins; arid pioduced and'performed ,sltits., The Test of Eletnentary

(distributed,hy tpe Joint Coun.il on LOMOMii Education) was used as a
, pretest an posttest. The meati stairi'score.for the class was 10 points. ori a test

otmtaming 40 ite,rris..A' tea.her-made test: economics puzzles and games. the.skits
anti other examples of pupil work. and letters from parents were alito,Used for
eyaluation-The results were highly positive.

r

s."°.
4

RUTJd SEWELL 01,f-ran:au School in Fur/ SSmali, Arkansas. has developed a
. , six-week unit on the furniture manufa,turipg industry to teah economics to her

fifth el-adds. Scr..e,furniture IS a major industry in her .tea lind is the employee 9f
. many -if tt.: rt:wives. it vi?s easy to trite/est the children in the subject. to

:obtain ma.e.di of the business2, and to make -field trips to some of the firm. The
'students learned tliat all three forins:of hirsiness organi/atior, (proprietorship.
partnership and-..orporation) are rePpresented by the industy, anti that-311 of the

o'
"for an asLount- a sundar, proyet -see ttan3yrt kc,unIsty. Be.bond Sonul4tron The

,,{lint-Setter.s.ipproech Inssu.bun
se

Jr:J Other Soo:,S.terurs i1 Angeles'
ducattonal Resource Assocutes, Inc. 1974)

. .
L.-
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factors of production (natural resources. labor and capital) are involved. They made
wall harts tracing production (tom the natural- resource (such`as trees) to delisery
to the consumer. and learned how other industries (such as textiles air the*
upholstery ) become irnolveS. Studies were made of the way in which technological
flanges have affected o4tput. of wages and working conditions in the factories. of
the relationthip between saving and investment. of how -cau%ernment affects the
industry, and of international economic primiple and situations that have ,a
bearing on the industry ne students engaged in rule-playing. viewed filmstrips.
inteniewed''resource people; set up an assembli. One to manufacture fi>initure ii)
the school. any did research'to find out how the furniture in4ustry affects the local
ecotiomy and how it fits into the' national economic picture. This protect. which is
deschbed only briefly in tiiis booklet. is an ex,.elleiti example of how coromumty
resources can be to teach basic economics.*

MAIM.) N S. CRAWFORD of Purr Republic Elemertarti School. Port
R;publu. Iygutra. developed a sunuta,tton 1,0 teach sixth zaders about career
possibildses. economic choice- making and ,i)ersonal budget-mAing. First. the
,:hilthen did re9earch on their chosen careers and went on field trips to a cvllege and
a socational-teanical school. They then interviewed resource persons Each.child
ha3 a -salary:. based upon typical incomesfor the career selp,:ted. but they quickly
Pe-atria:ha: arieftis taxes. retirement plans. and sues wolildNedrice,their takehome
'pay . The reasons for these taxes and other payments were then audited. The pupils
had to.sbop :of housing. plan menus. b'uy furniture and clothes. pay utility' bills.
purchase cars, and the like. They were expected to he within their incomes and' to
end the sunulation withoth bemg in debt;' From time to time "calamity- or
-catistrophe** cards sere draw n. presenting unexpected problems such as illnesses.
fires.; strikes. flooded basemervis oend auto repairs. Various ocher realistic events
were worked ilmo th; simulation. sech as the need to buy anniversary gifts. To be
suceessful, the children had with fheselalobienis ;lid emerge with their
budgets.Vn the black.- The simulation not only taught them much about their
chosen careers. but Lave them pricticem alod household planning and manage-
ment, (Ms. Crawford was at Elkton Elementary Sclio;31 in Elkton. Virginia. while
teaching this iimt.) , r

,

I

T :

- .. , ,.
!'For tacz) oniusiny .the community to ;teach tirgn.1,.ool c.,....,nom.< .s.e ,I Laboiatoo

.4pprixth t& Ecbriomrc Eiutatoil t Nev. N ork Thd4J,nns f,, ,., a n . A on Eonomrc Eduw.ton.
1975). av#tatle for SI .50 per copy . c, ,
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CHAPTER.; THREE

Intioduction

)

The Struggle for Existence
-. ,

An Interdisciplinary Team Unit in Personal
Econoriiic Competence for G ?de Seven

Mary Rose Martin, Sybil Noll, Sue Hake and
Michael Koltun

U.S. Grant MiddleSchool Spnngfield, Illinom100

- \ Illis,feport describes the year-long experience of 130 seventh-grade students
and a teams. of -four teachersiepresenting the disciplines' of social studies,
mathematics, Lingusge arts and science. Our program,'entitled "The `Yeti-Man
Happening." is an interdisciplinary approach to the study of humankind. Working
as a team, we developed ten units, each of which places heavy, emphasis upon the 4

-impoitance of self-the individual's niche in society. Who am I', andhow do I fit;
Into the ecological vsprld, the economic world, the world.of divergent cultures, the
future world, and the world of work? With this question as a guide, our team
J:reveloed activities which the pup(ls,found bot4tionstructive and enjoyable.,IVith
the help df an' art teacher and emusic 'teacher we also incorporated .aesthetic ,
happening into the Units. ,/ ,. . 9 c6

\ A Each unit was planned cooperatively by the fair team teachers. The team
developed _concepts to be explored in each discipline, *along with the activities
which
s

hich would lead to a pupil understanding of those concepts. The basic economics '
unit was entitled "The Struggle for Existence," and this unit will be the theme.of .

this report Each member of the, teaching team was responsible for introducing,
alv3laining and demonstrating the economic principles to be explored. As an initial.. %-.,,,

. exploratory study in economics, the unit focused upon. the basic economic -'
problem- unlimited wants Vs, limited resources. The study ranged over time and
across-societies, Concluding with a simulation of the etononiic system of the Urumqi
Stles The way in which each discipline contributerfo the project is briefly

-, described below. a .'

a
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Social Studies Activities
,

' Concepts to be developed and,'or reinforced through the social studies were
those germane to the basic problems of every economic system, the nature of
economics as a discipline, capitalism, the circular flow model, division of labor,

t distribution of ineUme, gross national product, scarcity, supply and demand, and
the consumer. The social studies teacher (Miktael _Koltun) would deal with the
broad view of economic systems and with specific principles relating to the
economic system of the United States,The 'textbook Manpower and Econothic
Education by Robert Darcy and Phillip Powell was used extensively: Activities
included reading, class discussions and playing the game MarA.etplaix. Students
could earn extra credit for doing reports on particular economic topics.

After defining economics and learning why it is important to e3,ery one; the
class. went into the details dhow the fac'to'rs of production (labor, capital and
natural resources) operate. and how institutions (patterns of social organization and
behavior) serve as the coordinating systems in our society. Then the three questions
facing every society were analyzed "What should be produced? How much? How
should the wealth be shared?" The way in which different economic systems try to

.,ansitotr those 4uestions was described. Capitalisth was then the center of attention,
fecognitim" being vixen t ri what ours is actually a mixed economy. The
circulalioMw usbd to -lw, ov indivtduals, business firms, capital.
labor, natural resotirc , money .'eods. and services ielte to,,ofte another.

' In explaining div labor and interdependence, Adam Smith's famous
example or the pin factory s used, but then the students weFe asked to think

.. about how division of labor is employd in th'eir ow* families. The ,conots were
next applied to industries, and to nacins.--It was at this point that the.class was
introduced to the critical notion of productivity. Consideration was given to values
during the discussions on the distribution of income. The students were given
statistical data on income distribution in the United States and were then asked to

their views on whether or not it was a fair distribution. More complex
statistical concepts were introduced in the lessons on GNP. the Consuiner Price
Index and the unemployment rate. .

Scarcity, opportunity cosi and choice-making were the subjects of intensive
stricly,leading to an examination of production costs and the relationship between
inputs and outputs. The different forms of business organization Were defined, and
a flov, Thigrarri showed the role of business in Our economy. The various economic
functions of government were set, forth, and this was followed by an in-depth study

A of the co,nsumer's place in the market system.

Mathematics Activities

Mathematics activities were designgd to deal with concepts relating to supply
and demand, factors Of pr ucticolOthe circular flow, the functions of money, the
profit motive, sRecialization, and.the market system. Sue Haka is the teacher who
was responsible for the mathematics lessons. The Marketplace game developed by
Security Pacific National Bank clonstituted the major activity, but this was preceded
by considerable preparation through reading an& discussing material eahng with
banking, manufacturing, retail mg *and the like. Ten= days were spent in actually
playing the game.

6tJ
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We cannot give a detailed account of 'the rules and procedures because of .

limitations of space.* The game provides roles for heads of households, financial
advisors. labor negotiators. product buyers, stuck buyer, stock sellers, business
executives. m-anufac'turers and retailers. The household that acquirKthe most
"units of satisfaction" wins the game. The manuracturer, retailer and banker with
the most money at the end of the game will also be winners. Ae players deal with.
such things as raising capital, borrowing money bankruptcy and labor relations.

Language Arts Activities

In the language arts, under the instruction of Mary Rose Martin, the students
learned how human' society is affected by economic, cultural, social and
technological events In particular, family relationships were stressed. The students

' read about life among the Aztecs and discussed the ,ways in which Aztec family.
struggles for existence compare and contrast with the endeavors of modern families.
The Aztec market was compared with the markets of today. The roles of men,
women apd children in Aztec society were analyzed, and basic economic principles
applying both to the ancient Aztec economy and to the twentieth century
economies were used as analy tical tools. For examples pupil worksheets included
queskions q'f the following type:

.

& WITat determined price and yalue in the Aztec market? -...
How did-silispl$, and demand (as we undeistand it today) apply in the Aztec
plarkei? 0 i

. 'Why could cacao beans be used as money? .
What role did the Aztec goverhment play in trade, and how loe§ this

,compare with the roles of our tederal, state and local governments'in
>regulating trade and commerce today? .

. - . . ...... --.,_:. .
A simulation or the Azteqiierketplaccwas also developed.. .

After readint\aboutTibverty, inciuding_the poem "A Dialogue on Poverty"
from th'e Anthology of Japanese Literature (New York. Grove Press, 1955), the
students were given the opportunity for creative expression by being asked to mite
about their concept. of Utopia. These essays Were to be tempered with realism,
hdwever, fy.r they Were required to keep in mind the condititps which affect an
e,mbody, suck as population and food supply. -

Material on division of labor, and how this raises productivity, was read and
discuSsed. Arragembly line simulation was developed to illustrate the way in which
this technique increases efficiency. Again callhig upon the pupils to use their,
creativity and imagination, the Fanguage arts teacher asked them to write a
Oragraph explaining their choices of ten pepple-they would take with them if they
were colonying another planet. This, of Louise, was directly related to the concept
of division of labor, for they would have to show why different occupational
specializations would be necessary.

''The game is dest.ribed in the original report, which is available from the Vernon R. Aldeg
_ Library. Ohio University, Athens. Ohio:

61
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Science Activities

Science' lessons, as taught by Sybil Noll, focused on the basic economic
probleni of scarcity. Resources (natural resources in particular) are limited, while
wants are unlimited. Scarcity was approached by viewing the World as a wholeeand
noting the needs of the entire world population. Such perfodicalyas Newsweek,
Current Sciences-and CS. News & World Report were used, along with books and
visual aids. A bulletin board display was used to illustrate various shortages, and
students polled people in their neighborhoods un subjects relating to demand and
scarcity.

Because such items as gasoline and sugar were,in short supply at the time, And
much publicity was given to this fliZt, there was-little difficulty in motivating the
students and in finding good examples of the scarcity principle. Frep goods were
compared with economic goods, and. the various productive resources were studied.
Population data were examined, with projections to the year 2000. Food and
energy statistics were studied,, much of the information 'appearing fi the form of
graphs -.and. tables. The Malthusian 'theorem was analyzed. The need for precise
definition of terms was stressed, and the fact that some words have }one meaning
when used by economists but quite another when used by the lay. person. was
noted.

Evaluation

Four evaluation instruments were used to assess cognitive level learning. One
was the Junior High School Test of Economics developed by Dr. Leon Schur and

-48.7
others at the Center for Economi... Education in Milwdukee, and published by the
Joint Council on Economic Eduction, Two were vocabulary tests, one of which
was teacher-made, and one of which was based upon the Marketplace game. The
teacher-made test was used for diagnostic purpoies, helping us to see how much the
students tready latav '"about ectmo,tra terms before, the unit WaVlaunyhed. The
fourth' was a teacher-made objective test based upon econopc principles and
concepts. In addition, each student was required to complete a written project.
Another way. of evaluating the unit was to have students and parents respond to

.qiiestions regarding the methods and-materials used, anclito express their general
feelings about the experience. . '

The Junior High School Test of Economics contains fairly sophisticated
questions of the following type: . .). .

"19. The final result of a large decrease in government spending for national
defense wouldplobably be: to

P :A. Much unempl4ment in nondefense industries.
i B. Increased production of nondefense goods.,..

C. An overall ecommic booth in the nation.
si,) D. Ann increase in prices, within the nations ---- -, - . ..- - --/..

This 40-Item test was nonmed with nearly 13,000 students.in 22 -school,systems.*
i

i ,f..-
,

*I or nornrg data and other details see Interpretive Manual and 'Rationale , Junior High
School, Test of Econoinks tIlevv ;York. Mint Council on Lonomic.EdtaLatton, 1974). Available

x for $2.00.
.
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Student performance on the test indicated that they had Indeed learned the
economic concepts stressed in the unit: The'teacher-made vocabulary test included
42 terms, such as Gross National Product, opportunity cost ancl'free enterprise. The
test associated with the Marketplace guile contained some of the same terms, but
was structured differently. In the former teskilie pupils were given a list of terms
and asked to write definitions in blank spaces. In the latter there is a list of terms
and then a list of definitions with which the terms are to be matched. The
teacher-made objective test included multiple-choice items, definitions and true-
false items An essay question wts also included, the student being given a choice
betweenetk o-items. ("Explain the idea of circular flow of economic activity in both
a paragraph and a chart." or "Explain the concepts demand and supply and market
equilibrium, using both a paragraph and a chart.") The results of all of these tests
wer)e positive.

The students could chooe fr9m a list of 32 activities the one the acted to
do as an individual project. The following are samples:

"Write a paper in which you describe a situation involving division of labor in
your own life at home, at school or at play. Explain. how division of labor
operated, and what happened in terms 9f specialization."

"Explain and illustrate with a chart the functions of money."

'"Prepare a diagram or model that illustrates the idea of the circular flow of.
economic activity in our society. With your illustration Include a papa that
explain it."

"Explain what is meant by GNP, and illustrate your remarks with graphS,
charts and schedules."

The form_asking the students to evaluate the unit included fifteen items, such
as the following:

Do you feel the unit was too advanced, about right or too easy?

,Ceneral, was this study interesting, boring or "the usual kind of stuff?"

Did you work or studyas much as usual, less than usual or more than
usual?

The formal questionnaire sent to parents asked them to indicate the extent to
which they became involved in the protect, whether or not the child seemed to
understand what he or she was doing,lo what extent the pupil was interested in the ,

work, whether the material was too advanced or too easy, and so on. Pupils and
pgents also responded td a qtestionnaire in the form of a summated rating scale
containing such items as these. ,

c
"Teachers and students understood each other very well."

,
"Teachers were attuned to' the practical'world of work.,"

Most of the time the materials used were too advanced." : I

,'More frequent evaluations of student work would be desirable.
.

,"Too much homework** as gtvep." .;

i
1,I.
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The respondents were asked to clieLk Strongly Agree, 'Agree, Undecided, bisagree
or Strongly Disagree for each of the seventeen sterns. Ibis interesting to note that
there was considerable agreement between students 'and parents. For example, the
majority of both groups did not agree that too much homework had been

. assigned.* There were also open-ended questions asking for an indication of the
most valuable activities an'd for theMst valuable. The economics unit and the
Marketplace game proved ti) havelbeen very popular. 4

, Clearly, a team made up of teachers iepresenting several disciplines can
cooperate in the development of eLonomn. understanding on the part of juyior high
schdol pupils. It appears nut only that seventh graders can be taught many basic
economic concepts, but that the experience can be an enjoyable one.

*See the original report fur espies of the esaluayon instruments and the detMiTon the
results of their use.

Community Simulation Gathe

Bruce H. Jasper

Hosterman JuniobHigiLSchoot, New Hope, Minnesota
.

Introduction,. I

Economics is the ninth-gradeesocial studies course in -ourschool.district. It is
divided into three general , sections, all of which focus, 'on The ..tia-sie econotnic

... , ...

problem iif using scarce resources to satisfy .virtually unlimitbd needs andwants.
Basic economic relationships are developed in,..Seciion One, -the tradltronal,
command and market economic systems are examined in Section Two (with the
emphasis upon our mixed market economy), and economic problem areas in he
United States are studied in Section Three,

At Hosterman Junior High School the emphasis has: shifted from the
disciplinepentered, type of course outlined above to one which foCusa on personal
'economic decision-making and skills. The more tiadttional unit covering bask6

- .... 4 .
; ..,

Note This is a brief surpmary of a 150 -page report. The original eon be obtained frorti the
Vernon R. Alden Libraty/OhloUniversity' Athens, Ohio. The Echjqrs. . :7. %.

1 .I t 1 . i
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concepts and systems have been condensed into a ten-week introductory unit, while
the following 14,w.eks are, divided into two- to four-week eldctives on sucli topic;
as in ion, poVerty, pollution, labor relations and the, energy crisis. For the final

1,4 wee of the ickool year the staff -wanted to develop a unit that would provide
kn ledge of the economic relationships found within an urban environment,
dev lop personal economic skills, and encourage an attitude of personal economic
efficacy.

Short units on budgeting, community economic deZision-making, consumer
Alb% credit, banking and consumer protection were deyeloped. FilmS, readings, discus-

sions, speakers and commercially produced simulation games (such as Consumer
and The Budgeting Game) were used. Formal tests showed that the units taught
basic economic knowledge and some skills (such as using checks and credit) but
that they did notdeveldp an understanding of the complexities of the urban
economic environment, nor did they serve to motivate students very highly. Thus,
it was decided that a simulation game on urban economics would be created and
,tested.

The gimulation

The city is a, complex phenomenon, and to understand it one must study
, several disciplines -history,' political science, sociology, geography, economics and
others. Econofma was to b', the primary discipline, however. It would be related to
the other disciplines when necessary, as lit the case of studying the economic
implications of geographic factors. Forrexample,' the space between'ources of
supply and the market where demand exists helps students to see that cost it
-affected by the distance"between the two. Students are consumers from birth, aryl

as' they grow older their roles as producers tend to increase. Understanding '`the
complexity' ,of the urban economic environment will enable them to be more
knowledgeable, consumers and producers. This knowledge, coupled with problem-
solving skills, might help them to cope with real-world problems and eventually lead
4otetter, urbhr planning.

Of course simulatioh games are not new, and the experiences of many others ,

who have developed and evaluated games were examined carefully. Thus,
descriptionsdescriptions of the roles of consumers, credit agents, budgeters, town developers
and town planners provided in such game's" as Consumer, The Budgeting Game and
New prtill were helpful in creating similar roles in our Community Simulation
Game.* Rules and materials found in other dames also suggested models for u to
use. Tounderstand the siftulation it will be helpful to examine the design process,
which is briefly outlined below. '

The Design Process

As already noted, thegame was3reated to help us to achieve instructielegoals
not being reached by other teaching strategies. There were four steps In the process
of designing the simulation, '

Step One-Identification of Instructional Objectives. The game was to be part
of a brOader unit of study entitled Uthin Economic Geography, and it ,was

1

*Sec 'Chapters 11 and 111 of the original report for details on these.games. Also see Dust!! R
Lewis, et aL, Educational Games and Sithulations in Ecouoinics (New York. Joint Council on
Economic Education,,,1974.)
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intended for use in conjunction withsother some of the objectives
were not meant 43 be achieved by use of the"game alone. Among the game's
objectives were the teaching of such personal economic skills as using a cllecking
account, locating suitable housing, obtdming and !ping eredit, preparing job
applications, and keeping personal budgets, developing interpersonal lulls relating.to oral communicaLions, ability to persuadg others, working' in groups, and
developing compromises; and encouraging positive attitudes toward community
participatioh, tip roles of others in the community, and economics as a tool; for
personal economic decision-making. , -

Step Two Definition of the Simulation-Game Mode,k Simulation games are
models of real life, but with only selected facets of real life situations.represented.
The Community SimulatiOn Game was designed to identify those heels of the
rban economic environment which show the relationships between areas of

production, consumption, distrib,ntion, the individual, and the decision-making
process. The students should be able, to practice_ many economic skills, and get.
immediate-feedback on 'the effects of their actions and decisions. The business
secto?had to be included, nd this took the fo m of pupil-developed bUsiness firmsto create and sell goods and services to the s ulated' eommutity. A real estateindustry wavan important dimension to deal th the sale of land and buildings.
Banking institutions were pros$ided to handle loans., savings accounts and checking
accounts. Government would be involved in coordinating the actions and interests
of individuals and businesses and in providing legal structures. Diagrams entitledCommu Interaction Models were prepared to illustrate the.melatiopships -amongthe oups, institutions ,and individuals. For example, arrows drawnbefwe x representing the City ',Planning Board and a bdx representing

"'Households would show taxes flowing from the latter to tite former, and zoning
decisions flowing in the opposite direction. An arrow marked "Salary or Wage"
'would flow from trfe Business, box to the Household box, while an arrow marked
"Labor" would flow in the opposite dir-tion. Each arrow -thus represented a
transaction that would occur during the course of the game. In total, these
transactions would pro/id° a comprehensive and true-tolife representation of

'economic activity in an urban environment. They can range from obtaining
personal loans to participating in city council meetings, and the number can be
expanded greatly, dependigg upon the time available, the sophistication of the
students, and so on.

Step Three-Definition of Roles. Each student represents the head -of a
household from the start, but 3-hen goes on to develop additiondlioles he or she
wishes to play..The student draws a card showing his or her age, marital status,
educational level, work situation and the like,Using this infoimation as a base, the
student then creates his or her own life history and desired lifestyle. Each student
also selects a community role in b4siness,tbanking, or real estate, or simply becomes
a "concerned. citizen." Institutions such as banks, real estate 'agencies and . .
govarnmental units are. established. Students obtain jobs, buy cars and rent or
purchase houses.' There is-flexibility in role development, so that students have
become' bums, hippies, card sharps, stock brokers, newspaper editors and others not '.

:tailed for in thennodel. These people must interact with others in the community,
however.,

Step Four-The Sequencing*of Activities. The gam.was made up' of ten phases,
in which the activities were ordered. The length of a phase can depend upon many
things, such as the knowledge and skill of the students and their familiarity-with the
playing of simulaeidn games. In our case, Phase I was a one-week period in whicrti

6,6
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students.were provides] with utban economic and geographic concepts to give'them
infonoation. These nongame activities taught- them about , spatial

relkoirships'and abstract economic principles they would be dealing with later
Phase II was a week-long introddctLon to the simulation game model and to the
roles the pupils would be playing., It was during-this phase tliat pupils selectethfheir
role cards and began to develop more personalized roles or themselves. Phase III

--may t ftom two to three weeks, and includes game and nongame activities.
Roles are defined even furtiier,-and pupils elect to enter one of the designated areas
(business, banking, real estate or ;concerned citizen"). This provides the structure
from which urban economicinstitiltions'Ivill be developed. In the one-week period
of Phase IV,' the students begin to interact within the simulated community in,
accordance with the roles selected in Phase III. Btnks, business firms, governments

oi and agencies are created/during this phase. During the Phase V week, students
such initial economic transactions as securing housing, obtaining loans,

purchasing autornimles, opening checking accounts and getting jobs.-Phases VI,
)VII, V-III and IX last from one to.two weeks each, although each phase represents a

"inont,Lt: in the simulated community. -The students engage in their work, receive
and' depo it pay checks, repay Icons and attempt to balance their personal budgets.
They also become involved in city government' and urban decision-making. The
number of phases canibe reduced or increased on the basis of student need and
interest. Phase X is a two-day debriefing period. The students discus's their strategies
and game interactions, and relate the simulation game.and other activities to the

real Nyprid. 01P, .

The last task in the design process 'is the development of specific atteities too
teach .the 'desired 'o-bjectives. Of course, activities are continually evolving to meet

student interests and needs.

.Overview of the Game

The game simulates a small urban community containing a variety

businesses, banks, real estate agencies and a local government.Sach student begins

with a given identity anid a iettain amount of money. The student it consideted
successful if lie or.she can engage in all the needed financial transactions over a four

to six month period and emerge with a balanced budget The players compete for
jobs, credit and housing.. Each ihust obtain housing, get a 'fob, prepare a monthly
budget and keep accurate financial records. The business people plan both the
physical and financial structures of their firms. Students may choose to start any
business, and success will be influenced by such things as location, demand for the

product or service and the use of sound business practices. Businesses buy real- 1

° estate, use bank services and provide jobs. The banks offer credit and keep all bank

accounts, and the student bankers must be able to compute interest, negotiate
lo-ans,(tandle checks and keer accUrate accounts. The realtor`i develop land and sell

homes, land. offices, stores and factories. The "concerned citizens" develop a city

government and 11 1p .to plan land use:They also analyze and suggest soldtions.to

urban problems face he community. 0

In addition to the game activities there are readings, discussions, worksheets,

films, filmstrips, transparencies, maps, guest spe3kers an Z1 the )ike. supplementary

activities can be included as needed. After most activities there is a .discustion' or
what happened, so that students can 'compare strategies and analyze or explain

58
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outcomet. Students who had difficulty! will study the .wqck of those, who
successfully completed similar tasks. Continuous debriefing allows the pupils to
reflect upon the relationships iif the game, and to relate the ga\ne to supplementary
materials and activities. Areas of interest are explored while student motwatIon is.at-
its highest New elements, sucht<as a Welfare system or a..stock market, tray be
incorporated into the game as it progresses,r.but this will usually require additional .
time.

11 --

,..
.Final Detefitig . i, .

...
# . .

During the final debriefing all elements of the game are brought into focus.
This begins 'by having the students bring their accounts -up to date, pay all .' -.
outstanding bills, assemble all contracts, and getlier tap all other r.elevalits,
documents. The kmmunity interaction models may be reviewed also. Thus, Step-1 .

in the debriefing process asks the question: "What happened toyou?" The teacher
asks qUestions of the following type. _ , ..;

_ -

Was it best to buy or rent a house? '._,._.)
#4'

.......,
.....,,, J

How did your peAionl desires affect 'the role ;ouitlayed?
' '"' How did you get your job9 -' f'

a

What happened to people who could not find a job? .

b.. Did financial security depend upon yourirole or upon your strategies in
',(74 working and budgeting? *,I t ,

, i -

f
,o,

r'. addresses' addresses the question. "What ire the Principles that made things happeri?",
Step 1 dealt with fairly concrete data, hut Sjep 2 involves cause and effect relation-
ships, and an understanding of interactions/Sample questionslare.as follows.

-zot .
t'What effects do player decisionsin one sector have on Other members -of the

community? ,I.. -` ..?!.>
Why areinsoe commun ty members more powerful than othcits in exerting ',-
influence over community developMents? . . ,

-i
How mudi.control does the individual have over his or,-her economic life? ,k,
Why were s§ome students trapped by circurnrstaii es¢ into tniPleasant-
situatiot ns? Could they have escaped?'How'? : __

. # --
At

tStep 3 poses the *soon "How doh game compare with real life?" Qifestions-
like the follow* call for knowledge oifacts and for analysis ofsituations.

,
Did the players and insti?jtions teact .8neziper,pie like_jheir counteryartOnd
reallifel -,f.,

. .
, .. os -;

o What aspects of tAe simulated community seemed untrue to life?, ..

Would people in real life 'follow t4e sate, strategies and make the same
decisions you made? . 4%

iN

How do the eflOcts of poor decisions made in the game compare with the ... .
,effects people in fedi life would experience?'
iWhat real -life elements were left out Of the game? ,, t7, '-

What ivould;ou change to make the game more realistic? - _
How did you feel when you could not get a job or a loan`' How do you think -
people in real life feel?

I
What. evenf.'s made- youjrtistrated ()rangy with other players? How would

,,7 simit4 events affect people in real life?
. , ,,

\v,,, a tt- ,. t ,

.4

. 't
\ \ 6

t 4 M

;(-
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Eva(uation

Feedback on the effectiveness. of the Community Simulation Game was

obtained fidni writien tests. class chsctissi9.as. a written questionnaire and personals

observation, Personal observation indicited that most students enjoyed handling

checks, obtaining ousing and securing 9-edit:- Less enjoyable were thOtasks of

applying for jobs. being intervved and maintaining budgets Yet, the students

perceived all the t 's avbeing necessary totheir functioning in the community.

and they responded favorably ,toward all interactions referred to on the

questionnaire. Student interest and involvement in -performing interaction tasks

be;an to fade, however, during the f,odisht, month of the game During,' the

debriefing session, the pupils compared .their declining in;erqr tO that of their

,parents who had established certain patterns in handling theil linances and thusTell

into "the mine oldiut."
l\Ongaine activities were,moderatel successful. Background inibtritstion on .

bank services and procedures was well receeved by students who were assuming'

bankin12 roles. but was of less interest to the others. The least sticcesNI activities

were those dealing with city governmenCptobably .because the pupils had already

studied political science and considered the ndngame material redundant. and

because the materials were dull and poorly written.
The arsea'of greatest success was theileioble structure of the/game that llo.-ed

the developMent 'of additional economic institutions. As student in st grew in

various-areas. the...sold-Ian wet encouraged to.pursue that interest Th s, during the

game a stock mat,&et was established. two newstiaperi,were formed. and several

' credit agencies .appeared. Flexibility was also evidenced by -the interdisciplinary

expansion thai occurred. For example. industrial arts teachers became invoked ,n)

the drawing of blueprints for homes and businesses. English classes participated in

eto publish .the newspapers. devalep aaveitising campaigns. and exalt&
urban lifestyles .through contemporary- Ifteraturp in science classes there (vere

experiments testing water quality. soil types and ffiduserial pollution Math teach&s

allowed students to run computer programs-on interest rate.' bles and construction

costs.
A major weakness of t`he game is the lack of an adequate evaluation col

Formal tests show the game so be as effective as the more conventional approaches

in teaching economic concepts. The acme is a better device for teaching a widet

range of persOnal economic skills. Yet, there is a need for better instrtiment to

-measure the degree to which the Coinmunity Simulation paind teaches under-

standing or process. increases student motivation. and develOps attitudes relating to

Orsonal economic efficacy.
Outside observers have been favorably imcliessed.by the game. A writer for a

local newspaper devoted two columns to a description Of project (North

Hennepin Post, June 19. 19'8). and the Executive birector of the Minnesota State ,

Council on Economic Education concluded that "any experienced 'teacher can

manage the entire simulation without having extensive prior training (Letter to

the Joint Council on Economic Education from Dr -William Becker. June 30.
1975.) When an overytew of the unit' was presented at a conference of social studies

teachers the response was overwhelmingly- positive Finally. the sintularfon will

become part of Hosterinan Junior High School's Creep Education Prograin next
._.

. year. ,?
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Occupational Career Econothici

E,dWarci W, Demmer

McLoughlin Jun.or Hign Schoo;, liSedford. Oregon

Introduction

The course' "Occupational Career Economics" is designed to develop an
understanding' of economic concepts on the part of Junior high school pupils.
Before creating this course 1 attempted to introduce students to such topics as
production. consumption. supply ..demand and competition in an Occupational
Career Exploration class. but v.,,,as not satisfied with the results. For the 1974-75

school yeat, then. in goat v. as to structuis a, course that would bring about student
-understanding through involvement. Economics has traditionally been a high school
_subject in our district, and has been almost nonexistant at the junior high schoollevel Yef. eC-$-.1nOrnicUs,rirobatiirthe most widely discussed and debated subject
today. and everyone is involved in economic deciston-inaking.

The taiger ilopulatioii:jricludsid seventh and eighth gradirs and nongraded
classes". -Many ethnic and sCiioeco,4er,ruc groups are represented. in the school. Vie
have a 'nine-week 'elective system.svherein students may elect certain subjects in
addition to meeting specific course requirements. :Occupanc\ial Career Ecormimics" was to be a nine-week elective course in basic economics and a follow-up
to the Occupational Carger Exploration class. Two classes were formed for the

January 27-.March 21 period. and two for the March 31-June.,4- period. for a pupil'total of 98.
Feeling that a traditionally taught course (witii activities limited to the use of a

text and workbook. viewing films. and holding class discussions) would have Iittle.r
.--7sutcess. I planned to' develotr, an or oing simUlation based upon the corporate formof tusiness firm. It.°°1/4rts hoped liat students would thus learn to make better ,economic decisions as producers and consumers. These decisions should be made

after approoriatedatatave been collected and analyzed through the use of sound 'economic principles Sly plan was submitted to the Oregon Taaaier Idcentive
Program. and I was awarded with 5479 to ptirchasi materials and equipment.

Instructional Activities:
First, I shall briefly outline the activities for each (4 the nin4 weeks. then give

further details on the major instructional strategies./ it
.- .4

-.P. First .Week The Oupils were fiven pretests. whichapr.efer to'call Performance
Indicators Performai3e Indicator 1.2 is des, red to measure understanding of:

.
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25 bash. econvmh.s,(erms. su.ti ,apital. demand. diminishing returns and
profit Performance Indh_ator 2 i measures knowledge and understanding of
such concepts as the market system. suppll and demand. price deterr4mation.
woes pdeprodu,ri%itc Both ,r,ere used as pretests, (Further discussion of the

tests w ill tollAw t Ae then -ead The :4d: ensures ,f Primer,' Diner/(Ch:cago
Follett. 1971 ger an introduction to basic ,..-,onomic terms and concepts.

and the Bcach Wsne :9-21 uhlch provides a
c'eelca-rent .anct 7:V1-2V. :" ,se c,r.ceats

is eek Our .,Yas *e de% e,)pr?en, ; ^e A.rren,an e.3nomic
\zo' \ - rt?s.o S.,:t t3c.)!

Publications. 1Q .t used t Fain an Jn,-1-a:r.ancilng free enteipnse.
-omvetition and the erofit me:1%e

Third heel: First there was a bnef .3%-a;-%;ew of the mator eCOrIOCMC

systems--capitalisrr. socialism and cornminisr Then some aspects of the
Arrencan econom were geatc; death through use 'of parts of the
High School Prora.t The factors of production ilanci.laboi.cap7.all
were si Lessed. ?long .,wit'it, the profit mo`tie. Then. In preparation ,,for the

A simulation. the .lasses were intro.-duce-A to forms of husine-ss_6rg.anization

(propnetorslup. partnership and corporation) ,:orporate finance

Fourth We-et The sunuiativh ,ailed ;The' Mac Corporation- was introduced
c lUnng the tourth week The studems, recehed a packet of matenal aboutollits
1-1Tiothetfcai firm ito De described later) and were asked, to set up the

administration and ti) hire employees AliNttle of no direction from the
teacher. the had to de:elop salary schedules

Fran Week New thestudents had to determine the ,iirection the corporation
would take using dap supplied by .ithe teacher They were provided with
figures on monthl sales and costs. and the had to find 3 A 3 of reducing

c.dsts A He am.reastne 1.1-es..Thc figures are used to make graphs. and these are
analyzed by the members of the Board of Directors Conflictsanse.and these

must he analyzed and resolved.
4 -

Sath Reek 'to.). aware that they need more information an greater.insight

to be sole to make lopcaf decisio ns, the students are read!, to have a-senes of
lessons on the pnnciples of demand and supply. productivity. wages in a

maiket economy and profits Filmstrips,'Ad worksheets are used. and each
lesson is related-to The "Mac Corporation." .

Seven th Week: The Board of ,Directors is pen the task or cutting annual
e \penses by 5-00000 and of preparing a paper e.plaining and Justifying their
decisions. The "Pa, roil Department"' must prepare ch'e,ks.an,di, deterMine the,,

firms cash valance The ;*Nlarlteting and Research Department studies the role
of the consumer and works out a sales program The gyroduction and
Purchasing Department draws up plans to make' the plant more productive
ana efficient! A Board meeting is.helti tosprepare a poluy statement based
upon Cite outcomes of the departmenialtactions ".

trehth tveek The. students are introdu.edso.the Nmerican labor movement.
`first by %ieyong the film The In.heruance (Contemporar!: Films. 1965) They

!card about labor in ikmerkan history and afiout labor's plaku iii the economy

1
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of today Several assignments are given whicto include labor history, collective
bargaining.: wages. productivity and related topics. The Board of Directors is
then informed that the plant's.engineers are vu' ng to affiliate with a'union.
Labor leaders are appoir.ted. and negotiations with management begnil.

%Intl; Week- The colle..tne bargaining session ma) culrnrnate with the writing
of -a union-managernerrt contract. and this bfules the simulation to a close The
class,now reviews the work of the course. sees ifrs Peabocil's Beach again. chs-
:ussestheir expenjtices in the "Mac Comoration- simulation. and has a final
evaluation session

. .
\ow that -an a%er.iew of the rune-week ,nurse has been priSented. let us discuss.
in greater (retail some of the cornporgenis of the project.

The simulation was outlined above. but additional data might be of interest to
those who wish to 7eplicate it Several documhts and l'orrns were prepared for use
with this activity The students reel%ed an historical overview of the corporation.

"explaining, how it had been found'ed. how it developed from Y proprietorship to a
partnership and then to .a.corporation. and how it expanded Another paper gave
details on the firm's present- status a description of, its prOducts (candies and
foods). c-uFrent assets. number of eHiplo,ees,. major -shareholders and financial
positix1 Other nnmeogaphed materials irkluded a "Report to Shlrehoiders.- a
diagra.`; of the corporate structure. job descriptions for executives. respon,sibilnies
of s2710US departments. an itemiiation of labor costs. forms for recording
administratie and other costs. a v.eekl) financial posiilon report. an agenda for a
Board meeting,.,,sales data. stock tertnicates. andothe.union contract

The documents were designed to pe .a simple. but realistic. picture- of a
corporation The financial statement included such veins cash. receivables. value
of inventories, investments. property. plant. equipment. notes payable. del-erred
income taxes. long -term debt. and shareholders equity. Data .on labor casts
included,not only the wage rates but social Security taxes. state unemployment
taxes. retirement Bind. paid holidays and %ac.....ouns. andhealth and welfare pigns.
The form for recording major puichases listed nearly 50 materials needed to
produce the candh and food items', with spaces ror their unit price and percentage
changes over time It also accounted for office furnituta...equipment and supplies:
energy costs (broken do b) t)pe). tools. advertising (broken down 6) media):
marketing coils. and othe The monthly Sales anal)sis form provided monthly
sales data on each item roduceo;% Since conflicts aro:.e from time to time, a
"Conflict Analysis- form Vas prepared. This called for-an identification of the
problem. the listing ol'poss.ble choices or alternatives. an explanation of the -pro)
and cons of each choiCe. nd an account of the final decision. Some of the
assigaiments and test items were directly related to the simulation. For example. an
assignment tint preceded the colleciive bargaining session required students to.
define such terms as strike. injunction. lockatir and slowdown. It lalso provided
;hem with an unders?ndim of arbitiation. mediation. collectn,e bargaining
procedures 'and thelike.

Documents. tests. caril*tiVivof student work and other illustrative materials are appended to
/hc original report. w);%ich n be obtained ,Iron the Vernon R Alden Library. Ohio Gniversit}. .,..Auhens. obi° 0 . , 1. ...,

.." .
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It should be noted that a rigiJ s..hedlile may not be possible with a simulation
t

. of tilts type. Originally. only two days,had been set aside for designating wages. but
so many ,_onflicts and problems arose over this issue that one class spent an entire
week discussing wades. and disagreements user waees surfaced almost daily
hereafter. The collectise bargaining session became serious business. with' pupils,
experiencing the same fr-ustrations felt by their elders in the real-life union-'
"management conflict situation When the Board of Directors in one class laid off
seven students: it became necessary to institute a system of unemployment
compensation The reacher must, be prepared to cope with unexpected events of
:;,,.; ,lature. ,,...

Course OutcomesEvaluation

Several methods were used to determine the v;ient to which the goals Isere
achieved. ranging. from fOrmal"written tests to analyses of videotapes of class
sessions. A "Course Evald'ation Guide" was prepared. with the goals listed in the
Iefthand colonin. the performance indicators relatO to eaoli goat' in the censer. and

. the_critenon.lesels in the riehthand colunin. For example. the first ioal was that
students would develop a.basic economics vocabulary. (Goal 1.0.) Two perfor--
mance. indicators ware listed for this gn1.1.1 insolsed the videotaping of three
sessions. thy project director later couhung the number of et:month: terms used per
Fssion. 1.2''w as a s.ocabulary test in wriiten form. containing 25 economic terms.
'The critenon lesel for 1.1 was that at least 20 dinerent terms be useditfor 1-.2 At
students define atitast '0 percent of the teems correctly. This goal was achieved..

.. for the 'analy''gs of the videotapes showed that an average of 35.economic terms
v.,ere used dunn2 the sessions (and nese: fewer than 28). and that they were, used
properly while the written test resealed that students correctly defined 82 percent_
of-the terms (as compared with only 20 percenon the pretest)

Performance indicator 2.1 was a written test on seven basic principles. tinder
the heading "Market System." for example. there was a list of six stvements. and
the students were to check those which describe the market system. ltt.ths case.
the pupil would be expected to check The d011ar vote tells the producer Nrhat to
produce.- He or she would not be expected to check The government decides who

buy what.- The cnterion level called for correct responses for five of the seven
principles. This was surpassed. for students ease conga responses ir.!/4 percent of
the cases as compared with only 1-.9 perceAon the pretest. All students went
beyond the stated criterion level. .

Performance indicator 3.1 took the torn of a written test of ten economic
problems that evolved from the simulation activity Four alternatives were listed
under each of the ten problems. and the student was,asked to select the best choice.

'Initially. the teacher's judgment was to prevail in determining the "correct':
response. and students were expected to sobe -0 percent of the problems. as The
teacheriveuuld base dune su. During /a review of this exercise.kowever. it became

\--apparent that the "correctnesc sesAal of the alternatives depended uponione:s_
values. Thus. although the students met the 70 percent coorreci.level that 1 had
established. 1 had,to agree that there were nu "right" or "wrong. answers inhume
cases. Problem 4 will serve to illustrate this

Problem 4. Redution-of adinistratii,e w'azes by the Board of dth isrectiirsto
4. save money for the company.
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The Board should have reduced all wages evenly on a
percentage basis. ,

Board Members should have taken the biggest cut since
they made more.
The Board should have.reduced all workers below;the rank
of directors only.
The Board should have reduced the number of workers in
the unions within the plant-in order to save administrative
wages.

The first altertative had been my choice, but cogent arguments could be made for
the second as well 'In any event. this unexpected development shows that pupils
were thinking -independently and were attempting to clarify the values which,
underlie policy decisions.

Perfotinan'ce Indlgator 3.2, gave the students a consucher good and asked them
to list various cost itgmsSlrat would affect the consumer price. They were expected
to list at least ten ueh as ravc materials, capital, research and development.
transportation, or, and the middlenian's expenses. The success, rate was nearly 90
perceht ono s rest.

erformance .Indfcator 3.3 tile students were given two goods acd the
various inputs (such as labor. raw material. transportation) needekin.producing,
ihem and ,delivering them to the consumer. They were asked to indicate the
percentage of total cosi, accounted for by each input. This proved to be too
diffiLult for' students at this level. however, probablIj because they-were unableto
convert costs to percentages.

Some' general Observations emanated from a discussion with the principal.
Ar'nong these are thatethe course could have provided a more "in-depth" experience
if it had been limited to eighth graders. that the wide range in reading levels (from
3 5 'to 12+) necessitated a el.:watered- down" approach' that the "Mac Corporation"

.did bring about a better understanding of the role of the corporation in our
economY, that the classes did learn a new vocabulary and that_ the competitive
spirit that developed served as a positive inducement to learn.

Students gav1 the course khigh rating. The vast majority stated that tli,
learned a great deal,enjoyed the project and thought it should be continued. (This
was in responge to a formal., evaluation queitionnaire.)Although thee,,are some
"bugs" that must be w orkeci and some ntbdifications that must be rnade, I feel
that the course v9s reasonably sut.cessful. There is ample oidetke that .the pupils
did, learn some economic concepts, and I am convinced that their nowledge and
understanding will grow as they become more involved as participants in our
economic system both as producers and as well-informed consumers. As for me. I
got more personal satisfa&tion out of teaching these economies classes than I have
obtained from other courses in recent-ye s.

.
. *
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The Fad Factory

Economics for Educable Mentally Retarded StUdents

o -

Anita D. Miller

isChase County High Sctlopl, Cottonwood Falls. Kansas
. ,.

' -Introduction i 1
`
k

"The Fad Factory" project was developed Sr o a special education class of
educable mentally retarded students at the jUnior high school level. The school is in
a small rural >.-ommunity ,' but the students have diterse backgrounds. The project
was designed to introduce the students to basic econopic" concepts pertaining to
'the world of work and the managenient of finances; Generally., special education
pupils have difficulty relating to the abstract 'concepts included in traditional
economics courses. The intent, therefore, waS, to use an approach that would allow
the students, to "experience" various economic concepts in" an intaresting,and
personally meaningful way. It was felt that a business approach, combining
manufacturing and sales operations, would clarify concepttrelatmg to production
and marketing. Some of the goals were'as follows: -'

To help students, to understand- concepts invoking production, distribution,
exchange, economic incentives?and consumption.'"
To provide ,practicil experience in such business practices as record-keeping,, .

handling %orders, using office .machinery, and explaining products. to'-'=. J

) customers,. ..-

To enhance student ability to4
apply reading and mathenrAfics skills to.K---.

realistic everyday situations. '. - .

To help students to function .more .effectively as economically literate_
Citizens in their personal lives. '
To encourage.economi reasoning as a basis for decision-making.

the Project .
.. .. .

.'
. After considering time and spaee' liinitations, 1 chose to have the puPilf produce
goods made from polyester resin. Ashtrays, paper weights, napkin holders, hot-dish 0
trivets and piLtgrqs were selected beciiise..these items would be marketable in our
school. October and, November of 1974 were used primarily to train students,to;
produce the items, w rite receipts, make change.and the like. Orientation to business
organization was also stressed, and pupils became acquainted with variattojob , .

respo* nsibilities. We had practice< exercises to review skills in measuremen
rnAt4ematical calculation,. operating adding machines, completing order blanks,
handling' hazardous material, and dealing with customers. It was during this
introductory phase that I presented the glass with ploblevnsof the type they might
encounter later, such as cuitomersShb were pot able to pay at the timer of ordering.
Sample products were manufactured for displaY,und.advertising was started.



/
For five school days before the Thanksgiving *vacation the Fati;Factory was

open 'for the receiving- of customer orders. A disply of sample products
accompanied y a price chart was available. Each order was- written. up it- a

,separate bla'W, containing the customer's name, a specific description of thr i eni,
the quantit), being ordered, the date and the pike. These &tiers, of course, -were
used to 'determine the volume of output, Each order was passed to the adding
machine operator, Wlidl.vould total the customer's purchases. The order'and the
adding machine tapenlien went to the cashier, who collected money from the
customer and made change. The bookkeeper would then write a receipt and record,
the transaction. At the close of each business day, the money was Lounted and
balanced against ttOtal purchases. '

Production and distribution-ocLurred Suring a three-week period between the
Thanksgiving and Christmas cations. About three and one-half hours each
morning were used for This M. "employee" would read some of the order forms
and decide what he or she would make oh that,day, and what materials were
needed forleduction Each worker Was also responsible for reegxamining products
he or she had niade on the- previous day. This was part of out "quality control"
process Only high - quality. products would be sold, and the eniploy ee§ would not be
paid for items tliat did not pass inspection. A "Wage Computation" form had been
prepared for recording each student's 'output and the wages earjied. As each
ctustomer's order was completed, a note would be written telling him or her that the

. gOods were ready to be picked up:
One of the first ec ornic concepts that had to be learned was production cost.

At first. we purchased
oti

nly en.. i raw iiiaterial to produce flue sample items.
goodsThen, as income was earned by e sale of gds weswould decide how this revenue .

was to be allocated. Thus the udents leartia that production costs include wages,
raw material and equipment. nit costs were computed for each of the ten items,.,,
both, in the

that
and f each of the factors 'of produ n used. The pupils

could see that the unit wag cyst for Item 6, for exampt , as more than double,- that for Itern 2.
k''

the' concepT of cons mer demand was ae, important one, for it,was'SeLided'
from the start that we ould not produce goods and hope to sell them, lint that we

. . would survey the rket and thus reduce some of the risk. Prices were -based upon
'-' the unit costs production for each item, with a, modest ;markup added. The
-strength of nsumer demand had to be taken into account before deOding on the

t
wassize of ti markup. Since Christmas as approaching, the students expected that

- therw uld be a healthy demand for their goods. They madeestimates of Alia
pdteiltia ,market for .each item, and later co ,mpared actual with projected sales.
Tabulati s were kade daily in 9rd r to keep production fairly close to actual.
demand. _

. . . at. (

Aver ;sing was .done through, po teri and use of the) school's daily bulletip.
The Ooste s .were designed to provide pertinent information on the products, and

,,-P
therefoye he student's had to be knowledgeable about each item and its production
costs,-Oh of the Basic Business classes visited out factory `which gave,the students
an opp tunity to explain the way in which our firth operated and to discuss the

41to-busine and economic concepts exemplified by it .
Da ly chec were made on the 'quantity of each item produced, and
it ion4 re computed This 'provided valuable information in ,planning

firture pre: changes: Inventories of raw,rhaterlaf were kept and were used in
pronuction..planning. Reriodically, estimates ,were made of the amount offnaterial

' , ' . ,,' _

I. .. il. .
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""....; that would be needed for the future by multiplying'the quantity needed for eaLli
item by the expected demand fopthatproduct. ...

:

Wages were paid on a 'ple,..e-Nvor axis to provide an incentive for increased
production orhigh quality,, and bec isCit was difficult to Measure time actuaflY

yb

spent The piece -work rates varied in accordance with the difficulty) of producing
each Item. thus reflecting soirre real-life situations. Wages .W ere recorded on daily
wage sheets and totalled and paid at the end of each week. The bOAkeeper
received a regular salary.: , ,v. ,-,. , N

The students quickly learned that all inLoine is not profit, for sonw...of, the
revenues had to be used to purchase materials. Currency was used throughout, so
that the students could better understand money and cash flowsiqlie bookkeeper
kept records of income and expenditUres Thus, the pupils learned that profit is
what remains after all,production costs have been paid. . ...

.. , i ; ,'.
.

,

Evaluation
. - .,

Keeping in mindthe intellectual capacities and potenpid of each student. L
decided that the ability to communicate to others the "what," "how," and s"wh
of project activities As the most feasible measure of learning, Ability to apply -...

pro/wits!) learned skills in reading and mathematiLs tp..the projeLt yuuld also.
puividekbasis.for evaluation. The aiuount of supervisory.assistanCe ngedc'd would.,
be an indication of tlie 'extent to whiZli students .were learning to 'pork:
independently. ' . >. .

Ari ..ipiportant outcome of this project was the interest shown in fellow .
"emplo.-.

,;)yees, and the'cooperallye spirat.. thdt evolved. The, students 'often .
voluntarily. helped. eaLli .other to solve individual prodf.w.tion problems. Improved.... ..

, sel'atiois..witti ,regular 'students was. also a surpgsing outcome. Often, regular
. .. ..;

,stuOnts hesitate to beLortieat,quaintetd with the special education pupils or errbecome
:

_., program,. Thfs project pr.oided an opportunity Mrothers to Lome ti, our Llassofoin..., v , .

.,......V0ee wrhat,speual educatioh is all abbut. Many comments were made to.nag; by .
.oistoniers abounof Cealizidg. that my students possessed such skills as thti p

.. ... . .

liquIre#1:::.- ,- . . '. . . .
. ,

lielter C'otniijuniq. relations :also developed as a result of the projett. We
rec.eivtisi g.(5.(1. rfety,spaper aiel-Sge, and ,the publi,.. thi.i beLatne informed ab4ut

,._. IRMA' educaDO:rt.' GeneW the public is not aware of the purposes and
-.::::-. :acfcdinplisbinents of tliespeeldl,educattan pr gram. . .

.f.+`.
4*, .

,..,...,! . -011.10 oc asions..1 was ibvitecLt6 presAt The Fad FaLtory project.ro grou_ps of
rare:s9utia. liectuyalorS. One was at the spring meeting °Mlle..Alpha Delp Llt4pter of

.telta Yi Epsilon, a hationagionot,society in business education.,The OilierAZ at a
.. Lime. workshop'0i-- consginit gn.d.e.conomi,.. eduLation,_sponsTired by; the Kansas .

.... ..

...,,...7 Statepepagniegt...ufE,duk..ation in .ci.hiperation with Emporia Kansas State College.
,..,,.Oirte'tif.4lie most interesting L.omiirents on the project were Shade by the Basic

..:13usiAgs`stildents who had visited our faoory: A sample of theA'follows.,
-f-Y. ...,...... _. ' .:' .. t ".>"'- The,yoy:Oley. are learning by working is, great. They_are making nione and

wig.sItll (y people waits . . :".
7...-4)-Ite; faq.ory: is ..1:1;1.iod'idea ti) help your students to learn about today's

..-:::::r busiiieA;"'"' -.. .

.. -:''''l think you.alt have a Atta.thing going. Hang in there." ,, ' ....

., ,..tlfis a rites!'little,iganizatiod I think they know v, hat they arse doing. ..This ..,.
,''Is a;gotrit-mitliit: _ ''-. ..' .

--..'

, .,.....

.--"I thiukltte;Projecijr0iyz-lass has,started is really super,0

.. 7
..
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Finally, the responses'of, my studev,and of the public to this project helped 't

to make all the work worthwhile. The outcome helped me to realize the value of
such anUndertaking and increased' iny own willingness to cuntinue to improve my
.own instruction. "

APPENDIX TO 'CHAPTER 3

Good Ideas in Brief: Junior High School Leyel -

PATRICIA A. SMITH or the Edison Freshman School in Midland, Texas;
incorporates economics into her ninth-grade American History course. One ofthe
ways in which she makes history relevant to today's student is to show the. link
between the' 1930's and the 1970's in a study of life styles.'Life styles are affected
by thcphie, culture, value sy stems and career choices, so all of these elerhents were
included in the project. "Time capsules" in the, form of hobo sacks were develhed
to show what life was like in the 1930's. The students interviewed relatives to learn
about their life styles during the Great Depression, In ,addition to gathering facts on
Such things as how' they earned a living, what they ate, what they did for
entertainment, etc., the interviews "elicited the full ,range of human emotions" and
showed how the DepressiPn's effeLtsried among different income groups. The
economic .contep. ,related to this activity were scarcity, opportunity cost and
income distribution. The students psrtieipated in_sociodramas .to dere. the life
styles of faimers, merchants, doctors, laborers, housewives and ,others. For an
exercise, in value, clarification, the youngsters were asked to state whidh occupa-
tional group they would rather belong to (and ,w and this.served to show them
that their present values affected their choices. Bookl s were made, to illustrate the
Similarities and differences between the two tim periods, and there, were
"brainstorming" sessions on, such questions as the following: . . s,

What does work mean to you?
,What does it mean to be successful?

How do you feel about peopte who are unemployed?
Flow can a job change you?

? .

/ .
FRANK R. IACOVO of the George J. West Middle School in Providence, '

Rhode Island, used a real $100 bill 'to teach his eighth graders some bash, concepts
about money, banking andtheetonorny, . ..

The. presentation of a S100 bill has a uniqueness that compels attention. From
this starting point, Mr. Iacono aintained student interest through a series of steps,.,
or enactments, apt saw the b II being passed from hand to hand as part of
designated money transactions. xplOratoryf questions formed a vital part of this
instruction too.

78 -,
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Afte,r the bill's initial display and proof of is authenticity'was established,hi.

Iacono proceeded with his leading question about the wisdom of keeping inoney
hidden at home. The class ultimately responded that it would be better to invest

,the money, but without foreknowledge as to the consequences of investing. A
student was then selected to be, the "bank ,officet" who would accept the 5100
deposit and_issue a facsimile passbook. Mr. Iacono then asked. "Now what'is the
bank going to do with the S100`)" After some disvussion, the class learned that the
bank w ouldlend it or invest it. Another student was chosen to Play the role of
someone wanting to burrow money, and who must undergo a credit investigation
and sign a promissory note to get the funds. At this point the class learned about
interest and why it is charged and how it becomes a source of income to bank
depositors. A third student then became a merchant selling a product to the
borrower. while others served as the merchant's employees, suppliers, and so on.
Eventually it became evident that-there woulTbe a multiplier effect as the same

^11Toney changed hands several,times, and that it had helped to increase production
and raise the nation's ,real income and level of living. Challenging questions were
raised to show the claSs what might happen if the money were withdrawncfrom the
economy instead of being invested, and how.this would relate to the business cycle.

i

BARBARA' t. BOYD, of the John C Myers,Sehoolin Broadway, Virginia,
includes economies in her eighth-grade Livivs course. EinZing that students tended
to view business as !;the scapegoat for all the ills of Anjerican society," Mrs. Boyd
has tried to help the pupils to become more4objective, Ind to employ economic

. analysis rather than prejudice d pure emotion when examining such issues as
-inflation. pollution and the energ crisis. Conducting communityvurveys, analyzing`
newspaper editorials, and helpin to develop a simulation game were some of Oft
many activities/ The game entitled "Borrowers and 'Lenders Be," involved
simulations of a telephone company, an electric company, a large private firm, a

'svhool system, a government agen4 and five small pusinessks. Each of these had
been studied in advance, through field trips, guest speakers from their real-life
counterparts in the cyminunity , and printed material. As thcgame was set up, the

{_total need for filpfds e(kceeted the amount of nioney availa & from banking
Institutions and individuals. Thus, the demand for funds exceede7 the supply , and
the various institutions fobrul themselves competing for money. Each potential
borrower would then hive to prepare convinung economic arguments to support its

,.request for, loans. The pupils prepared booklets Or brochures on their firms or
2inslitutions, based upon. data obtained from their real-life counterparts. The
lenders, meanwhile, had to,be prepared to ask hard questions in order to devide
who should get their scarce fundsThe studentsinot only found slaeexciting, but
the learned a great deal about the problems of raising capital, literest rates and
w at affects them, and how the capital markets function.

f
,,'

STEVEN DWORETZKY of Tetard Junior High Scholl, Bronx, Ncw.York, has
developed a program in consumer education' for ninth graders. The ,consumer
Education Prograni is an interdisciplinary program coordinating the subject areas of
mathematics, English, sovial studies and industrial arts. One of its focal points is the-
construction of scale models by small groups of ,students. As the construction
process passes' through all of its stages,(planning through vompletion), the students

70 7.(4v4.td
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complete units of study in math such as measurement, scale drawing; banking,
budgeting, taxes, sales.shps, percentages, and consumer ,_problemi and their
resolution. In English, the ability to. comniunicat orally and in writing is

emphasized. Articles concerning LonsUmerism are written and a class paper can be
produced, complete with advertising, and printed in the printing shop or the school
(graphic arts 'class). Social studies classes focus on the role of goverment in

'preventing and prodecuting consumer fraud, and the role of ie individual citizen in
improving his or her life and the well-being of the Lommunit . As the students pass
through each stage in their project, they meet and deal with the actual problems
they will coce when they leave sL11.6u1 (including the computation of sales tax on
anything they buy, whether from then shop teachers or locarmerchants). ' .

A second focal point of the consumer Education Program was a series of
lectures delivered by, members of the .Lummunity Thesevolunteers were owners
and operators of supermarkets and department

to
in the neighborhood who

came to our school to enlighten the students as t2 the workings of a major business,
,concern.

The thirtrand perhaps most salient feature of the prbgram was the setting up of
a student- operated "Consumer Information Center." New York State Attorney
General Louis Lefkowitz was present at the dedication ceremony of the Center.
The students provided practical information for consumers and actually processed
eensnmer complaints. After only 'three months III operation, the Center had
resdh;ed complaints, involving over 53300, and by the end of the school year over.
511,000 worth of money and merchandise had been returned to consumers as a'
result of their eftorts A ruitq reporter from a major TV network visited the school.
and taped an interview with the students In learning about oonsurner law, the Llass
had th ielp of the Attorney General's office and of a third-year law_ student.
Spec,, catty, the Center provided counselling on consumer fraud, channeled
inquiries to appropriate agencies, distributed pamphlets un consumer law, helped o
people to fill out complaint forms and forwarded them to the Bureau of Consumer
Frauds for processing, acted as an intermediary between consumers and local stores
in regard to complaints, and gave infol,piation on sources of help in case of medical
or other emergencies. Its work is best surnm'arized'by Attorney General Lefkowitz
who said "The outstanding results obtained by thy students . . . is ample proof of
the iledication and community concern of today's youth when confronted by a
worthwhile challenge:"

o.

ELIZABETH FERGUSON, CAROLYNNE VOURNAZOS and ALICE M.
YORK of Portsmouth High School, Portsmouth, Ohio, cmbined English and
economics in their ninth-grade remedial reading classes. L.ess6ns on vocabulary and
grammar were related to the chapters of the book Life on Paradise Island by W.H. .

Wilson and Roman Warmke (Glenview, 111 . Scott, Foresman and Company, 1970).
They also prepared a workbook which,,imluded activities for vocabulary .deyelop-
ment, such as crossword puzzles and anagrams. A simOation called "Econograms"
was developed. The students learned about recession, inflation, (Nation, taxes and
other economic issues, facts, concepts and problems.

.
.,c)

r
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High School Level: Grades 10-12
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CHAPTER FOUI

Sports and the ,American. Ecliomy

A Nongrdded Minicourse,for High School Students

David Norllus
.;\\

Johnbewey I-tugh School, Brooklyn, New York

,k-
,7

ttr3rbdudtion -; , ._. ) . 1 i

somewhatProgramming is somewhat unique it John Dewey High ,SchoO1 in that the
school year is divided into five cycles; each of which die ,a' duration of approx- .

ima!bly" seven weeks. Classes are heterogeneouily grouped and nongra:cfed, and meet
four times per week, two of the class' meetings being scheduled for one hour and
the other two meetings having'a,duration of 40 minutes.

"Sports and the American Economy" had been prepared:Tur4 the summer
-and was subsequently offered `luring Cy,cles III and IV. Approximately 300
students signed , up for the,/ course during Cycle III but, because of logistical
constraints, only four classes of 35 students each Were scheduled. The overflow was' '

absorbed in the "Sociology' of Sports" course which was developed as an off-shoot
of the economics of sports program. Most (tie students who selected the course
during Cycle III 'were boys (75 percent) and had an interest in athletics. Students
were equally divided among grades 10, 11 and 12. Included4 the course were a
number of students representing minority groups who were particularly inteiested ".
.._

in sports both cas participants and spectators. Otherwise, the four' classes were,
typical-OTthe student body at John DeWey.

During Cycle IV, two cooperative, education classes were scheduled' in the
`Sports and the American-Economy" course.,At Johritiewey, cooperative Students
attend school one week and work on salarie jobs,,,the next. finlike studentNilro
elected the course during Cycle I -i f tl students in the cooperative
program were placed in the -e of sports ogram. Most of- them were -not
interested in sports. A faiply num. 2Rf the students aAigned to ['the course
during this cycle had a previ tory of poor class attendance and dtd,_nothhave a

,( paqiculal interestiin athletic' 41 - ..., ,
had

.: , :
After tiaching 'econom r triany years, we haa concluded tht

,
many y

Students were distntefesked a ored,. and could not relate theconte Inate l'''.""
andmethocology traditiahally taught, in freConoinics co,urses:to :'rea

__,situations. In the onomi,of sports course we tried to rotke eccinorrii

-77
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alive and realistic to ourstudents. We d+.1 not water down the economics tyaarse but
rather attempted to teach economics through spofts. We regarded sports not as an
end in itself, but YQtaly.st useful in teaching economics. -It was seen as a means to
an end the teaching of economic priaciples, laWs, concepAs and anderstanding.s.

Courses in nucroeconomics peed., not be confined to spurts. tlanm other
possibilities exist, iikluding the arts, war and edutation, to` me a few. Topics
included in the sports program, stILh as inflation. distribution of inLoine, nd the
mark-etplak.O, can be applied to each of these. We strongly believe, that what have
attempted in sports can be dupliCated in other aspects of American life and, thus,

4:
can be exploited to make eLonomicsLonie alive to students. By bringing reality and
relevance to the sublet of eLonoiniCs. we feel that wehave been able to solve the .
problem of u4dThuate interest and motivation. Students learn to apply eLononuk.

'wilily sis.questions about why prices increase, wliy jObs are difficult to obtain,,why
sholtages exist and the like:. Students, most im,portentlyteLonie aware that the
economics of sports has carry-over value. to everyday living.

Because of the relatively new and unique Lharacterista of "Sports and tire
American Economy,' Lave contacted and conferred stall college economics

kzinstructors, as well' as co caches, athletic. direLturs and teachers at the secondary level
to gain additional input to the program. Team planning proved to-be an important
aspect of the course, as did student participation and administrative assistance. A
problem relating to Luurse development was that ,of .obtaming teaching riraterials.
Eventually': we culled much of our resource material from newspapers a d

.14magazines. W also called -upon .L.s'ommunty resources. including a niwsp"
representative who discussed with students the n areas within a ne*s
which may contain relevant articles.

As the course was presented, st.udents were aW analyze Bala in sports, and
they developed the ability to relate these issues to general areas in soLiety4 The issue
of monopolistik. practises in professional spurts has its counterpart' itt_gelletal
business. the question of a professional team leasing a particular Lay is quite similar
to a large enterprise leaving New York', attraLting a new professional team is'almost
identical to a city's attempt ,foittrac-t a new business.

Course of Study

F.

; '.; \.
,..... ..

This .course is a pioneer effort in' the, teaching of ec,,on-ornics around a sports
theme for high school students Its ann is to take a picrooLonomic look ait an
important segment of the U.S. economy in order to provide young people Mhoilave/
express`ea*:in interest in athletics with an in-depth analysis of spurts as-syn through
the eyes of the economist.
,

The aims of the course are stated through a series of questions which topically
outline the course content Each question inLludes objectives, suggested activities
and assigninerits. Thet28 questions, listed were broken down as, follows. the first,
introductory, questick was, "Is the Arrtencan spurts industry a, good reflection of
our market economy?' To answer this question. students,, learn about price

_determination as it relates to the various degees ,of competition found in the
American economy. "Selected readings, ranging from Adam Smith to Bernie Parrish,
were suggeste'd.for students.

. V-The next four questions, Nos. 2 to 6, focused on the effects of -the profit
motive M spolttIR:tion of economic suLLess of professional sports frank.hise,

... .
economitoncentration, and the role of guvernment.as aregulator in, professional

..,
,,

,4.,
,,,
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sports T6 deal with these issues, students analyzed the profiwnotRe and hqw
attempts were made in the American economy to maximize profits througlis4cli
deuces as'corpurate concentritiun and exclusi,e markets and franchises Gor t7)-
ment regulation, designed.to insure a competsitwe. nurtmonopolistic economy, and,
its role in professional athletics. became an obvious extension of the analysts of
profit ma-g.imization Job security and the question of tr. olleLto,e bargaining in
Professional: Sports were Lliscusied to topical ,questions Nos. 7 to 11. The,
controversies over salaries-'for professional athletes were studied.in question No.
12 Wage theory and the concept of economic, rent were key points inclu'ded in the
analysis o f t his'question. Related,to salaries of athletes was question Nu. 13. which
focused on wags hscrimination as it relates to male.and female athletes. ,

lnflatioh, problem's related to increasing costs of operation of professional'
teams, ra/sang funds to*finance the U.S. Olympic Team, the economic Crisis facing..
high school athletics, and4htglt priorities assigned to athletics.were studied in
queslions Nos 14 to 18. tlie last question in this clusteclasking whether profits
forthcoming froth spurts should be allocated to che general upeiating funds for the
schools Externalities of professional sports as "spillprers- .impacting the local
economy were studied, Nos. 19 tu'22.' Vihether4fe Yankees should' remain in-
New York and to what degree spurts spur new industries and promote economic
aevelopment. were studied in this group of questions.

Questions Nos 23 and 24. discussed the relationships between sports and
environmental ?energy ctiricerns Whether spurts °vide a boon ur bane to
American'society was studied in q Nu. 2- nd the issue-An- gambling was
drs,cussed in No 26. The role of telecision.and its economic signicance for
professional spOrt's were discussed.- in the next question, and th.e. final topical
con.cern,-whether spurts constituted a growth industry. tas developed to question

Each of the topical' que'stions was developed through a series uf.lessont plans.
An example,of a typical Plan. for the purposes of this abstract. is inclUded.

Topic No. 12:,How Much fs.an Athlete Worth?

Obiectives. To analyze the f.tctors which determine -wages in the U.S
economy; to read and interpret- data upon which an athlete s
salary is based; to -examine sand compare safaris s9lectd.
occupations vith ofinbjessional athletes.

4k
List several occupations on the chalkboard. e.g..--carpenter,
leacher. cOmputer operator. registered nurse, policeman,
stenographer.

Motivatitth

Ask Which bf.t he .people above Would you' pay.1h;-: most? Olt
what basis did you make y,o.ur decision? (List student
cEiterialor deterimning an u viduars salary.) ,

6 A. Performance (producti,my,
,.13. tipplY'and demand

. C. Competition .

D. , bidustty scale
E. franchise profitability,/
F. Resources of'the em loyei
G. Rr'Sk and titivation of the) b
IL Seniority

"I
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I. Cost of living
J. Popularity
K. Intangibles (life-style. etc.) 1 I

The teacher discusses theorie,s of v.-a,l.es. rent, darmargnal
, productivity.
Ask Do you think our -formula is 30plic-aiik to an athlete"

Why'
Show Transparency I Hedlines pertaining to athletes' salaries

"Pele Signs COntrg with Cosmos-

"TorreSeaver to be Highest Paid Met-

..,"Nameth Rejects S4 Million W F L. Offer"

Ask. Are th9se athletes worthy of their mlales' On what do your
base your judgment

Let's look at the problem more closely. (Transparency 2 Faetors
determining a player's salary. Students study the transparency.)

Ask WhOi player w9uld you pay the most? WhY?

Should the ciple of age enter into your decision? Is
experience t e most important criterion *r an athlete's
salary' How do the salaries of athletes compare with the
occupations listed on the chalkboard? Should an owner
consider a man's family situation in sabry negotiations?

,Summary It * recently been said that do matter what an individual does.
it is performance (pt.oduci'ivit)rthat determines-an. inlitvVival's

,4

salary. Do y?u agree?
V1P

Ask. Should computers deterMine an athlete's salary? ,

- Application, In tfie future. inflation will become a key factor in determining
an,, athlete's salary. DO y-ou agree" Do you thinkthat high.salaries
are destroying professional sports' Shpuld we pay our teachers on
the Same basis we pay our athletes?

,1 .1 ,e .e

Developmental Activities ,

A wide , variety of activities, materials. approaches and methods were
implemented in this course. For the purposes of this ptiblication. we shall describe

-- only a brief sample.
In addition to using someof dhe standard high schouVet.unomics textbooks, we

put together our own resource booklet which consisted of articles taken from the
._ various sections of the newspaper. spurts, financial, obituary. editorial page, front

page,etc. The newspaper articles were used in a number of ways. indudinegass
reading, motivational devises. homework assignments, student projects And term-
paper assignments. We developed a series of transparencies on graphic materials
obtained from newspapers and magazines, an4'used' these in out classroom

,/ discussions We also developed an elaborate series of activities' using cartoons related
to sports. Students evaluated each ,news item as it pertained to the study of
economics_ .

One of our-students developed a simulation game w)u..11 was &sighed to
analyze the financial probtems fa.ed by professional teams, Based upon In initial

'1
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start-up fie e of one million do' Ilars. and estimated coats of operation of S900.000.
coverme lanes. travel expenses. etc.. teams earn profits or incur losses dependent
upUn tgarfii wins and iossesas deternunAi bosses of dice.

Studimis projects were included as course requirements Each studenwas a
member of a team responsible for investigating a current issue in the economics of
sports Each team was expected to 4.icyess a current ptSlicy- issue in professional
athletics and analyre it rani the porn ury Lew of an economist Sug.esied topics
included. the FCC ruling tha home teams TN, 111.2ciouts seats are
sold -2 hours before game time the \ev. Orleans Svperdome ano whether local and
slate governments snouki.ssisidge professhnal stmts. Joe Kipp vs. the FL
reserve rule. and equal funds for women's

Other ictivIties Fi,,the "Skits and the American Economy- course included
Te pablicaticn of a class newsletterVz&Ied the Sportspoge. guest speakers from the
.-ommunity . observation and critiquing or-TV programs. extensive development of
,voca.oulary - and the preparation of indOendent study kits. desi.pi&T to all

r students to take the course without mandating classroorh atteridant,e.

t;aluation 4, . *,

.

. c "
\ umerous evaluative teclini es and procedures Wert used to assess the

strength weaknesses. student attitude,: and overall merits of tie ;;nurse. In e.dditron
to feedback from students. outltw, and !materials for the }nurse were sent to a ,

number of college professtEs who were involve with similar prbgrams le get their
v;luitions Some of the.ievaluation attivines were

.

C.

Development of a survey to assess student attitudes through 'a pre- and
posttest pre;eedure Student's responded "Agree.- "bisagree.- o?' "Un-
decided' to,a seties of j..5 statements'. Computer tabulations were made to
determine.thr degree to v. hich studenti continued tnagree. disagree or tee
undecided ,as measured by the postcourse-Survey. lZmIts.were summarized
for the entire student body enrolled in the course. by sex. and lay student
program frrojrnal program vs cooperative program. )examples of statements
designed to measure studerit attitude's ppor to and after completion of the
course were Thereos a need for professional athletes to unionize. A winnmg:
team will always make money. New lurk Cikyt should not t3ae spent 56Q '

Imillisort to renovate Ynkee Stadium.
Administration iof tea:tiler-made examinations. Students success in the

-"Spo'rts and ;he American Economy'' course was equal to lor greater than. 6
that in 13,otlqr courses in-Social studies offered during Cycle III. (Of the
133 students enrolled R4 percent passed, of the students.who vyere,cetaiped

'$O percenivwas louse of ex,cessive absenie9srri
3.- Utilization of. an, evaluation mlidel designed 'to measul-e verbal interaction ta

response 'to teacher.questions Categoric's included memory. cognition. and
Avergent. convergest. and evaluative responses.

4. Student feedback forms were used asking students 'to. respond to I I

questions. Evaluations from regular classes. as well as cZioperative,clalses.,
were overwhelmingly poSitive.:t

110:

;4;Conclusion

orts,and the American Economy- is a, pioneer effott at John Dewey H.1.
S to, teach economics thtmativally to social studies 'Students. aim of 11

5101,1gr.;



inmicours6 is' to teach economics and eco,homslc analysis, by viewing the,Amencan,
sports scene through the eyes of the economist. In short: spurts is the means. not
the end-

Sports are interesting td young people %laity are veritable sports eilecyclopedw
but prior to their election of the nunicourse they rarely thought of their command ,.
of sports facts and figures' within an economic framework. The teachers at Jan
Dewey did 'not -water down- the course. rather he used sports as the vehicle for
sophisticated economic concepts and understandings. By allowing students to uses
their sports e \penences and prgoce. we were able to teach concepts!philosoplues
and tenets which foimerly would have been learned with great difficulty. Now.
pa,:kaaed in sports lingo. theibwere eagerly received.and talking students''w

own language we touched on activies and literature (sports page?) which were a
part of the lives of -host students

F
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The .Economic .9mmunity

Activities for Grades Erven'and TwElve
,*

r

Mrs: Shideen S. Sisney. .

;
Ballard Hugh School:Louisydle, Kentucky ?

'I

Introduction . 1,
- ,i

In our complei . mckustri4I society there is ,a strong. evergeowring need for,
economic understanding. tffectiNe teaching of economic princiPlakand concepts
must be refir4d to meet thisdeed, yet educators at all levels fiffirat difficult, to ,

interest students iii any thing diher than consumer economics, at rr&. Rtlifough ,

ecorfoinic- news dominate-s the media and students. can feel the ChMli,,effecis of
current economic situations, stlfe study ofeconumites remains an area that many -,

studentsstuaents intsun rstand. r . . ,

.

This.4.cou e 545 resigned * Organi2 bent activities that stimulate
interest in Ilie studi,of 'economics and. time. develop, a.theoretical and .

conceptual frame Of referen*ce'ne,essar jecovc and rational analysis of
current economic problems The activities at v re develupeattempted to relate
what the student knows and understinds to economic theory 'in such a way that the

f student is oriented ultd)motNated to study economics beyond the rfralin of this
course Bperience gairted fr6iii, the teaching of ecohunucs from a studentinvolved

. . ...'

,



perspective resealed that the students were iiiiihly intgested instich an'approach
and, as a result. seemed better to understand-and appreciate economics.

The project. was divided into four major activities :the Inflation. Semniar. the
Lunt c Community... Croup Studies of Economic Problems. and the Inter-

,' nIti nal Trade Satiuhtion Game., AlthotIgh 4 four activities wereinjegrated into
the ukase, each activity could stand alone and be adapted in other teaching

,. ,,, situat ono Alt touch each* activity could be a project Itself. all activities were
l 1 e s ppi e ti to attain the. overall goals +Sidle teaching unit.' !iv ..

The four major activities utilized in this Ll'Ourse' ,v,vere designed to improve r.
. \conurnic problemsolving skills and rational. objective thinking skills of the

'students on an man idu:11, as well as ,fin a group.basil .These methods were not
intended to replace a textiouuk study of economics. but cather to- supplement arTd
enrich it In all four activities. tex,tbook readings and relaeed'assigninents :were used
to introdix,Canki.suppori -the actisakes. The developmental activitiesgave stdderirs,-,
the opportunity to . Ply what they haklearned froin textbook readings and elas's,

skits,..ussions, to real is c situations inc uded in the coarse'aotwities. Through this': .

teanique. students t only learned tb apply what they knew but were able to see
for themselves vv t they had jailed to undertrand and-, therefore. saw, the need for
further instruction and study in those particular .areas ,Of economics. Any of the
four Ativitiesicim add an extra dimension of student insolyement and. accordingly.

,.: in&ease student' interest iiconomics. , ,1
,

All four activities were --completed over a 12-w.eek period but. dependirlIg upon 01. ,

the desires of students and teachers. could,' be vaned both in the selection of '',

activities and length .kif time allocated. Thel 2.-week schedule allowed one week for
the introduction' to.=tconumics. disuiskon of the problem of inflation, and the . ,

selLtion of seminar speakers. .AssianmerTs of students to groups study ing partiZ:ular

t economic' problems wer e at this time. - i* . .....,
'the Inflation Sernin r waS conducted during weeks 2 and 3. Dufng the fointh

week. the regular pattern 4 textbook study 0,ind related assignments was resumed.
papers 6n tlie. -1,1ation Seminar wereltumplold. graded andtreturned. all the
aroundtork fur the second major.aativity..F.conomic Community . =way Taid--,Thel'

.next six wee1;1 were planned to provide 45 minutes of regular classroom work and .

15 minutes of Economic CQmmunity on Mona through Thursd4. On Frida. the
entire period. Was allocated to the Economic Community 'Simulation. The
International' Trade Simulation was carried on duringsweek 11. and the final.week ' .

was,§,Lheduled,for the Evaluation Boards of CroupStudies Project. . /: '

'4 v
Develbpmental Activities ' ,,,I )

- I z ,,,, r
...

I

- ,

T,his portion of the abstract briefly deschbes and develops the total rroject. '
A Tfie reader tvdvised to v levy% a videotape which was produced on the program, The **

asv-aiLable tape best' communicates and illustrates the developmental and mdti,
'vatiunal aspects of the four '011iSt activities. as well as serving as a summaqof the,--

. total program. - .. .., ' .

for the purposes of this nublic_att(in, relatively bri escriptroris are provided
, .i ,

for threeIf the fua major activities. The Economic...
ommunity activity my %

more completely described.
?, ,The ,firg . activity. Inflation Seminar. _included several initiatoitechniques

. - -..

jesigned Ty,:arkioise student interest. Theories of some ut the "Doom lkonomists
were -presented hnd disiussed. &indents selected resource persons to serve as

.c ,o' , ''' . ,1 . ' t

044. ,0.
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speakers during the4program Blue chips were introducedas the basic carency to be
used in the next activity, Ecuruimic Community; and were awarded to students for
their participation' in class activities. Including asking good questions of? the
speakers. During the culminating state oftheactivity, students were awarded chips
b the teacher as determined by her evaluation of. student papers.Fulluwing the
participation of prominent community leaders who addressed the two economics
classes. students were able to combine the piacticalities of the inflation problem
with,the.analysis and applftation of economic theory.
' In an effort to get the students to integrate practical econdmics with theory., .

the Nonomicammunfly. a simulated economy. was developed. The objective Of )
the activity was to,get students to transverse the Oath from the co9ceete, simulated
economy to the application of abstract concepts of economic.theory. An important
and natural by-product of Economic Community was an enjoyable, constructive
introduction to the real world of economics. , .. .,.

On the first day of Economic Community, blue 'chips representing money,
earned by 'Students illiroughe'their inflation papers were distributed. In addition to
the,range "of 8 ton() chips distributed to each student, chips were distributti to
students for having asked particularly analytical question? of speakers Who had,
addressed the classes. Records were kept by the teacher of all.clups which had b,eery '

7 distributed.' , .,
Follow ing Vie distribution of chips, a detailed explanation was pen as to hot'

the chips would form the basis 'fur developing an oconumic comthunity within the
classroom. Items in the room were uted,to represent aspects of the real editnomy .

such as chairs, representing. homes, bulletin boards (rhe,media anoi advertising).
toorw(ay (qapsp6rtation)..heat and light (utilities), a . group of five chairs
(residential real estate); and 4 x 4" squares (commercial real estate); Each of the ,*.,.. - - .

crassroom items w a auctioned. the high bidders gaining ownership. The revenUE for ,,
cthe auction (blue-chips) was dl ytosited in the.governmettt i'reasiiry.

Ad, Rules apd tgulatiotis Were distributed to all students advising them of in-class,
economic. comnninq details. Applications were,.,subinitted and interjs cum-
Pleted to fill the positions of treasures and accountant. Accoadingly , salaries in blue

s were paid As students gstablished businesses and, sold their respectivs goods
services, the , community developed and economic growth increased. As

students made business deals, bought and sold 'goods and services, paid ,Wes, and
rtia.de policy decisionsr the economic health of their individual enterprises and o
'die economic community ?n general wasaffecteI The iesder is advised to view the '
viclOtaVe which elaborates on the Economic Eommunity -Siinulation.*

Initiatbry.. ,drvelbpmental and .culminating activities were developed: for the , .
Ibternabonal Tirade 'Simulation 'aenvity',WiliCli fiyilow:ed ,Ek.onortiic Community. ..,
4l ich studdit.wasassfghe'd randomly tone of we coontruE. which made up the

.

'.., Nme_ Students studied the data' of tht.iir' respective countries ald .established
0,1rcies deteimi ing forein'exohange. Thrqugh negutiatiunand' recording :nter- ..
country tradin Oreerhents, stuAenti could improve the ekonurnic. situ of diet'
particular cow try.' As to fesult f this. activity, stuOnts developed. i cleareis
utiLleratan,ding of The'dyAnics r#Iliwi e econpiny. ant, the Problem. of -1

. w

J ,. 7,-- . , \.. , fallocating tit Ici's resoiMes. . . 0 / , \. vs o:' - '
*

"lie . '' ,.. . ' , .1, 19.
11, *The tape and the, original report ate deposited in li_e,`,,yernon, R- Afilen. 1,41,tary./. Ohio

'1-A2 7,: Ad , . :-' v,r
e
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The final aL,tiv ity cuOrip Studies of ELon omi robiems and Evaluation
Boards. of feted the students the opp'ort unity to explor areas of particular studcint
interest in independent study. Three to five \.unIniunity leaders and,Or business
with expertise in a 1)4p ...ilia problem area were used as an evaluatio
teLlintque allowed students to meet direLtley with out-oischool resou ce peoril
elisLuss significant 'problems of the C.S. economy. The quality of,student pre-
sentation before the evaluation boards demonstrateel a developing ability'for
obieLti,:e thought in dealine with economic problems._ The requirement of

syserbalizing an understanding of a plausible solution to an ecunoMic problem and
r;:spunding to related questions from an outside autlurty added another-dimension
to 'applying a kii6v, ledge of economics. Further information Lin the group studies

activ
g

,ies can be found in the videotape, as well as the student materials.
.

. , .s.EvaluatiorP
fr.

Form A of ,the Test for ELonomiL, Understanding was administered aS a.,pretest
t-mr the 40 students who participated in ELononuc Community. At the ,conclusion
of the four activities. Mud' had a duration of 12, weeks. Form B was used as a
posttest for the same 40 students. In in atietnpt io avoid teacher biA'. the teacher
did not :,examine the questions to Fotnis A 'or B until after the .posttest was
administered. Students scored a mega of 68.6 on the pretest and a mean of 75.9 on
,Vorrn B. Twelve of. the 40 students scored lower on the Posttest than on the
pretest. But of, the 12 w ho.had lowers percentile scores, stx had percentile scores of
'94 or higher on the pretest.,leiving a small amount of rocini for improvement: While
th.e six students had higher raw scores on Form ,B. their percentile scoret were
lower,....tudents who improved the -most were those who had ,been average or
bejow-saverage.students. . -

In 'order tit gain the greatest Uenefit from' the *datav cOmptledThrough the
administration' of the, pre- and posttests. the teacher broke don the results into
categories of qitstions proiided in the kierpretrie Manual and Disc:Ust-on Guide

Test of Economic.. Understanding. Questions un Feirms A and B -that appeared to
measure tne same Lonte#Lmatertal V, ere durtipared`by tietermining the percentage-
of misses on eaciyform: CompariwnSoindicated larg,d student gains on questions in
the..tollow ins c'ateories., pro,1319ips of 0.cbilkmiL growth and security. changes in
aggrtgite srending, the ,rate of eTsonorpiL growth, and the framework of the market
system. Improvement in LinriraittiO test/scot-in the pre- and poittests was
rt.vealtd m question *haters dealaqtli. Toreign trade. tole of-government in

g.,.'rowth, and 'Stability, government co,,ntrol the use 'op prodncAe
resoUrces. and distributin of,wods and serviLes pto4uced in, the economy Data.
support mg these finding ale found in4lie kacher's fe'Rocrt

A' final 'exanunatiori,' L.onsisting'bf questions from the social studies depirt-
mental eLimongLs test. was administered' to 1llosttideijts. The -1 students achlev&I a
mean of 42.6 out of" a rossible score 'of 5 Because the ttest AS geared to a
thorough Ning of onomiL Lonteiit Material .Lo eyed, in the coulsgrstudent
neiformatiLe',indiyated a strungbackgound in eamt. iy tIieory,and concept

.
Student eAaluations deinonstrated ine'reased,kinderstanding and confi

indiLattons of an increased ability to relate. eLvioinic theory to prictiki ty a 41
praLticality to,economic-tlieory.,The fact that several stuttents etpressed a desire to, 7
major in eLutionucs dnd the fact that several students undertook uidixidual stint;
propels after, the course had been Lonapl ted, indicate that rational( objective

,
_ e'
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thinking ,;an be developed around a course which emphasizes the problern-solvidlit
approach. All apprehension over the study oT economics seemed to dis'appear as
Ttadents,,eagerly established and aLcomplislied Lhallengi g individual academic goals
during the course. I feel confident that the students le the course not Only with
solid bacj.o.roulidlo eLonomu theory, coliLipts,)and un erstandinp, but also with
the ability to.apply these tools to dialyzing eLonomit. pr bleilis and reaching sound

,a. conJustons.
t

N.- ----

ImPlementing the Jurisprudential ftloilet

in High School Economics *set.

Qobert E. Dettbarji .
b,

Ftichjentralrligh School. Olympia Fields, Illinois 7 ( 0

.
2"

, w' a
Introledeption. A , ,

V..

t

LculiOmics courses are often avoiaQ by.Tiigh',school students beLause they are`
looked upon as being toustheuretiLal aud,therefore. not usable by the student. This
is all the mose tragi,L beLause personal and suLietal priblenfs require eLonomic,
understandqkif we are to work ott.solutions.Students need to understarid h6W, ,
eConomiL .ipodeis are put together, know some basic eLonOrnic LonLepts, an'd.be
able tokapply those models and LonLepts to new situations. Students also need to,
ieel,4Ltiovely Involvstid in the learning experience,s they enLounter in,order to retain,.
watt - adegree or'pepmarience, what they kain:Vitii these thoughts in inind,Thave' :

i used the; high school as the subject matteffor my ecd'nornics course. . .. '
l.teaLh..in a suburban' tigli St.hool located about thirty miles south of Chicago.

The.econorics Lourse is offered as a one-semeVer elective to he taken inthe junior
or senior, year. The studend,, for the most pail, are average or above average ip -

-abitty . 'The matefial used 'In (ny 4, lar cladies was also. used vultha ,rouP of. _

below-average readers in a Luirpt eve ts1Llass. The differences in under'slandirrr --. .
between the gasses tendedto oLcur in th AppliLation phase of the course; Student's ,

will lower reading levels seemed tO find the.LohLepts 6p,\be sittiatAnlpecific and...

tkey Jelt,the ideas could not be applied t ..new situations. The average and above
avetagestildents had no difficulty, making t e applications.

,.,... .
. 4 , '
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17evekipnientalActi4ities . .

.

The basic str.iteoifi,this series is the Jurisprudentialmodel windy:Incorporates ,..
a set of at-t4Oies clesigned,, fQr tatiunal analysis and discuSsion of public
issies,pspecialh; -those crt)ibltine, a conflict of equally tenable values.' Basic.

-
Zumponents'of the mod0 h include (1.) analysis of public curiThversy in, ferms of

kPscriptite, and analytic issues, (2) tuftification and clarkfislitioii.5.1f-.
. one's personal t4tts.on'sucli issues, and (3) use -of specificintellectuaLoperationt:

fur epaagIng, in rational dialogue on cuntroersial issues." Role-playing and rese.401
projects tyt!re Zli41.parf Of the ,actuaties. This 3pproach allows sttrplents.VeNatrillif..,..,'
value cluetiorts 'inherent, in must economic problems The jurisprudential, ni

' 'also emphasizes the important fact that groups'use comprortitse,soli Ions an
,consensus fairly often w hin ()A:mg out prubleins., Soialtrf
becolnes'a niajcr,factorin problehi-solving.

The flisC pcirt of this te3i-ning series relied -art t Udell :!1:6 e' I
, .

Game.- Thiswas Used tt2 -get thenr invulted aptito acquarailiern,),v411.-tli
L .

structure and the 'functions of the market, T
"stutreuts With ec,orititnic model's ami:the,

`mudel-buildiirg psocess,_ The Stodentsekere gi
and demand as an exretision of the ,,IdsSrouni
readinis, students were encouraged Cu modify tide-

4, assumptions. A copy, of "Nliarket. Market..W. the ltla;ke.
, one ofthe materials utilized in the course. - .

, ,. follow-mentos introductory
asIN'ed them to exampe Kised opori:t

1.-4!:`The Name of thk Carve fs";;M:41qopoly ''`The Fool
readings asked students to nrodity some of the assufrai.titi4
the operation of;114eonarket as in the "Ry'e,411.1argii. GAine..7-The tad* _

.

describe. high lehilul incidents which are used Acase. stai._,ks,4-,0.A'eti'l1t..&uncinft.t:-;.-
etincepts..e.g.: scarcity . crppuffimii) cost,

ft-; ;;;I the niat ana discussed the tattoos q._Ostt on s-t)Jicrj:vet,:4
readings Lessal.plars itKluJed m the ntr

to game wars also-tIsel.fo tan
ale that assuntjati6Eis play
en readings...oil mark:e1:,-sap
xpeitiins.-,e. At the ..with, n 4,9te ;

-hanging
-

rigs;,tctliat
pp-tens

depth of treatineritapd s imetrliocariun neiessary.iii'412asterilie.a-w1.. s,c- 6 i jiep:-tT. s ... ,..,,_"- ,
, .. , 'Fur e)silYpple. an the les-on on g,).e.riii,f611,...ileg,t4-aijisn,-,if-g-reac,heiTecitrid,..-4e,,...;

rut p'.i 19g, data collection, or inter), je,t,,-k-pkit.ie-5-- as a3,1141is ,u1,0)i1).*_Pg_416-ftiri::._..._
readings I had the students teats fili".114r13):T114 J-4. _ a 1161".311i0-1 1.4eEtt:t'ii- 41;ii-_,_:-='-
increases before the State: Coikinig..6,-ef;.c-ditIlf)fripiti,S,strikti!.c,011-itijjiteeyigts-,-,.
sortpt ;tit tlit:it '&14\11 w or,ii?t),kcli a as. "pre.igtite if,p._-±. flcirettIrr:.,,la4i. Stiiirerii.s?i-7-_.

. 4./ -f,,,:imp, esscd_4,01i..;t1tc-c4c 15.r,t!-w4te bt-tlw- f*I!2M-).;111T),144W 1),P-1,-,:'w43"---(11-itvIII'lL .-
.),), it ti.,:tlie p i esent 'a t furl r*le 611711i,c-cc.)ii'itinie,r grcyfips. RbS1CAC:i4.1 4 11 4;dd 111---Cijiel: 44rdt%

el .. :iiSkjigill)11 .ut,.1,t, hat d66-1.rnej gjAI:p,:lort d olaJit: at Iiii:srtiiit-f:iiiiit,.;itaff.r.Zr4,474:stf-...
ll &lit s h-e gal! a 1 i,rii \ , c -11441t!ci 6--Le-J-c=i rl-411.-Y-C-k1S:"';:ilfiqrril ..tvn5:444 119 fil:1:11.._a.%Ct1-LIP----F.:

to the *I n da tc.t.Ss1-1 fet,y___A)c;:riiiiiS. :1;;bistk-vcry ,c.br1c)ndeilItLiat,A454-1113'41-(.1ij.:-:, . ,,... i- :-:- .. .1 ,..--_ , _.1 _ ,_... ,, ,

..... re sii u rces p re t .Cnif. d' ili%cleptt, reseaK.4-.31.g-wo, !MI. stuyptriy.,:oet.,...p III I.1,1t, Sjt,c41,3' -

4 men-*A:911.4q,-0415r 4134.--lai:c-, ,..T ,.s
jirYi4;_tite virotir. aartq,,,gyli;a irtotV lirfiji-E-_

_,. -_, .,.:*.i".-,y;a c-cv,r1rf_kup.styfrzditcy xin i.ti ute.-"iiiiisritu9F-rf:431 2 _-12iCF; Pgli.11.:%9.:1t5:-:...::12,..:;irr:.17111.7t---7iN-7::.
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sis happened `to be in the area., and asked .him about his proposal for .consumer
ownership of the publiL utility. The glass also exanired the proposal calling for
competitive biddini.as described in one.of the readings. Lry.as.decided ant the key,
issue in. the tontroversy was market 'Sower and tliat government's attempts to
reguVte must take into ..onsideratton the concept of power in order to be effective.

The learning activities on the football issue Lame at a
,
timely moment The

.,Board of F.duLation vtl'as Londucting a series of meetings 'on prls'athletics and
related casts of the program. Students from the eLonomits class attended meetings .

of the Buaid and, as part of an independent studs projett, made a cost assessment
of the sthool'aatliletie program. The report intluded explitit as Well as implitit
Logts of the.prograrn arid was distributed to Board membersi.or their review. Board
members were finpres90 with the econumiL insights,preselSted by die students dud

-eventually took steps to provide equality in the athletic program. -,.

Another-La:romp of students surveyed water users of a nearby river to find out
about water quality. The inlestiption yunSaret by the students revealed that
several chtneical plants had 'to treat river water before they could use it. The
manager of one plant. informed the students th -t the treatment added 3 percent to
the cost of production w Ina, in turn. %Ili-as, passccio to the consumer

Evaluation , . .
,.. . ,.. ., ,.

..:-, . .
students took the Test a ELdoinic Underitanding. and ,percentile scores

achieved by students in this program were, significantly, higher thin those of
students who wore,not..expused to- the jurisprudential model. Specific questions,

-relating lu ilieroecodom it issdes were answered Lorrettl more often than by those
-.,

in the control group. This was espetially noteworthy suite students in the ,control,
,group had higher. SAT:Sturel than did students In the test group. The test group
also aipeared7p take-alliore,personal interest in the issues and psSublems which lilid
been p'resented and seemed able to fel.= the eLoriomiC .cona'ent for a longer yrie

,period.

.

'
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Toy-Survey A,Conimunity Project

in Consimier Economics

11,

CCeinthelby Lep:Sheehy;

Amphithparer High SchoOl, Tucson, Arizona -
;4.,,

, , '\ '

Introduction . -, . 76.- . u, 4 .).' % . . . .1
. , I-1 ..:41mphith6ater .Higti School' has.been offering a course on consumer education .:.: '

for tht past several years; Among the topics included in:the full-year program were:.,
Money Management; 'she Use of Credit43nying and Insdring a,Car; Gyps and
Frauds; and Rights of the "Consumer. SincOits inception the ,cours'e hadiggmed a i'

'most favorable reputation amOnly.stuhtits, teachers. adults in the community. and 4,
the Tuscon Consurheis' council.. .. . .-

"I, ....'-:' t .During the past year a six -wank period W s alrocated.to oiganiz,, mg and carrying,i
---through-a*the elementslof .40,y Sitivey.in''t e community, Originally, I had been

contacted by the "Tucson ConsumkisCoun I to:assist. them in conducting their ;
annual toy suivey., TI4najor;ictiyities of the- . project consisted of making ,a
comparative priCe siidy, and yealyzing tpys trail .,.a.,,aafetx standpoint. My firsIv
evpesience witii\i/4...shry;67'enabled rirrstudeati in home economics to participate,
bO:laving them wo th survey forniecokiipilffig statistical data andexamining,
finacwnthisions data/ ,from the study. Ari.074.4 was again asked to work A the--
prbjeaq,skS a consequence .requested permission to indlude My students in- ah-
aspecAif the siri,'ey. Efecause the studerits had proven their ability through their
perforinance Ai the 'preVjous yea(s, project; they were to: be actively hiyolved, and
the imirer study was ,placed urider4;!directiori, In b0er to accomplish tile
objectives of the survey; a unit of it14i-uc4ian was prepared and utilized during the
project. .t- -., . ,1i, . - . - -.- 4.. k.. . , 7

c

? 1;i". 4 '" '4
, 'V'' ,

4

In order to, in,4,ximi;`).e the. elp,catioNallit inherenun. the toy,,survey,
"unit covering eight "weeks of work of instrit414 4 W4precored. Overallgoals of the project were to improve coast d'qation 'Which. included
speaking, writing and littening; development oftc'a gutational,skills-: and increasing
and developing concepts, understandingsAteerni gy, and 14bularSi to econo;
mies EaCh of the broad Outcome 'goals was t'r tqd inloproceis activities. Some -
examples were' collection and,:compwrison PV:p;ing.data0ealling arid "trans-
lating' warranties; investigating cost factor Avislved ,manufacture and
retailing of toys; analyzing advertising techniq 6;11414

.+.

e'xAmitiatron and comparison. ... ...- ."ofisales techniques. vat .
.1

...

. ,
. c.,,

, --. .c .,,;
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The first major activity in the pr0jytt Vfas.thal ,1-ifseleLtion of the toys whi.Qh
were tia- be used in condi& t in g' the tPt'xeY,'"Afte."7-aistti through new spaptts.,
inagailOsiand laleIcatalogs.thest udiffs;selecieti .16 toys whiiii were identified by ...
name of manufacturer. 'nanie.91..... tay.1,,'Imidel. anct sqi num er. The list was-, c) ..i
duvlfcatee and, a form IA as ,devpIliped,ioknable7a1.1.4in ent to mpile lifui4rti anon _

needed for conducting the coniparittive pF4st,it.vey ..;,. .. "RN.../
-

IA - ,,:
Class discussions and student assignmenrs,weie, used: on toy seleotton and:

toy safet). Following w rit tie and, oral:repps....students _Pacl artiLieg foiiikitvc,-, ..

release to newspapers Several, field tfip, de p15pi ,tnd cona4teq. ,allownig::.., .:
students the oppopunit,), fur on-site cui Pilltion ipricang.darrericei4..,ere:Intfed,.... . .for all stores visited PreLautions 'Were iik''Fn` to insure aLeuraLY'in-c3 -;........_

.....data thsough a spot-checking techrugu. : . °; - 1 .- :. $,,
-, 7.,.- . ...., .. = ,- - -. . .;::

. -. .. ..- ."......, . -..--_.
. .After the pricing' info rmatiqp.had been, obtained:from the ariousfstLires.._- --

surveyed, the Llass was org nized ,intoseveral goups and iiup r 4.1.wible.. for.,,,

tern -digit
aspects of iiie projeL T.11? First.-gipttp;coltipule:.tite pricing.data by using!

ten-digit 'adding maLlunes and IcillatiirS; T itjie,..iind.:vinruttiee wrote surnmaties
°tithe seleLtion and safety aspe 'tsof i*: nt'itiiir grOup ,liad the'141t,of wrt
scripts for i vide program sLeking,,ilie, survel..the fointh,g19up had the...3

ofilisting tdys not recommended f one reas p,or another. .,"...--... 1..

y_The daya on priLing obtained f om fheistoWsuiveyed w:ere organized by, listing
highest price. lowest, rice and avera me f c'eacii,toy, as kittows,.

.,,, ,, , ,, , ,
Toy Average Price ''''''llighesl? : , E)..owest 'Price, - ,

A
: :: . :2! :,

51'2.87 2 .17.79.4, .4. S8-99 :*-2 ..
B 9A4 4.80 ;:s ,r1 ... 6;49 - ', .,...' ',.:-

..., : ; :;;-7 *-, ::-
On a sewn& form, eaLli Outt iriLlVded in, the su e4 was itsied tilik.g.,:ilinittp, of,-

illation were listed. which included'. 't
, ,..

.

.. . , .. ..
1V .(44oc Toys . V...:,', ,tip. of lOys . ,. . ...r,

Available. '4".7.-"P' . -'!rAva3.4041-fe ''': :: ';Iletcefirof -.".\ - .' No cif Toys Btlow *age I. , .Ahovv.Averap i .'Ir--:-7!tyerap.
St ore Available P ice 4.. %':'- 7 - POCO:',, : , /. ".4' Priee"..'.

Y',Stole k . 14 14 t..14;?.. 0

Store Y 10 ,'
:-,'' ,,.,,,, '....:......;:,:..V-.:.:.1.2...".-7,77-1-.:

"Percent of Average Price" referred't .(efts} prices o thilipms avaitable.at .tiat ..,

i.:,

# store compared to the average prices for the same L..Lys. or example all Oneatems , _.,
available for purchase at Store X mig it_ma, A103,158. howevet.*ragc.prices. for ;.,:t. ...:
the same' items .totaled S139,83. 'Therefore, Store X hiverprices whishwete:74,..,,,,!.,..
percent lif the average prices compiled for alfitents (fri the icy Niko_ , ,, ; A_ , i , t t-.

The final draft of the surviTy.'-was sent to, the tusp,,on Consnmers, ,coutiVif9:r .., ,f___.1

t heir review and ierification. Following itiscussions between the Council arid the *1-
students who,*1 conducted the toy stit'vey Itcopies were sent to lo.al newspapers,, ,..,, la
radio and television stations. Considerable publicity and Loverage xas..afforded, to ,-.
the studentconducted project by the media. )

,

t . ,
. ...,Evaluation

. _ ,.
Evaluation of the learning activates was determined by,,a4rninistering a posttest

at" the completion of the project. Students werc'expeued to answer questions with i
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l'a"-mipiniumpf ,6apercent accuracy in order to pass the test. Exapples pl,ques,..... - . ..
.'litc,luded:...a.tite..psstte' V:are-listed below: "3 '- ,... : ,, _ L...;,,, -

° --1/1e*.re3,..4iWfokilie variation in -price .of tnJ items surveyed.
, i

420,4t5'iv;d0Vdeniand 'affect sales?:;..... 4 : 9.7 r ::... _ i
. l

n:Mkfit ii.,,the jelaiiongliip between, price rid quantities demanded of each toy'"?
)- _

..°' EICIwdfiei:Ycivertising affect Aiedema:lid for toys? -- 's ,
.

,.-

d-,-.i, - b ',...°_Listsev,eral ways in-Whieh-advertising affects prices... , /.
-How can a-manufacturer tell how effective his advepising is?

4 . WI.1 a t,: Ts the differ,ence between tiv manufacturer's suggested retail 'price and
' ''' 'tire iiice.listed'ovitthe item if the time of the sale? , / ',a . -- 1

f-,
. .

How° ean.those stores charging'the leastprirk for toys expect to-make -a:,p,rlifit?, . . _ _._ -
< - - / t

4 -(41 -1-1.4::,4o giscount stores maximize their proftts? ' Ho'.,w do specialty. ,..Seores
4 Maxinnu their profits. ..

.

.

Iwo

.What is the importance of competition in the market? \
I t

Is t r ormatton a scarce resources? EXplairhyour answer.j 1
+ $

,.-----/--":":':,..
rest results revealed that students attaine Wilier scores !Ilan in ,any &test-

1' , '' - i -:1 ' ,."),:e t , erduriniihe year. , ,

. ., *Other outcomes of the; toy survey "Adwated a most succeSsfUl edticitional;_j_
Project. Every student became 'involve-d, ki the activities and', eaeli ,i0f7a.'
responsibility t the rest of the class for getting hi .part done v(ell. <Every.

4
appeared to be .9 ger to do all tW work involved because he saw the project as _,

,wsomething that old be word1%1111e not only. to himself and to me but to the
entire community, fie knew that the results of th survey would be published and
that he was resonsible for insuring that the resub3 were correct. In addition, every
student took pride in conducting the survey and seemed anxious to share the
findings with the general Lummunity . Every student who partiLipatedin the. prujek.t
became'an honoiary member,of the Tucson Consumers, Council.

Because each of the goals established at the oUfset of the project had 'Peen
achieved. the to survey .attained unusually high levels of sat.cess: Whit the final
phases'of the project were Lumpleted and inteyvtev;;s Londucted; the students knew
that they had done a fine job.. ., ... .

.`
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APPENDIX TO HAPTER ,4,,

( ' : t".-- .

..,.Poodtcleas in Brief: High.Schot Level . 6
,IF, $

WILLIAM R. CHEMERKA of ilptlison High School, Siadison, New Jersey,
used rock music as the device to teach economic terminology, " principles and
cont,:eptsii in his American- History .and Economics courses. Capitalizing upon a

,
fundanie?ttal student interest in rock,kraisic . and records, students related sales of

I..-, "
....

particular singles" to the phases of tht %Tess cycle. As new records appeared on
sa+e?Ilsts, ttudents plotted fite data on graphs. As the sal8 welt up on the chart,

,. the students ident4,ed *this stage as "recovery." 'When the record hit its highest-
peak, the students called.the phase "prosperity." As a record became number one

..,,

on sates lists, the term "boom" was used. When Sales drupped off tfie'students made
a parallel, to'receslion" and;eventuallyt as the recorOfell eb tlif lowest point priOr

Vi going off the sales charts, students labeled this phase 'depression-'-"The interest
generated by this activity led into a further discussion of the record industry, and
concepts such as. specializatioOnd division -4 labo.r, circular flow of economic
activity, the cuts of producing records, tlicrole d'advertising and exposure. avid
price determination throgh supply' ndlemand w.ere.Nesented. M a concluding
phase .iofithe .unit of instruction, career opportunities in. the music and record
industries were researched and disy,tssed by the students. The unit Was conclOed .. -.

with a thorough analysis of inciime distribution Art occurred in the ro- ck
4music-industry. , -. . , "' 0.. r

) . .

tROME H. MULDREW, Chairman of th$,Social Studies Department, Central
_

High School, Little,,Rock, Arkansas, developed a:unit, of instruction on Black'
Capitalism for his classes in eeominfics, international relations. sociology, and

, '
geopolitics The mdjor point of inquiry in the unit can be summarized to the
following question. Can Black Capitalism overcome its limitations and become a
catalyst in the achievement of black _economic development? A circiAar, flow
diagram was Used to illustrarehow productive reSources; with ernphisis upon `'

human capital, supported by government assistance, - result in ,output froni'black
enterprises which, in ttfrn,, expends portions of earnings to government in the form '

..., .
of taxes, savings to financial institUtionsgoods and services to Ihejnarket,'and,
mfast importantly, income to job holder omplefinethe circkilf-flow diagrait,'
financial institutions invest in black ente es and "make loans" willi.,guarantees
from the Small BuSineS Administration turther'busineis elptnsion. FinAlly,

ck enterpris8 earn rofits frail) tite.m I., a portion of winch, is.reinvestedfor
. ...

A'keyer economiC dev lohment. A key st ement in the imifisserts thatit'is- the
resp ,siblity of the ilierican economic system to.extend. itself beyond the- basic,
cju:.ti. of scarcit in order to examine they ptheiniSPAtilization oNhupian
res lure. s as relat d to major social, jtec oinicpgliti?al and cultiiraL cjiange? .T.

.oceurring temporary society. ,

6.. - . s, I '-I ° .
le

PATRICIA COSSABOON and BETTY PULED of Cardinal Mooney High
.gSchool, Rochester Newribrk, constructeil a three-stag game.,p_ntiepriti9ples and .

t:
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practicer; ot con,tructine a sound personal bticiet De,:igned for studenas enrolled in
afl 0.tti,e Simulation .ofd whet about to seek tult-time employment.
the steps tv.oh.ed to rational bmcievt-making were introduced and discussed. Key
concepts were illustrated- throug11 statements and through a
number of .detlnitional terms as net purchasing power. disposable income..
standard deductions. and prioque,. By relating income earned (as indicated by ran-
dourly drawn;cards) with expenehtuie,.-.3tudent, were introduced to the concepts
ot scarcity and opport1init alst In stage 1 i the game tudcnts were iiltroduced
to th:e need for ra-tional.personarr,idgeting In the second stage of the pine the
participants were pzoicied the inity an,}']y7ii budgeis prepared by other
students and were pr acti lite,- wher.eby priorities on possible.expendituaes
had to he determined liithe final stage, a, a .ughtri.it-tng ac'nity..stuallents preparid
personal budgets, based vn rntistZfa eat those understandings and principles, of
budgetincl 31sLssec! in- the initiatory and developmental stages Four basic
economic concepto, that were coi.ere4..ici the actnities of the pine inkluded
freedom oil- eboice with the .inderstimding that budgetimi can help a person to plan
tor discrenotiary eApenditures opportunity cost develops the understanding of
real cost. or:whIr Is sacritl,ed when a plircha 's made: incomeand expenditures
and their interrelationship's. and the conflict t)etweert priate industry and
consumer interests

it ES R DL XBL cot rib .S <li, of iii Bemenidk. Mutin.s.organved a
consumer eronomi,s proerani which wem ,onsiLkrobl beyond the constraints Of

,time inherent in the regular classroom proaxanT Because of concern for providing
Intormation on consumer issues and problems. students in consumer education
courses at -Fenton Iligh ,married t -1 C (Fenton -Action Consumer
TeaM ). F -1.0 T w as establi4lied on a olunteer b.sis. and participants in. the
cociirricular prozram were pr' ,,,pport unify of combining their experiences
in the market placeiwith their desire to disseminate infprination on,,Consurnerism.
Through the of a studs t newsletter. The EA C Is. the establishment
of a C,,rilurner Information Re>'mrce Ceiater in the school. and the oraniza6on °l-
a Community 1ction Line. students iandert 1,000 ( I I promote consumer education
and information fair oilier students. faculty and re)adents in the aist
(2) communicate to cortsuiilers of all ages the eurrent tonsumer problems. with
suggestions for. remedy' and (3) intorm the .,crieraf public that TV y piing ci2nsurner
is concerned about tile 1Rierica of tomorrow 1, students gained ePenences in the
carintis actiities undLtaken. they studied .key ecotiotnic concepts including the
fundamenta) scarcity. opn4) \tutsliu cost.. the role of ,the government in
ci'insunieri,ni. the nature of the L S economy . price determination In a market
economy. 'inflation. rnrinel. credit anar. banking' As a result of publicity.
membership qualiticatton;16the adoption of a constitution and a set of bylaws, and,
a series of activittes were Zonsumei-ortented. F- A C.T. pecan ie firmly
established as a connpunit serAice organwation

CR AO- W S11114.1 Rot Dioi:12'n High Scho, J. Duncan. Oidahoma. developed
a unit of instr-e uction which relied upon the news media as the primary approach to

, ... ,...

4,^ . ,
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motivate an understanding of bask economic concepts with her students. By using
such sours as newspapers ynagazines and trade publications, students. not only
obtained an overall Understanding of problems and issues in the economic world,
but received. additional bonuses which included increased proficiency in reading

farniffatity with newspapersind magazine lay-outs. and uncle landing and
analyzing current events. In the nine -week .pertod' during which tlie, unit was
presented. students discussed and completed 'activities mtivities relating to money and
inflation, unemployment. the energy crisis. the farm problem. federal spending.
health. education. and wellarel issues. and; taxes, In addition to those activities
planned around the media. resource persons from the community, and films and
library' facilities were useut,bttach student was responsible for, composing an
economics booklet which included news articles. ;:artoon;, mag&zine covers and
articles specifically related to econonnts problems discussed during the unit. As a _

xulminating activity studentyw ere responsible for the selection. preparation and
presentation of three topks which had been discussed during-the course. At the
conclusion of the program. during the ninth week. students exchanged and

,cri4qued the e,lonun9,s budhlets prepared by each of the students. Evaluatnin
procedures included a final examination Ind an activity `wlibreby the teacher
selected for a student a news article in which the student was expected to. cirle
economics words and terminology. identify econortm. concepts Rresen,ted. and
MD I am in a well-written parag,raPh, how and why the article wdiltiftre'd to the \
study of economics.

L,E0NORE H. BURCKELL , of Washington Parl.c. High School In Racine,
ti,:isconfin..arter having discussed the effects of., restricted competition on the '

consumer. -found that her students belieed 'they would not engage in collusive
practices, legal or extralegal, if they were in positions of economic influence. She

7 developed a simulatiiti on cartel formation as a lesson to illustrate the advantages
of cartellization in t ie immediate period and the inherent W'eaknessesGof cartels in
the long-run .,The g,uall-if the simulation is profit maximization. Each student was
assigned an oii-prodiking country and determined his or her output (X) individually
and secretly for a pen y ear Output figures for all nations were collected by the.
teacher yvho added them together to determine aggregate output for the green year
(Q). By ustniz a demand function. the. market price for. oll to clear the market was
determinad. .3t The same time, each player. using cost funi,tion,.determined his

..nation's cost of producint X ballets of oil. After the teacher determined Ind
announced the market price of oil. each player calculated his cduntrys Thtal
Revent& (TR = X) and Total ,Protits for the year (TR TC = Profit). The game
may be play edfor as many rounds (years) as desired. Obviously. the winner is the/
player whose country has amassed the greatest -profit during the entire game. Stu/
dents learn that as aggregate output (Q) increases and prices and profits call, the

^ incentive to collude beoome's attractive in order to maximize profits. Students
eventually discovered the inherent Aveal.nessts of cartels in the long run/ as
incentives fur.indr4idual members to heat on quota agreements occurred. Pre-ihrit
posttests were developed, and test scores revealed. that not only did students learnI
economic theory but they had a,much better understanding of the,tomplexitfes of
,the energy crisis and the pricing policies of OPECnations.



College Level .°.

CHAPTER- FIVE

Teaching Econoniics Through Art History

f t

,Theyr913tem

Virginia Lee Owen

State'Uni4rs tty; Normal, Illinois

Traditional methods of teaching introductory college economics emphasize
cognitive. skills. The methodology is anal) tiLal an`' often'abstract whether presented

concerns itself with the affective dimension of 'learning. Although this may 14
, mathematically or the recently popular problems approacti.:Neithei approach

appealing to business and mathematmstudenls, it is frequently alien to 'student; of
the fine arts and humanities. Often these students avoid enrolling in economics, and

are reliptant learners if avoidance is impossible. In response to this situation, I set
out to use materials from art history to illustrate and amplify economic concepts.
-Two p.j/lotheses were advaneedt (1) the inclusi n of art history mat tats in
,introductory economics would improve student a tildes an interest iirtheTubject
matter, and (24 the inclusion of ai't history m rials in tioductory economics
would enhance the.unders.unding of; economic corficm., he ratiOnaleldr the'firsi
was -that the rele0ance of economics to disciplines far afield would be demon-
strated. The rationale for the second was that "the art history materials would
provide a visual reinforcement ofecon'omik conoeptistn an essentially noncognitive

way. i

The Setting

The use of art history materials in teaching economics principles came in the

fall semester of 1974. The course was Principles of EconOmics I which included

elements .of micro- and ma.t.rd ecolionlics'in an introductory way No prerequisite

exists for, this- course. The majority of students take this course as a requirement of

. the College of Easiness. The others come from various disciplines social sciences

and mathematics. mainly) and enroll for general education credit. Virtually no

.. --- declared ; economics majors eliroli. Most of the students are freshmen and
a , sophomores. On the' basis- of the ,Test of ,Uaderstanding in College Economics,

hybrid-form, given as apretest, these students ranked behind the national average in
- .. ,

i : .
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economic understanding The pretest mean on the Hybrid. TUCI! was 11.1. The
means for the:TUCE from which part of the-hybrid is.taken are around 13.5.

The section of the course used for emSerulientation was taught in a large lecture,
.daltind enrolled 251 students. The hall Was equipped with :in overhead projectur as

' c Vve: IIas multirile slide `and movie projwors The semester's work was divided into -

three segments, Part 1 included comparative economic si,stemi., elements of supply4-

and _demand, and a verbal elementary _uverview of market structures. Part' 11
included'government finance and national incume determination. Part III included
policy applications of both macro and inicro'as well as elements of 'money and,
banking and international ecunoeics Titus, the 4niester was ahnost everi1.1 divided

/between macro and micro concepts The main (ext. was EcLooncs. A Synerge.tre '
,,Approdch by McCarneyk and Ow'en. ,Sifpplementary teading was suggested in

' Economics aid the Public hitettst by Gill*:.: .
.

. , , ,--, . . . . ..

, . The procedures k..
.,

The use of art history materials can e in Part El (macro analysis) and took the ..

form of threr slide, prsentations. the first compared the development of
Florentine paintiqg 'with Siennese ,painting ..in the fourteenth and fifteenth

i centuries. Florentine painting sliodi 'a development from the !uglily skilled
inedievat painting of Gicitto to tire .ifteil secular, realistic. Renaissance \works of 4av
Bottielli SimtiltaneousIN. about ',fifty miles 'a y. Siena housed the last flowering t ,
of medieval' painting with its, artiSts Sasseta and di Paola refusing to adopt tl
advances of the Florentine Renaissance. Since the .artists of both cities w
dependent upon their patrons for livelihood, I used this cornpasr4on to illustra !ii;
power of.eree buyer in the market to direct the use of resources. As such it se ed.as.
ilirintroduction to government finance. Utilizing a split screen and two pr etqFp,
slides from contemporary artists in the two cities were shown side .by ,KI.,..(710

°split screen is not essential to the presentation., I 'have subsequently 11916,11.11)0 ,-.'n

...,4_110

A second slide presentation traced the *levelopment of palace architecture. It
was used to illustrat various consumption by potheses. The palace at VtIrsilies was
used for the absolute, income hy pothed and conspicuous consum41,1611. The
residences at Wurzburg, Germany, aqd Vientta,,-Austria, were used to. ,Idtrate the

, relative and peak income hypotheses, respectively, as rulers tried t,
if

achieve the )
status achieved by Limbs XIV at Versailles, even with Aleclining statefevenues. v,

A final slide, presentation was used as the summary for the macroecuaionc
. impact of government spending '011 the economy. Using gothic cathedral

co
buildingas,

the example, this presentation traced employbient and income eiTe` cts in the
thirteenth century as a result of cathedral construction. 8lides demonstrated the'
'size of these undertakings and several technogical architectural innoyationits The; .
f rresult of this concentrated expenditure. - /

'in order to test the effectiveness'uf.these teaching: attis,,reliance was placed on
existing tests. The Hybrid' TUCE was adminisferedas a pretest and 'posttest. The
questions on the exam were subdivided for analysis into inierciand inaer4 sets. In
addition to overall measures of absolute and percentage gain's on the Hybrid TUCE,
these same measures were calculated on the subsets to determine if there were
differential improvements un micro and macru'sectiiins. In addition, a departmental
course and teacher' valuation' form was administerechat the_,end or the Semester.
This is a twenty -.quenloritform with an optional open-end request for comment-fin

.. . ,

same slides in sequence, alternating from one city to the other.)

_

-
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Excerpt from a Lecture

It seems that while f lotentine'painters were Lie,iting the Renaissance. Sienese
'Painters were going nowhere but going tltere with ever increasing skill and
elegance.

[-how can we explain Such phenomenal differences..) S,incc the, answer
cannot lie in ignorance of eaLli other's work, geograph} or nationality,
cultural heritage or ieligion, a .starting point kJ the answer ma} lie in the

buyers of these paintings Aitists1Red then on the incomes provided h} their
patronsand the wealthy patrons eme were %cry different from the
wealthy patronsol, Siena floientine.wealth w.4s cominelual wealth The

:major family, the Medit.(s, were international bankers Widely traveled, they
ocesopinstit..ated and uil5ane, attatiainted with a artety of cultures Sienese

wAlth was agrkult mat wealth. Many patrons had never lieen but a fe.w miles

beyond Siena's limits They were Lonserat fve and interested in the
traditional. Given these differences in pi eferenLes. it is not surpnsing that the

artists painted differently They 'were selling in different markets and they
differentiated 'then produLts in aLLort,lance td the differences in those
markets We expeo that to haPpen in inarkets in general. The unique feature

is that differentiation Look! last for 200 years in such geo'gfalokic

proximity. ELonomiLs cap .help us to understand that. too. for the markets
werent't the traditional ones \NC disc.i7S'in our ,textbook examples- There
were not many bit:s.ers and sellers In essence there was one major buy,er in

each market. So long as those buying families retained constant tastes. the

paintings reflected the two families= differences. .
The econonik forces 'which hejped to shape painting in the earlyy

Renaissance exist today:Often a buyer dominates today's market, his tastes
will tht;tate what is produced. ResouiLes be allocated in accordance with
his preferences. If a seller wishes to sell. he must a,tcommodate the wishes of

tho.dommant buyer. Even if the buyer is not the sole Rurthaser of a product,
so long as his share is large. the seller will be weirtithised'fo adjust- touts
desires to sonic extent. Central governments often act in this capacity of
dominant or important.buyer: By making large purchases th+ean direci4the
use of resources without Lontrollmg firms directly The great thrust toward
space exploration and products /claret' to it is an example Similarly, when
federal emphasis an}}- support- money to education was on science 'and
mathemsties in the late 1950's, offerings in those fields multiplied. As the

emphasis shifted in the late 1960's to environmental problems, so did
research and course offerings. The market power of the central govermhent is
awesonie. Like the ruling patrons of Florence and Siena it can alter 'the

composition of output and the allocatio'n'of resources within the community,
It can impose standards and confine` tastes. These decisions'affvt the Peoille

of a society in general:I:dr example, the people of Florence enjoyed %-
developments in painting in their public Lluirclres for 200 years which were

not available to the people of Siena. A got,ernmental buyer can create these
effects even in the context a fret enterprise system. There is Mite neetrfor'
the direct controls of soualisril.'Given such power. it is importapt for us to be

'able to e:Zamine proposals for gOvernment programs intelligently and'evaluate
their outcomes tarefull. To this end our next unit will focus on'alternative
methods of idaking such evalu.ations:

iVpte The complete report, with topes of the slides used, can he obtained from the

Vernon R. Alden Libnry, Ohio University. Athens. Ohio The Echtoic .
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the bask It has been administered furven years And althougl,statistical norms
.

hIvenot been developed, a relatively long history of data exists for comparison.
Two levels of comparigon could be Made from these data Ap i'nte'rnal one -macro
(which use,d the art historysslid,es) vs. micro, (which \lit not)- an an eNternal
comparison- this class vs national averagkA" and other classes taught by me ri4 other
semesters. To, tain i kfOntrorgroup, the ,same course was- also taught by mein a
large secti9n,lecturittiunng the spring semester 1974-75. The same lecture; notes.
course outline, assignments and text were used , with the exception that no
references to -Art history were made and no art slide pre'sentations were utilized.
This section enrolled 226 students Its economics background was poorer than that .
of the experimental group with a iltean score on the Hybrid TUCE.as a pretest of
p.6. In ,both semesters students scored slig,hq hight:r on pretest m ic ro.thari 01115C rO
questions in order to ninitmize the flaw,t1 orne effect of slide,shows. an appeal for
students to enroll in a study abroad plogra 11 V, illch w as illustratqd with a tr,tvel?gue
type of slide-presentation was presente tit Part 1 of 'both the.experimehtal and
control groups.

1

.

The Results . . 04.

TIT hypothesis -that student attitudes and interest woitid be improved by the
art history material is borne Out by the data. Tho.overall taiing on the departmental '
form was the highest, I have ever received in a large lecture class with espeoially
'Higher ratings on questions concerning explanatiod,of subject matter and rel6ance
of material The ratings were significantly higher in the experimental group than'the

"control group. In addition, over SO, percent of the students -wrote f.avorable
i--. comments abonrthe slidecPresentalions in theit open-end comments. There were no

unfavorable comments about the slides, the majority- simply didn't write-comments... ._
, . ,. at all:- , ,-,.'-

_ , - , --. ...-; - - - . ----

, Another indication i4lutproved attitude is the withdrawal rate. The university
, has a,g,eneroa dfop policy which allows a nongraded withdrawal until the end of' the twelfth week in the semester. The usual-drop rate for a lard section class is

above 12 percent. For the control group. (spring semester) it Os 13 percent

1
nowever, for those students enrolled in the experimental sectton,the,drup rate was

, . 5.7 percen.t. I t seems apparent that students retained interest a i d 'inottvatiOn
' beyond the average during this semester. ,' .,. ..

.The second hypothesis,that economic unaorstandi g would. be enhanced b,y,the,
use of art hiftory inatecia-4 also appears to be s,uppr ted by the evidence. The

,' results of ,pre- and posttests for both semesters ate included in Table 1. Although
the, posttest nicans are below the national averages (upplied by act 'al norms for

' kOr s 1 an cod If, rather than fur this composite hybrid), the pretest earls were
likiiitiWise behind the natiorial'averages. Since the TUCE, Form II; is nun ally. given,
at he conclusion, of a two- semester seqUence in_which microeconomics is filet fails.
'oI/ the second course: the questions on the'Phybrid from it may create a "speCiel
d fileuity for a one-semester course. A norming process mightiglu give a lower ,pysttest.
mean on the hybrid than on the original two forms. Nevertheless, the absolute gain:

" fot the fall Of 1974 of 5..4 questions is the average gain on the national norms, The
gain lor the t;ontrot 'group Was less than that for the experimental group_ and the
differenCe *as signifitant at the 5-percent level;

,

'I. a.
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Table 1

*IP

Pretest mean (a)
'Posttest mean (a)
Absolute gain
ke Leen t age gain'

. pap closing

Class

Fall 1974

11'1 (363)
16.5 (4.61)
5.4

48'1,

24.6(

Spring.1975 4

'9.6 (3'48)
13.56 (3.99)
3.96

41% .
1 iS(J

e

, ...

The macro Ns..mii.ru comparisonalso supports the hypothesis There was a,
. ,1N,

differential improement between, the two as summarized in Table-2. Running a

test of signkficant.e of difference of Means showed that,the macro improvement was
significantly greater than the micro at the 1-percent level for the fall of 1974, but
not significant for the control group in the spring of 1975. . .

,.

...

Tabit :

Class

Fall:1974 Spring 1975

Macro .?

Mean absolute gain (a) 3,1.9 (3.02) 2.1 (2.0)
Pert:entage absolute gain (a) 61% (1.15) 48% ( .49)

Micro
Mean absolute gain (a)
Percentage absolute ,?4in (a)

. 2.3
32%

(2.42) ,
( .635)

1.86_ (2.21) ..
47% I( :516) '',.

.
One would also not have predicted suclr.a differential improvement based upon the
national norms for,the TUCE I and II from which the hybrid is taken since they are

7 j very sinfilar. 441".
The ..alue of using materials ffom the fine arts, to illustrate and amplify

economic concepts seer% apparent from this experiment. The Students' academic
achievement was aided by slide prNentations 4,nd their interest and enthusiasm
were thaintained: On the IKiSis of this experience, I plan to enlarge the use of art

history materials in the fall of 1975. and to, search for appropriate examples from

some:other arts. t .

`: 94 .
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. Micro:Innovations

:for the Introduclory Course

.
Dennis J. Weidenaar"

Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana

Introduction

This project consists of a multidimensional approach to teaching. involving the
use of a 'series of micro innovations bound together by an instructional model. It

, differs basically from the exotic and technologically oriented capital-intensive
'approaches which frequently are assocpte0,with instructional innovations by
emphasizing small or 044-innovations rather than major changes. As an analogy,
this project can be compared to a medical delivery system which emphasizes the
more mundane approaches such as, preventive meficifre and clinical aid rather than
a program involving the acquisition of sophisticated capital-intensive medical-
machinery which makes dramatic headlines but saves only a limited number of
lives.

The.advantage of this approach is that the financial start-up costs are low and
its many component parts, though reinforong, he not dependent on one another.

The components of this project have been developed around a five-phase
,instructional model which consists of'

I. Planning objectives
2. Assessing entering behavior
3. Designing and irpplementing activities
4. Assessment of performance
5. Feedback

Woven through these ive aspects of the model i§ a continual em phasis on
strident involvement. The i novatibns associated with each of-these aspects of the
model will be&scribed bri fly after the setting in which they are used is presented
and the objectivq and ratio ate for the program are,descrtbed.

.The Setting

These innovations- have been implemented in the Principles of Econo.mics
course (F.Conomics 210). Currently, over 3,000 students a yea ;matriculate in this

.introdUcto6/ economics course at Purdue University and a'er 1.200 of them have
attended my sessions this year The major objective of this course is to enable the
students to apply basic economics principles to the chtios which cSnfaInt them
both individually and collectively as members of a demoCratic society.



p .

Economics 210, as currently organized. consists of three 50-minute sessions per
week, two of .whi&.h meet iii large lecture halls ranging in tap; itty irom.200 43'500,

the third being a recnationty pe section of 30 students conducted by, a graduate

student teaching assistant. , , .
v

Objectilies
.

.

lier Ultimate objective (

the ultimate objective of this protect is to aid students in achiemg.their Own

personal, goals, Whatevtr they, might be. by helping them to become hette'r
decision-makers, decision-makers,who are aware of the benefits and costs of their

choices. both in the long and short run ' ,.--
..

.
2,, Immediate oblectires .. g

..

Provide -4 iniltiiceted learning experience which will.;
a Involve the students in the evaluation procedure. _ . .

,b. provide the opportunit,y for students to teach other students in both a.

classroom an tutorial situation . .
-

c develop the analytical and compinicating skills of students in evaluAing real

t world econ,onuc issues. 1

sit involve the students in helping to 'improve the teaching skills of the graduate`

student instructors. \ ' ii

e introduce reality into the large class s,etting through simulation exercises:;

fNi.414entify students, with unusual ability and utilise those skills through
activities appropriate to their abilities:

.

g. identity students performing poorly early in the course so ,appropriate .

retnedial activities can be provided. ' ,

Rationale
't, ,

The sheer- magnitude of the, enrollment in this course, as in ma Ay college

curses. appears 'to defy attempts to personalize education and topreclude meeting

tW:, 'diverse need's of many Stqdents. The use of an overall instruttional model,
however, ba*s- identified numerous areas in which personalization. and attendance to-

the diverse Heeds of stud nts can. he undertaken even in thee context qf what

appears to be "mass-education.- Therefore, the rationale for this program is sililply

Educational objectives will be-more successfully met if the needs and capabilities of

individtal students are identified and met, with a disperse educational program

providing alternative approaches to differing needs

MicroInnovaiions Classified According to the FiveAspects

of the I nstructional Model -

1. Planning olytioives

(1nnovan6m No l'--Explicit tatement and projection of projectiv'es.)'
A common complaint aired by students is, that they don't kmiw What is

required of them in a course. ,One of the imultations this vourse has introduced,
paraphrasing Robert Mager. is to let the students know where they are going, let

them know when they are there, and 'let them know where7hey've been *A set of

*Rob,ett I-rank Mager, Developing elennides Toward earinng. Palo Alto, Calif Feaxon

Publishers, 148
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objectives is Nepal ed tut each lecture .4 rs piqued un a transparency itch is
projected in the large lecture sessions pit:ceding the class so the students v; I see

. Or em as they enter. It remains un the screen during the entire period (To acl 'eve
this acid still use an overhead projectili ul e\poition of 'clas4male mils, the km i

erooms are equippevith tw 0 overhead projectors.)
Prior to every, class period the obiectivesare ceplaineu and shoal+. itefore

the concluston of the class, they -,ire le.vi'irwedsto see if in fact tbo have been
kadlueved.+

2 Assessing entering behavior

(Innovation No02 Precout se evaluation and acfion based on results)
Durib thi: second class of each nevv semester all 1:4,oniimics'210 students arc

given a standaidwed recourse test in -econoyielt (the Test of Understanding rn
College Limonites developed hry- leading eeonoNists nr ciinonetton with the Joint
Council on Lononite Llilik.dtion and The Psy hological 'Corpot atioii) Based on

et,
hation-al Minns and the norms developed on Purdue students over the past six years.
students with vet); high and low scores are identaledim special treatment Those
performing very low on the Abe identified for'close scrutiny and liossIble
All those' aelnev mg a .cute above a Lei tam level are ins ited to °My office during
which their performance is disc-used. In most cases they are then-.given stveral
options

a. They arc invited to attempt 'to "test-Out- of the course so they can proceed
more rapidly toward their educational objective.

b. They m,y, take the first course e \am and if they receive an A. all other.exams,
are waived but in e\ change they must pi-ovate 10 hours of tutorial services
for studentsihaving difficulty with the course .

c. They fild3, rake the first i.ourse exam and if they recen,e,an. A, all Other exams
are waived and instead the student 'mist prepare a paper which contains an

0

econonlic analy sus of an issue of interest to hull or her. .
d. Students are encouraged-to suggest an optiOn of their own which-Is subject to

the veto of the professor. t

.(hinovat loll No 3 .011-going,monitoring of performance) . ,

After the, fire course e \ammatiop is given the names of all students

performing at the A. D or F level are fthwardeel-tii the iiiinstfiling office for special ,

attention The recipients of A's are, commended and encouraged and the
of D's and Fs are encouraged to seek aid in the fomii of ,

. Consultation with the pi otessUr who may bkin thein programmed instruc-
tionaltion7a1 materials.

b. Instructional assistance from the teaching assistants
c: Tutorial services from the A.stuilprts identified in the precourse test
ti. Minicourses on audiocassettes designed for this-purpose.

.., /
3. Designing and inTpktnenting instruFtional activities

. -t,

The instructional aetivities consist of lectUres. games and simulations, 'student

0 explanations. mierocasesind w n 061 cases. These various techniques afe inler-,
spersed throughout the semester for variety and depending on the concept*.being.
discusse-d. ,,,' , A .

-4 .

/
. 7 the original report i.ontains st;ti,tral appentlit.es giving evitniiits tit iNeetives. ;imulations,

r Lase studies. reviipx questions. student uvaluations-and hie like rheottill report may be obtained
front the Vernon-R. Altkn Library. Ohio Univeisity. Athens. Ohio.
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a. Leo ores
(Innovation No"4 Piovivoit of facilities to repeat teL

All,the lectures are taped and made awaflable in the general library for
students wlia missed a lecture or Wonld like tt) hear it again

.
Carnes and suunla(ons
(Innovation No 5 Simulations inv °king emu e class)

Pernidicaljy. games and sunulat tons .tic intiodivil to illustrate concepts.*
Student explanations
Innovation No 6 ,Student tea'clung)

01 all the deb...es used to maintain student interest ii a discussion, a very.

successful. one .is the use of students as teachers. About once every three
weeks: a yolunteer solitited,who will work though an t!xercise in front of
the class (300 s-tudents) mang usually, fol the first time in the student's
life the overhead projector and microphone. Recruiting ,volunteers has

always been successful mainly; because ,ge attempt is pretkiced Mth thee
comment that I am really rooking for someone N ho will make mistakes since

t}tat is how e learn Inevitably nust'akes are made the jlass,enjoys
thoroughly , laughing in!quently with the students. and M the,ena all do
indeed learn.

d. Microcases
(Innovation No. 7 Student participation in economic analysis in the

classroom)
The most revealing way to describe this iitmov-anon is to lead ) uu 11114110

a typical class periodusrivbe nucrpcase approach
(1) Upon- entering the large lecture hall, the students MI! find S microcase

displayed xm i screen using the overhead proector which is available in
each of the rooms in which Economics 210 is taught. At first glance it

' looks like a complex midtiple,,,c1n5ice question.
(2) Alien the class begins the student will be asked to take 5 to JO minutes,

to read- the ..,:;se and select one of the alternative solutions answers

listed. After selecting the alternative, the student ruust write'a paragraph

_explaining the economic busts underlying his or her decision. A previous
assignment from the textbook or-book of readings will already have

. given the student background informatien useful in makiniLlus or her
decision.

(3) A-student will be randomly chosen to read or extemporaneously explain

the basis for his or her choice., 4 --,
(4) Other students will be° aske-d'to add their supporting or opposing.

perspective-to the original answer. '
(5) Each of the remainnig alternative solutions will thembetreated in the

same way.
(64Stu idents will,thehbe givn tie opportunity to offer their own solutions

"in addition to those umiak disrtlayed using the overhead projector.
(7) In the time remaining, the professor will identify, correct and clarify the

eprinOnuc principles underlying. that day's discussion.

il'or examp,e. ee Wqhlenaar, "A*Criissruem Experiment DeMonstriting the, ",i ,

Getieration pt a Market Demand 14unkittin and [lick Determination of l'quilibilum
Jourtud bi Ectwzottue Edu anon.. 3.( Spring 1972 }, 94-190,,

*, 98
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- 4
e. Written cases 4

(innovatidn'No. 8 Written cases iequiring economic analysis)
An important part of "helping students-to learn" involves guidance and

experience in making decisions in the face k.if apaiently conflicting evidence.
',Real learning also involves the ability iv represent one's analysis and

evaluation of an issue in a way which will commufucate effectively to others
Each semester a case study is assigned which. helps students to learn thesd

,skills .

The case study consists of a set o,t readings related ro a specific issue. e
mindnum w age Jegisl,ation Several vicwpiehts are repeesented.in the %anous
readings The stuaentis rettuued to
(I) sumwari/e.t he readingsin written form

.(2) hsti arid e. \plain the econonitc concepts useful Ill anal> iing this issue
(3) mialyie the issue. listing,.thebenefits and costs of each altern and

make an evaluation.

4. Assossment of perfonnane

(Innovalion-No 9 1 eyiev-v questions and answers)
The tests giverpin' this economic course each semester consist of.multiple-

choice*questions These questions are predominantly analytical rather than factual.
--To assist the student in peparinglor these tests, review questions and answers.are
distributed 9priitr to every 'test These questions are front previous tests. What is #
innovative about this review accompanying each qd pis is an explanation
indicat-ing wily the correct answer is correct and, just as importantly, each ticorrect
choice is also fully explained providiniinstant feedback as to why eaclyncorrect
selectiOnis'wrono

(Innowion No. 10.-Test question analysts) .

Since all the test`ttuestions ate multiple-choice m.nitture, the stTivices o f tIte
test and measurement center are _used to identify poorly constructed (ftiestioirs and
insure that,,students van? nut iirifairly penalized in such cases, livn;:e, our -b.ank of
questions is constantly berry refined. ' . .

0.

%

(Innovation N(.3...-1,1 .Student invjvement in test construction) ,.! .

Accpippany mg the syllabus distributed during the first 'session of the culirse
is a setcof guidelinea, for writing tesl, 1.1Listiorrs All the students are invited to wrke

.test questions and submit them a week before the test 'for possible'tnclusion. If the
questions are used or are of a qualily comparable to those actually ''used,.fhat-
studeni receives an extra 5 percent ciecht on lus(her ) test. lf,tht questions are good,'
but not quite of the quality required to he used, t.he,gtildent is given a 3 ,pteent
cdit. This program has provd PoThroviiie a useful buff -in inctritKe for students, c

1 .', ,. ,
5. FeedbaA 4, ,

,.
. ,

Our' formal feedbhck ntechamsra, aft: of to kinds, student evaluation of -.
instructors and-videotape critiques.

.
...

se..
(Innoiration No 12 Joint analysis of student evaluations and videdt'ape
Critiques)

,
.' ao- ,

- ... ,

Our objective, in this ininvatiltit is to help students to learn by seeking to
improve the teaching skills of our graduate student teaching assistants. This is done

%ai follows. ./ . ,.
.

.

,
t,

- .1'0'4 , 99
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a. r ly in the semester. each T A is icieotaped as lie(she) toadies lus(her)dass
This, first taping is undertaken solely to sensinie the TA and the. students to

the'presence o,f a video recorder and. camera.
'b. Nfidway through the sern6ter the TA's 'are oaluated, using 1?).ndtie's-

.
instructor evaluation program. At apilioximatel), the same time. each TA is

. ,
videotaped Once again. The:\ ideotapes are then inuqued h> ni,self or one or

:. ,
three graduate students selected, for this task, The crttiq consists of a
monitoring of the tape so th.rt ever} 30 seconds the ins,tructor's acti rues are

recorded in tertnsot -
(1) the teaching, strategies being used lecture. questions unmated h..

, instructor. questions initiated, b} student. or other
(;) The'stance'taken bathe instructur. I

(a) Verbally receptive. neutral or unreceptive
i (15).Nonverball, `receptive. neutral or unreceptive

; (3) The material tiong discussed'
(a 1 Facts .

4 lbl',Theory
fret' Applications .

Based on, this monitoring, the amount of time die TA spends in each of these,
. modes can be identified. Thine results- are compared to the lesson plan the ei

instructor filled odt prior to the clAs. . - . i

c. -Based on the student evaluation and critique. one or at most two areas ,of
teachimi WeaknesS are identified and targeted for improcement during the

a remaining weeks of the term. This "rifle- approach Is ,easier to.cope with
than a .,,eneralized "shotgun" approach, ' .

Shortly before ifiekencl. qi the semester, a ,final student evaluation is,_
. . , $

.conducted and the third ani3 last videotaping isconducted,An imp(oceirient

.16 then 'identified
s

Ve baheve that this program,..w ill be of alue.to both students and instructor?

since. if.sViicessfol. it v. ill identify coni.rete'areas of improement (ind demonstrate

that teaching,skills can indeed be enhaliced., lt,,is based on a Program currerttly.--.`
being,operaipd at the University of Nlinnesota.brit modified to meet,our needs

.
.6, ErWence of impii et ,

,
. .

a. On student learning .

here are two levels of evaluation that idea } we w ould like to nridertakeio

measure the e't feet i aness of thiVrolnAin The fist levels the cbativelevelCvluch
deals with such behaviors as recogrutroni understanding. applicatiOn, analysi§.

synthesis 'and evaluation fie sthond level deals with the affective 'dornam--=the 1".

realm of attitudes . , A 4
In the cognitive level 'we hate from time to time used- diestandardind Test

Of Understanding in College t-,...onornics (TUC!) and compared the performance of

our students witiv those of the ri,..Orming grOup Our results are quite favorable

"rcOn 2,10 , 5:atiOnal Norins '

Pre Post , ,Pre. Post ,

;
. 13 13 ''' 21.84 J 3.71 20,52 ,... .

- . ...., .

Considering the tact that our course waS structured around large 'classes while

the normini, data. vere not, out-results are quite salishcuiry
Oh the affective level we'vt:,med Cu obtain information .is to the student§t;

, \ attitudes toward Econ 210. This Has been clone two. ways
c ,

4 $
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. .__
(I) instructor evaluation results. The evaluation ..ompares Fen favzrably

with the Purdue.norms for two of the most important questions on the
..,-o-

._

.evaluatithi! . ,

(a).Ovirall this course is amo ng the best 1 hayeever taken. : 1

. es
1 4 . - ' 154clue N oun-, .Weldenaar's Store

3.'3 ) '3.4
, 4, ,f : .

(b.) Overall this insirti...lor is among the best' teachers I ha'e know n.

71
.

' 1
f Purdue Norm Weidenpar's Score : d
; . . ..

3 .9 4 .24.4 , , ..
.

, The Purdue norm includes alts aneties of cla'sss, large, small. etc.
,

' , .(2) A survey of the attitdes of the studentslov.ard the project shows the
-
i'' . . ., ! foe> f following results ,

24..

is 4 4 .4). T 4 -? ..,,,:,' Tolt&urs.F Evaluatitin
- Economics 210 ,

, ..'' , ;
h =-471 f... / . , ., ,.. .= .. ' .

fiFs'i. Compared to other' student*ou:know now thit Sou haw had a '
' course in ewhomik.s. hk.w. would you rail! ,our.present interest in

economics as a subject" , .
..-

a. ityy high .1 r
)

' 9.1/
b. high ,-' - 44.3% :,-

c.. average - 36.0% '.

d.' low ...' 5.9% ; .% .r

104 e. s'ery -low l .5% .-- '.
2. No that you have had a course in economics. how important do you

think a generalunderstatding of economics is in today :s world?
4 i 1
z = a. very important - 39./%

b. important. - 49.5%
c. - of average importamie - 8.2%

`..-

Ø. unimportant - 0', ; ..

. ,s. ; Very.unImportan - 0 -.
.

3. Now that you have taken a-Zourse in economics and are familiar with
' its content do you feel that all students shbuldbe required to take a

. r . ,,.; course in economics before they leave college? ,,

a. strongly agree -;.21.7%
b.. agree , . 44195.
c. undeciijed -. 16.61
d. disagree , - 11:5% o

e. _ strong& disagree 3.0'.%

f

vi' 9
4. Sorely as a result of having taken Kcordimics.210. how would you

rank your likelihOod of taking another economics course?
,. ,

4-
a. very likely ,; 1.

. b. liksly -

c.. t!ttfikelk ; -

d. very'uriliely .,/,' '

29.0%
30.9%
/5.71(
12.0%

0

1,01,
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__,.,.' .,,'t 5. S9letst as a re sult of Economics 210, I have enrolled in another. .

. economics course next semester, o' '2
. _

.k.,,

a. true - ' - 16.6%

. b. untrue. = - 83.4% .

.
6. Relative to other introductory social Mince courses, e.g., politiCal

science. sociology: et.,.. do you feel you have learned in this semester f

a subst8ntiilly More 23:3`.%

b. . more .- 4.1%.
. at

c. same .,,' 25.0`..e"
,d. less A.

. 4.8'1' .
e. substantially less - 1.0% ,

7. I-would like to take.another course from this professor.

a. yes
b. '' no - 15i.84'.

Of particular interest is the ahsv.er to question 5. Almcrst 16 percent of

the students aairu y }lave enrolled in another course solely -as a result

, of. Economics 219. trace .7,11 students,were' included in the poll; over
.7.

100,studenrs responded. z

b. On resources. including
Multifaceted

ands ace.
...Pus project. although Multifaceted doeliol require substantial new funds It

does, however, exploit fully the teacher-v[4AV services now available at many
&Illeges and universities, nafnely, testscoring/ and analysis seivicesinstructor
evaluation services,1 and videotape and projector equipment of the audiovisual

department....
o ,

.

,/

_
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43.0 High Grades Buy' Faye able

_Studint Evaluations

John Palmer, Thomas Router and Geoffrey Carliner
University of Western Ontario, London, Canada, and

CarnegreMellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

iIntroauction

With student evaluations of instructor effectiveness playing an increasingly
important-role in the determination of merit pay, promotion and tenure. there is a
growing interest in what these evaluations measure. Faculty members frequently
voice doubds about using student evaluations. however. because it is not oteapto

'what extent they pleasure the leniency of the instructors, the amount they taught
the students. of the perfomingability of those. instructors.

Several recent studies show a, positiv-e relationship 'between tire glades
economics students receive and thb evaluations they eve their instructors (Kelley,
072. ('apozza, 19-'3). Similar rlestiits have been,, reported for other disciplines
(Murray 1972) and acr2ss di
Ilatrinann:10'3,;and Reu &er.
histructor4 "buy high evaluati
enurf) by "giving students higl
inArittors and sttidenfs.

The results are also consiste
Students with higher grades ma
izigfit the brighter students_ It i
grades and evaluations will occu
higher.eva(uations) taught their s

4
4

C

iplines" (Nicholi and Sager, (972. Perry and
4). results arc consistent with the view that
ns they hope, highet pay, promotion and

dts, suggests a coca collusion between/ ,

t.lNwever, with several other behavioral models.
give highet evaluations because the instructors

iiKet.better instructors (whajustifiably received
So possible that a positive correlation between

u cents, more, sulthat the students rightly earned
higher grades Finally, causation may bein the opposite aims:lion from that usually
assumed, and ". an instructor ilightgrade 4 class harshly' or generously because

e `pi the rk&is,he-receives (or anticipdtes)';, (Doyle; 1974).
ManM11'er studies have foortd no relattunshap between grades and evaluations.

These are well summarized by
McKenzie and Tullock (1975) pa
and" evaluations does ncit ecessari
lenient iristfUcAUrS
the dope of receiving higher evaluations., the students ma74 6pond simply .by'
Stikly:ing less and learning Jess, yet receiving not lower grades, This is particularly
likely if'students value...4141004 leisure time hitibly As a result, the use of grades

.

ostin et cd..;;(1971) aridiAtertgts (1973). But _as
t tout, the lack of 'a correlation between grades
lea4 tq rele,tioq Of the hypothesis that lore
ftiatIons. If instructors beconivinore lenient in

',*Plofessors Palmer and 5arlincr arc Atth.,14,UniversIty of Western Ontarki, Professor
Rome/ is with Carnegie - Mellon Onsverspy.y
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(uncprrected for the knowledge,pbtamed by' the student's) as a measure of
instructor leniency may be quite ,tinsleptling: -;

Attempts to measure the rerationOup 'between learning and evaluations of
instructor effectiveness have yklded intxecl result's, Tapozza (073) reported a
negative and signitleant relationship, hut. ht has since indicated to us that with a
largersamplettl results are no,loniet statistically significant. besides using grades as

a measure of reinency twhich.tnay- h inappropriate). he failed to include any
variables ,b explain why some learn more- tiro cothers, Rodin and Rodin.(1972)
tound a ,significantly negative -r.elationship. big their study has been criticized in

several respects t see Frey, 1973. and Lble. 197,4). such as small sample size and the

omission of variables. Crowley and Wilk;n( 1974 ) found' a punitive bat insigiiificant

relationship betweep sonic components of evaluations and the ainount students

learned in economics, and signiticantl; mime telationships'hae been reported by

Gessner (1973), Fier (1973). and Doyle and Whitely (1974). 1.
It *appears. then.' that the .,issues have been, clouded by rhetoric and the

complexity of the relationships. What is needed.is'a model th4t, measures the impact

of the instructor on student learning. corrected fof other POssi ntluences -one

which measures the leniency of The instructor. correcting for o er influences on

student grades. and which then _relates these measures_ to evaluations of instructor

effectiveness. again correcting: for other. possible. influences. hi this report we
describe a sequential, three-equation model tc,,> determine the effects of learning and

leniency on evaluations. '

Moat Specificatioh'*

The .knowledge or economt,- concept's gained byTh st}ylerrhn -the micro-.;
economic "portion 01 an tntroduttory. course depends upon many things% iiiost of

which are quantifiable. These are as follows

1. Prellous knowledge of economics Students who know. more at the

beginning'of a course may also know More at the end.
,2, Previous stuck of economics. The srudent vl ho has had economics in high

schOol or college miginbe expected to know more,at the end of the course.

3. Study of calculus. ,Those with a calculusrfibackground may learn microeco-

nomics more oar, this may also be a prd:Ny for analytical and mathematical ,,

aptitudia,)suigested by Crowley and Wilton j1974).
4. Academic average. Students with a high grade point average tend to do well

in economics. either because of high aptitude or high-motivation.
Adidemk year, pper-class st udents;may he more mature. and may learn

more eilaiairst-yea. r students.,
6. Tune- oc1a5s. The time of day when the class meetsvmay pffecr student

learning. .
7. Siz.e of class: t'utlents in small classes Ma} learn more than those In large

; classes (or vice versa );otherithings equal. ,

S, Sex of student. Several showirttrarlemals fearrrtessthat L

males in introductory econonms. although some of these results appear to be

quest Ranable.

*Tins is a brief summary of the remainder of the report, shortened and simplified because of
,lack of :pace. The hdtt,)rs'

it
, 104 1,1.
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4 ;,ItOeptember of 1974, students in 14 sections (sections averaged 65,studeati)
of the)niftroeLononues portion of Pr-monies of Etononlics were pretested with a
19-iterh ihultiple-choice examination sinular to the Amentan Test of understanding
in College Economics (TUCE)but modified for Canadian student. Spetial proctors
administered the test, whith'instruttors were not permitted to see. The same test

. L . .?.
was Oven again at the end of the term ita Dqember. Those who dropped qut or
changed sections were omitted, leasing a sample of 617 students. Common
textbook% and reading lists were used. There was a highldegree ,bf Lorrespondence
between the material covered in the glasses and the content kit' the test Because
multiple- choice tests are used throughout the term in sonic, sidtiLins more often
than in others, an additional variable experienct with multiple-.Lhoite questions
was

4,. .

added to our analysis. This became variable No. 9.) 1 '
Several equations sere used The "knowledge equation" was designed to gauge

the instructor's contribution to student knowledge bf eLonoinics. ,With the
exception of the instruLtor variable the variables in tIns equation are defined.
above. INST (instructor) is a set of.duinmy variables-one each for all but one
instructor, who serves as a kind of " numeraire." The set of estimated coefficients
thus gave us an estimate of the contribution of each instructor to student
knowledge, net of the contribution of the oryhtteu teaci,er.,A relatively high value
of the estimated t.oeffiLient is associTted with an instructor whose contribution fo
student knowledge is relatively great. .= 6 4 .

. The "leniency equation" was used to determine the instructor's leniency ill
assigning grades to students. controlling for other variables which might affect each
student's grade. Aside from insttuttor leniency, the student's grade (on a numerical
scale with 100 as themaxamiiiii) depends on variables 2 tlirough 9 as defined above_
Here the coefficients of .INST provide a measure of the relative leniency of each
instructor, net Of the leniency of the numeraire teacher. High values of these
'coefficientsare associated with the relatively more lenient instructors. Teachers
were rated in evaluations LonduLted, about two- and- a- halfweeks before the end of.
the term'. Becalise perceived leniency may nut be closely related to final grades:ill

. estimating the lenient), equation we used each student's grade in the course just .

prior to the time the evaluations were, made. (Note tliat the two, equations
described can also, be used to,see .whether such variables as',sex, calculus, tinie'of,
class, etc., Kaye effects on student knowledge different from their impact on,the

-student's course grade.) , , ''', .
.

The evaluation questiOnnaire incltided the "overall effectiveness." question..
"How would >bu rate your instruLtor M terms of gyneral,overall effettiveness as a
teacher?" The,students gaVe ratings, on an 'integer stale ranging from 1 (poor) to 5
(outstanding). 'Because responses were anonymous we were forced to use section.

averages insteath.oT each student's evaluation. The "evaluation equation" contained
the estimated, CoeffiLients oh. contribution'to learning from the first equation_, and
instruLtor lenienty from' the second equation,. The estimates of this eqqation,
hitlitate whether or not thearno-unt taught to students by ,a **en instructor and

4 {fr

, I
Mat instructor's, lenienLY in grading have a statistically signilThant influence 'on
ttident atm si. 1 I- t-- --=-/ --,---.4- -4- i .

.
4-------- I, i I r

..,
, .

Results ' , . LI . 1
1, The regressions for the, first, tyd Li equations have most of their .explapatory

xanables in common, so the results can be discussed in terms of the impact of each
Of these variables.;
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Prewous-econ("Inues instruction appeared' to have no positive eect on the

student's,knowledge of grade in the principles course. Indeed, having had prey tons
economics may even have an adverse effect. Sine searly all who had economics
instruction received it 4n a secondary school, questions may be rised about
secondaryschool economics. It is possible that a course called "econon7lts" may, in
fact, bear little resemblance to the college course. Another possibtlit, is that the

'..----

high'school course is bady taught, to that it inyesilie student ,i talse: sense of having'
ralready, mastered glee matei ial.,.. when way, the student's perionnam_dith the college :-

course would be adversely; affected. , f. .4.,
3 %

,? Acaclerm. ar4rage does viatter. tot ,studerts with "A" or "13',,' average did
1

better On the 'tastiest .anct m the principles, course As for iztawciunirj .f.car, V
gi

upper -class "A" aid "B" students get higher grades than freshmen in their seciions
with similar kno4edge and adadenuc bQcicground. ; .

Sex ofstudent appears to. make little difference, for male and female students

,, of,like _background did not differ significantly in their, performance either on thei ,!'
posttes 9r in ,t "e course itself for prettisty4formanct arid 'academic

,7 .t. atkg urid gar' negativa 1:010tiinte ihsikiititaant 6'okitii;in oil 44 '. 1. _

-rhos', who' mite; not had a - cak uhis course do slightly (but statistically
_significantly } better on the posttest than.students who have taken a half-course,

ceteris panfuls On the other hand, the lack of a calculus background works to the
student's _detriment in regard to the grades earned in the principles course. A
possible oq)lanation is that the, posttest me4sities knowledge of, and ability to deal
with, basic economic concepts and dues not reward analytical ability perie, while
lqictures and ,course tests tiny be more directly concerned with the tools of analysis
and hence'reward inure highly-those with greater training in calculus. .

ti.,

,--. Time and class,st:c ,q,) noi affect the student's knowledge or curse grade
Pretest performantc is impartantjqt students who enter the course knowing

some economics du better on the posttest thari thos':e' who know littlet the,start.'
The satire relationship occurs when course grades are taken into account.

instructors appear to differ in effectiveness. The numeraire instructor's,
contribution was the least, although the value added by thfee of the othe:

. instrtictors w' s, not signikantly,areater than his At 714 other 4t reme,,14,truqo-.--*

No. 10 achieved very posi'tiv'e results. His- students Scored 3 putiits,Inglier,,,on 411
posttest than the students of instructor No. I, thenumerane.

Lement.T.'also differs, for soincrinstructors are substantially more liberal than ,

others in grading students It is interesting to note, however, that the instructor
with the least value added ( \o. I) and the one with the greatest value added (No
10)-rivere two of the least lenient. 'Also, the value added by, the most lenient
instructor (No. I I ) was- not significantly greater than the value added by the least

lenient. , . ,
Instructor,i_ aluations as related to leniency and value added pose the central

. question of our study. To what extent are instructor leniency arid "value added"

i rewar.ded by, ,high evaluations^ 'Qui measure of contribution to, i(rOwled
(CONTRIB) is the set of estimated coefficients front the fir t regrOskn."0
measure of le.niency (LIN) is the, set of estimated. c3efficieit,w front ilif sedop

-regression. When 4, the section mean ,responses to -.the "overall effecpvenesi'
question, is ,regressed on these variables plus a dunimy (MR), variable ;fo-i foreign

instrpctors and ah inteccept term, iheiollowing result is obtainedI -IT

.1 '-, 4

-- E = 3.37 0468,1 CON rgu3- 0.020 LEN ' 0.87.0 FOR c)

% , 'R2 =.0.632 .- ''
)

f?.
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. BOtle coefficientl are close to, and not *significantly different from, zero.
Apparently, neither lenient) in gnding nor ,ttontribution tostutietn' knowledge has
?melt influence on-what students coitsidef; to be i'effective teaching."4 .

..:
. ' '

C.OneillSiOrt :
: i 1 a e . , , , ,

,
,

<;,,....; Our results suggest :that 'in evaluatrpg,an-Instur's "overall effeetiveness:
students are not

suggest
'(ur even syngly ) rgpunseee either,,to the teachets

,ability, in deyeluping Mtn'. kriuyviedge,,of economics or to the seventy .of'ilie
)nitructor's grading Lkf student performance. It should be stressed that we have not
,attempted iv capture all the factors that determine evaluations we have not tried
';to estimate:the 'equation that best predicts F. Then what is measured by student
evaluations of tea...hiug effe,..tiv,enels? This remains an open and disturbing question

_Our findings. lead us to be4eve that students'evaluate instructors, on the basis of
---,. , ,
isubjectike feelings whi.h are not necessarily related to th'e grades they receive or to
Ilw much, they,,learn.1-ligh ratings for "effective teaching" may thus go to tltbse.
who hav'e guud rapport, who show "tun...ern," or who provide a pleasant classroom
atmosphere. .

,

,..
In rewarding instructors with 'high evaluations, university administrators may

not, be rewarding the be";t tem.hers (if teaching means contributing to student
knowledge), but may be inducing instructors to develop those characteristics which

.. produce the."...onsumption good" which students prefer. It inard to see how such
an incentn(9sy stein pan help to build or maintain great universities. In times, of
sagging enrollments, huweter, the spurt -run appeal of such a reward structure may

.--.,

be irresistable. _
, . ,

While we place a great deal of cud-146[1,x in our results. we should emphasize
that they have been obtained Slum one introductory' course in one department in
one university. Results might differ for another department, for students in
upper.level courses, ur for , chffelent. types of students at other univergities. We
suspect that replications will Yield, similar results, but we encourage,otheit to

q .
' pursue the questiOn etirtber and to adopt the approackwe'have used.,

a<,
1a
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Sys ematic Economics

John C. Schrarnrnnand John.E. Maher.,
Southern Connecticut State Cdlie-tie, New Haven, Conn.

.

I ntrodu ctjort
,

.

4 ,

The purpose of fig projeLt " SysieniatiL 1 Lonomics" was td enhange 'economic

learning, in an effluent ,,,I.,:o',-.,on, through a systematic organintioi of the
introductory ma'croe.coticrincs . course ,and the use of multimedia, a computer

terrnmal in in tpractiyeimode. aid the adaptation, of a tnisineSs simulation model,

processed inbateli mot. An v.ssential additional .plia-se was',the creation DI' a new

test ,intrun'ent_ to meisure the transfer of eLonoinic knowledge to 'tuations not .

squarely w,tilthiolie-elinomre-11.1 inaiir.The ptq,ieLt was ma,de possibi t)y a gr,ant

from theCalvin K. Ka/anuan Economics Foundation, (, ,

11 ... ..
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MUst of thentiants in the coMse were not majoring in s_couomics (90 percent.
ui fackl. and 90 pero613 of them were fieshmo. Thus. there were some limitations
on nzthe intensiveness of 'the course and(Ithe motivation of the students. many, of
i hum were satisfying a three-Imur "clitrtbifton,- requirement in sooal scaence. A
moor. goal, then, wary not only to teach in systematic, failnon the core of
niaZroeconomics, but- to teach's' shins thinking through comparisons of models
(systems)" of behavior from ;the of .psyctiblogy . mathematics and '
economics.

-r
'Teaching in Systematic Fashion

Teaching systematically means that there must lust he an- orderly efltement of
objectives for each unit 01 module of instruction, then a selection of aptiroptiate
media, an evaluation of learning by both student anti' instructor. and finally- the
selec,tion of the next path to tollowjwignre + shows the pattmays follovtied by,
students!while they 'are learning the ,.;:micept or Gross National Product.)

The ,psycho/oghal modet.. Used i*the simple trilogy of Eric Berne's Gaines
People Play (New York GrtV,i Press. 1964). Beine tells us that edcill.persou's: `5,

...psyche contains a 'Parent. an Adillt ,ind a Child. If communication witIthi th
classroom to lesult in healthy learnina, the dialogues ("transactions") fiottld UV'
among Adults rather than, say. between authoritarian Parent (instructor). and
sulmussne Children .(students) Among the via-thematical models are simple linear
equations.. like GNP = C' / G ((loss Naiional .ProductGNP) equ*arls.
Consumpticin 'AC) spendTg plus Imcstrnsent (/) .spening plus Government (04
spending ) The c(,ofiormcmmo,./.e4s include supply and demand and the kt.2yri

' model of income determination. tt

The course was composed of seven in or units of instruction. which are

an

outlined below

Modie k-1: Introduction to Sy ste featu'res common to such divetse,m'odels ',4 :.
.:. ., IS' f. 1

'
()I "1011011 'ilS lanittaX. mathematics.. psy ehology4and economics.

. ,- -
' 1MOdule - Economic Organizattd -contrasting the public with the private -6

4 ,SeCtOr.

Module 3 01% National: Product national income and the major' sectou .

Pcontributino to GNP iconsuniers. business. governmeirteind,forejel
nations) . . /

Module 4 , Determination of Lorof GNP how variations in Feels of sEiend
ing by consumers, business ,and -government Cause variftiolin
national income.' - ....

Module 5 Fiscal Policy government taxing and spending tu4tabihze the leyel .

of 'rational 'income . employment :Ili& prices, $ i.
.

.

Mtidule 6. Money and Banking inonetaiy policy, and how the Fektal Re-: to
serve can contribute to stability by changing the quantity, and.cost

.4rnoney. '4
. ,. e

., . ,M'odule 7. InflatiOn and tmplOyMen,C;ploblerns of trying is attain full em-1
, ployment without inflation and environmental degradation. , '

1 I"

0

A' .
cr

:;;;The components of a typical inodule are illustrated by Figure. I, which contAns
reading ass gnmerifS, t,lassr,ouni discussion iudiutapes, problems and a test. The'fact
that fie stutipnt coin measure his Of her ownpetf.ormance and decide_wilc_thei to go

Ismore deep y into the subject or to move-on:Lt.) the next topic does no "automate"
instru for out of the process. In fact. the instructor is more readily available

I .1 '1"'
..

s..)
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MODULE: THE CON.CEPT OF GNP;

4
Abbreviations:

. Gill t Economics and -

`' a the Public.
Interest

.. Maher = What Is Economics?

FS = film strip

GO TO NEXT MODULE'

Readings:
Gill, ch. 68d.

pp*98-
105.

-Classroom
discussiori.

4

Cassette tape
discussion, of

key ideas.

Do problems
and check an:

swers which
are provided.

--7 Z
w

bW
U)

CC

4
Z
w
w

Take test and
listen to cas-
sette discus-
sion of test.

Yes
CHOOSE

Is

score

80.%

View

tape pn
GNP,

VieW
strips
FS $7768
FS, 273.

,

Take self -
test pp
'computer.
terminal
Listen'to
cassette

r

V -

,,. No
,

inStrUctOr..2
. GO TO

NEXT
NEXT MODULE

MODULE
;
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TEST
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than is. the cake in more conventional situations, spending about 40 percent of his
time ritthe Learning:ResourLes Center to discuss problems with individuals or small
groups. The remaining 60 percent. of the time is devoted to class lectures and

I,....discusSions, holding office hours, reviewing and evaluating the process, and*
developing new materials as the need arises. , tr

The Learning Resources Center contains telt% ision screens, cassette players, the
computer terminal, and equ,mment for duplicating tapes (Students may duplicate
japes, take them home, and review them at their .0%6 pace.) The computer is used
to adriiinister tests and to simulate the banking systerri. In the case, Leonard

.Rasch's. progran.f,,is Lised,and the student las a "dialogue" with the computer. The
Aomputer gives the 40ze of the economy's money suaay bank .reserve requirements,

and related information. If the student deLidq to Litange something, such assreserve
requirements, the computer replies with the `result of this move on --thd money
supply, bank reserves, and so .on. There is also a'busiiiess simulation in which

...students manage the production and sales .activities of competing oligopolistic
firms., The economic. environment genefated b'y the- c,pinpUter .(UNIVAC-70)
includes industry demand subject to seasonalit,i , cyclic forces, secular trend, and

random influences. Decision yariallles for each company are price, quantity;
expenditures on advertising, research and .development, salesmen's cornmissiont,
new plant, loan repayment, debt.expansion, and dividends.

tt,' - ,

Evaluation (
. Some of the teaching techniques described above are not new, but have been

used in economics courses during therpast decade. What appears to be new is the
compilation of multnnedia With self-testing, and tI creation of a test to

measure ability to transfer economic Lom:epts. to other. a as of arning,
To measure the. results of this system of teaching, tests were admimitertd t6

two randomly assigned sections of freshmen at the beginning and at the end of the
fall 1974 semester. The Test of thiderstanPg in College Economics (TUCE) and
the Test of Ability to Tr.ansN:Econornic Concepts(TREcK) were used. The
former is a nationally normed standardized instrument which is widely used, and
well known among college economists. The latter wadel;elloped specifically for the

-project and ha's not yet had QaiiOnWide expOsure.

TIJCE Results
.

,Both 'sections made gains on the TUCE, and these gains Were -statistically
significant bey ond the one-ten-thousandth l'e'vel of probatility: Section One made a
mean gain of 40 PerLvent, while Section Two's mean fain was 22 per lent. Since the

.,latter group actually did beget on the pretesl, its poorer showing ,is probably
attributable ro the faLt,that the session was held at a late afternoon hour when

- absenteeism and,students arc Tat a lov, ebb: The mean percentage gain for the
national norming,group was 41, h ul students,at Southey.' CorineLticut$tate C011ege
do pot score/ as high, on generaLmeaSures, of ability ;nix on ,subject Matter
achievernent;i as do freshmen at an othet colleges and universities.,Indeed, their
pretest score on the TUC,E. was below that of the national norming population.*
Coruparisuns were'ago made between the 1974, students and similar groups tested
in the fall of 19.7: 1913 groups did not receive autotutorial instruction. Here,

ly

4 *Mpny research projects ILIA shown that pretest PC4formance is a good predictor of post-
-test performance. -The Editors . x04.
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the 1974 Section One scored well above The 1973 Section One_on the posttest
...1g

'''.
(2.93 points higher), while there ,was'nu significant difference between .the ,1974
Section Two and the 1973 Section Two. These results suggest that the students
exposed to the experimental treatment do as well as,.or better than, students not
getting the full treatment. (NOte that in both years the students were exposed to
the, sanie,te:g and were taught by tine same instructot.)

_ ;
TRECK,Resultt

.. i.i fa ..4 ; ..1, y 4.
,.

,,,, ,
i. i 1,

Questions cm the TRECK teat require students to apply economic prniciples to ,
,, , 1

challenging and "off-beat'', materitil Must of the ite:sus:Were prupoirmled in Mater's
What Is Ecounvit.s.' {Nem, York. John Wiley , E969) and werreried.with college and
uni+,ersity professors and with social science teachers an National. Science' ,

Foundation workshops. Currelations,itvere computed betw cep studentsZofes on
TRECK atd scores on the TUCE. resulting fn a correlation tha't wall significant at
the 5=percentlevel A sample !tent follows .

II
,, &, , k , ,, I ts1

. Vlita.h.tt" the kdloil, lig ilipctsles;eSe rhbles ant et on oi4 pruA.ds i-tlin't is, ia
,

, 1

_ -process that can be analyiedin economic ferirls?--17-1471
.

(a) Attending-a baseball game . Is
(b) Telephoning a bank t.,

(c) Taking a multiple-choice exani in biology,
(d) Watching an automobile assembly line,

The correct response is "c" because taking a multiple - choice exwin- biology
suggests the, chot'ising of alter,natives so as to maximize one's grade, a: process nor
unlike chooling, fr,oni among altemanke resources to maximize profits. (Most ...
economists chose 'c.") , .;431P .

Correlations computed betwe,iiI,TRECK scores, course ratings, and instructor .

ratings, m,ere low, suggesting that the instrument is independent of student
evaluations of course and instructor. While there is significant~ association of

'performance on TRECK with TUCE. scores...thealue of the coefficient is low
enough to warrant the assumption that something differeil,t is betni measured; ,
namell, the transfer of learning to distinctively, differed situlitions. Item 'analyse .

---T--,--- . ,
have' been% made of the 30 l I Z iN t i 0 ns. on three occasions, revvealing that wily three 0
items are weak in discriminating among top, middle-Auld lowest thirds of the r

s,- respondents. - .. ,.
,

Both sections made statistically significant gains onthe TRECK. although the
pe'rformance of Section Two was, as witli the TUCE, relatively pourar. The 1974
sections achieved Significantly higher gain scores than the 1993 seettons:Zhus, it is
concluded that the experimental system was effectiviAtot only in creasing ,,,,,

economic knowledge and trtderstanding, but in leaching students ta apply sonic
basic economic concepts tit areas outside thtCdiscipline. .
Later .Testing , j

Testitit4 was Loptintl'el through the VOW, and junnmer,o cour;e, fit
Student population had changed. Students in the spring seines er,cou%es are usualli,
in their second sense ten while those enrolled,in the. fall are enerally iii their first -
semester Of college. Many of the students enrufle in the summer-J....ate regularly
attending a different college, during the normal Stadernic tytwar.. T1JCE postet s -

scores were higher in the,spring of 1975 than were the scoresifor thefail$973 and
fail 1974 sections,, and 'be mean score fur the Ititniner grovp,waspighT of allt
TRECK scores werOsfightly lower fur thespring 19'475 sections, as-corripared witf)

12J.
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the fall 197.4 sections (but Iiiikr.than the f411 1973 grpups), and again the summer,

,',group in 1975 achieved the higbestT,RECK score.
1

. _-

. Student Evaluation of Insn'uctor atfd.Course
- l' .. . ,

°Mosibdents have been enthusiastic :limit the program'. They like -using
. different ntedi-a,..seiting their own paLe... and getting Luntinuous'monitoring 4- their

pleifpr'nlie: They ;Iso dike the tu4;rial sessions where' they Lan meet inditalually
with th instructor. A spiel minority cannot work effectively on their own and feel
they miglit get better grades in. an orthodox, course where the instructor simply

, lectures to fhem. We are now lgoking fur ways of handling the special piublems of
these students. . -

. .

The students were asked to ,rate theinstruLtur on a s,cale of 10 to 100 'Wins
of such things as intere-st in.subjeLt, synipathetiZ. attitude, fairness m grading, liberal s.
attitude,Inesentation, sense c51- proportion, sell-rehame ,k and intellequal st MI ii-

; ,31a$10.414 the fall of 1974 the, swres'on tliee items ranged from 7i, .1,(plo,entaticin) ,

T-,13 9'23. tilberal atti '\tude) In tlfe Spring of 1975 the lowest st..o.re was 79.0, and the
' ,

highest was 92.4. There had been statistically, signilkant increases in the ratings for-1
"sympathetic attitude" and "presentation, ;z" s' .

,..;,,

The course was rated on a scale of-10 to 50 in terms 4 clarity 'of 'objectives, --

agreement of objectives, text, t9sts as aids, freedom to select, and the like. In the
fall of 1974 these scores ranged Irons 29.2. (freedom to select) to 43..2 for an,otte,rall
instructor rating. _In the gpriirg of 1975 there were statistically significant gains in I

.,o the ratings Ovten for -tiny of,ubjecti;ies" and "agreement of obtectives."
. ,

-
, oSucinmary ,

'0. 4 .

ft may help - to summarize the learning devit..es used with this systematic. q
' vpreiich,to teaching ectitiont!cs. These are as ,f(,)1lows:

, ,k,, .
,. ,

1. A. 23-ininuteJY tape e.xplafilIng- the feadung system, wiritten vy-Artnur,-- ,
Kelsey7Pnd narrated.by John Mailer, .-' . -,,- --,-.. ,. .

5 '
. ,., ,....4. 25.,mithate TV, ape kIctplaining r14e determination of tlfe..1eyel of .G1III,:`
' ,vViittte by John Maher and narrated by Arthur Kelsey, r -- ,, ., e. e

".,,,, . :t ,.
3. A,30-item tese(TRIXF) measuring the abilify to transfer eLonomkconee/its.

. 4. Compute] programs written and progranlined by Lconai'd It aiLli, induding.
-two self-tests, ancintLiZtive simulation ofifiaLtionalseserve banking, and a buSiness
managenient interactive simulation. . .

.. .... ..1 , L
le

,, 5.,..A carousel L9ntdining, 80 s 1 ides giving an oveKftew , of inat-roek,onomics,
' deyelop'e'd by Join') Miller. ,. : .

6. Six cassette. tapes L.'Onta,ining disLussujils of income determination, national .,_. _,.
income accounting,and several tests.... , .

,,
, ._ ... . .`

":, 7 Defalletl statements of learning okjettivesproblems, tests and instructors.'
- c, 4.
4tiiCies.writteri.by 1tonard Rasch. ' .... .. k- .3

. . 't. :'' 3 '
ese. materials, used lithe manner previously descrihed, appeal to have peen

..4 , .more effective than L.onvent1iia1 methods of insfruLtion, in....4ealiing.,,inaau.
,

econo les (l!rundeigraduates, and have helped, students to ,learn how la, transfer.
..... ..

. *i.,oro it. principles tu'itreas yuyillie the strit-t- domain oreLoriomiL. science.*
,, , .t. ,...-.. , ; '...;

...,, 2,1Nitelause of. space limitations it', has been necessary to condense the,original Rvort. The
limmVekegEort, which contains nik'vt. detads on the system, test statiNlies, 9.oniNter_printouts, '

,,pte., cal be °Wanted from the le eInqin R Alden LibrAry,Phio Limy-say, Athens, Ohio..., ,

.). 4. 4' . I,
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